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T~v~ past year marked an importa~, m2~estone in the history
of the Weath~
Modification
Association.
The meeting in France during the period 4-8 September
1985 was an enormous success,
largely because of the i~v~ial work by John W. Jum~
in the United States and the substantial
work a~ grand hospZtality
provided by
D~. Rog~ Serpolay and Jean Dessens in France. It will not be possible
in the
f~ure to match the ~ndness of our colleagues
in France. The WMAis truly an
int~nat2~on~l
organization
a~ the French scientific
community provides a strong
and ~porta~ input to the Association.
During the meeZing in France, ~o commemorative medatZio~ were presented
by our French cot£.eagues
to the past a~ prese~vt presidents
of the WMA, Messy.
John W. J~es a~ R. Lynn Rose. Photos of the fro~vts
and backs of thee med~~o~ w~e chosen
for the cov~ of t~ Jo~n~ ~sue.
Thee med~o~ have been
embedd~
in fr~ed
pl~c
and the s~ w~ s~ve
~ a rotting
~ for a spe~.
in~vidu~
or group who h~ p~formed
o~tan~ng
s~vic~
in the ~ea of coop~~ve effo~
towc~d
any ~pe~ of i~t~.o~
wec~h~r
mo~ficc~tio~.
Whe~ev~
approp~e,
the fr~ed
med~io~
a~ an Asso~on
plaque
for the in~vidu~
wZ~ be pr~e~ed
d~.ng the ~,¢~ds
c~ony ~ the annu~ me~ng of the Asso~a~on.
Volume 18 boasts an inerease in i;~erest
and important activi~es
witI’d~n the
genial finds of weather modification
research
and op~a~ions.
The 27 reviewed
papers and 2 non-reviewed papers address a broad spectrum of inter~ts
and subjects,
suggesting a more vigorous scene of research and applied technology.
Certainly
the total numbea~ of countries
and their increasing
numbe~ of progr~s
at the international
level support th~ view.
The WMA and ~t6 Jour~w~ staff
g~ef~y acknowledges
the autho~ who have
devoted the t~e required
to prepare the important
pap~ published
in tl~
Vol~e 18.
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AbstraCt. Evaluation of outcomes of weather modification has been a
necessity and an evolving process. Early efforts were largely based on
statistical techniques of surface weather variables, but over the past
20 years use of physical processes assessment has grown. Great progress
has been made in learning how to effectively use physical and statistical approaches for the assessment of weather modification, both operational and experimental efforts.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a perspective on efforts
to evaluate planned and inadvertent weather modification, based on the thoughts of one who has been
involved in the evaluation of weather modification
efforts for the past 25 years. This is not
intended to be an exhaustive review of evaluation
practices, techniques and findings, but rather a
personal view of the highlights of the past and a
focus on areas of progress in evaluation techniques and philosophy.
The scientific community has been performing
weather modification including its evaluation for
35 years and some interesting inconsistencies are
obvious; further, some techniques and beliefs have
made full revolutions from use to criticism, to
non-usage, and now to usage and credibility again.
However, in general, real progress has been made
in learning how to design, conduct, and evaluate
operational experimental weather modification projects to get meaningful assessments.
For those who seek in-depth information on
various evaluation issues and techniques, please
see Hsu (1981), a major report which annotates
more than 1200 documents dealing with evaluation.
Several in-depth reviews of the statistical techniques and varied efforts to evaluate weather
modification projects have been issued over the
past 25 years. Among those I commend to an
interested reader are those by Court (1960, 1967),
by the National Academy of Sciences (1966, 1973),
Mielke (1967), Stinson (1969), Lel)uc (1971),
Changnon (1973), Grant and Cotton (1979),
Bradley e_~t al., (1980).
I claim that considerable clarity in the use
of statistical
techniques in evaluation has
occurred in recent years. Changing attitudes on
the philosophy of physical and statistical assessments, and on more powerful assessment approaches,
have been revealed in the papers of Braham (1979),
Gabriel (1979, 1980), and the Statistical Task
Force (1978). One emerging theme is greater consideration of empirical evidence, as opposed to
solely statistical evidence, in weather modification assessment. This is not a new concept; even
Dr. J. Neyman (1969), one of the statisticians
long involved in weather modification and its
evaluation, criticized many statistical techniques
in use. Neyman (1969) and Court (1980) discussed
several of the limitations of statistical assess-

ment in weather modification. Another leading
scientist also urged the use of empirically based
evidence as the best general approach to weather
modification assessment (MacDonald, 1969). This
evolution in assessment philosophy is revealed by
Simpson (1974) who advocated the Bayesian
approach, as well as. other physical approaches, to
help break from the traditional
statistical
approaches. Elliott (1980) presented a useful
resume of various physical factors for use in
evaluation efforts. Also, collective evidence of
the results from several projects was used to get
a single assessment as early as 1957 (Thom, 1957)
to help get s sense of success from a combined
view of weather modification efforts.

2.

BACKGROUND ISSUES: SOME KEY REALITIES

The evaluation of weather modification projects has been generally found to be a necessity,
whether designed into a project or not; furthermore, evaluation has been a significant part of
the modern science of weather modification. At
times, debates based on differing evaluations of
the same project and data sets have occurred,
often raising questions among unknowing outsiders
of the real outcome.
Some evaluation-related
debates have centered on interpretations of major
field experiments including Project Whitetop (Braham et al., 1971; Decker et al., 1971; Lovasich
a__~_l., 1971); on the CLIMPAX program (Mielke et al.,
1971; Hobbs and Rangno, 1979); and on the Florida
Area Cumulus Experiment (Flueck et al., 1981;
Nickerson, 1981). There are many more sources of
information about these experiments than cited
here, but these are offered to illustrate the
point that different approaches to evaluation have
yielded different results.
The strong early tendency to depend on statistical analysis came about because of our general inability to totally understand and to measure adequately the expected physical outcomes of
modification.
Hence, the scientific community
turned to statisticians and their techniques for
discerning differences, either in atmospheric conditions or surface weather variables. Clearly,
there is a shift away from this view as more
knowledge of key atmospheric
variables have
developed in the past 30 years.

In early years, the field also was uncertain
about how to integrate physical measurements with
statistical techniques. For example, use of statistical techniques faced major problems relating
to sample size, and knowledge and use of the
correct test to apply to the often skewed distributional characteristics of clouds and precipitation conditions.
in general, the evaluations of weather modification experiments which were typically random£zed, and of operational projects which were nonrandomized, have rested on some form of use of
target versus control approaches. The 12 major
experiments in the United States during the past
25 years have all used some form of randomization
involving comparisons of various conditions
including individual clouds, storm or rainfall
periods, or on daily rainfall (Changnon, 1979).
Randomization has been the primary tool used to
insure against bias.
It appears, however, that most of the statistical design and techniques used from 1950 to
1975 unfortunately embraced activities that caused
bias, multiplicity, and/or subjective judgments
that have helped confound the statistical
interpretations of the outcomes of most major
field experiments. After many mistakes, i believe
the field has learned how to correctly design and
conduct experiments with a correct mixture of physical factors and statistical tests to ensure
interpretable outcomes in the shortest possible
time period.
A multi-year study of how to evaluate operational projects (Changn0n et el., 1981) develoued
new statistical techniques. Principal component
regression was found to be the single most powerful test. This project provided new information
about how to better evaluate operational projects.
All major weather modification experiments in
the United States have also been recently assessed
in another effort to discern the kinds of confounding problems their design and operations have
created (Hsu, 1985). This study was done to avoid
such problems in the design and operation of the
Precipitation Augmentation for Crops Experiment
(PACE), a midwestern experiment now under development in lllinois.

3.
SOME FACTORS AFFECTING EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL PROJECTS
One of the major recent lessons learned about
obtaining a convincing evaluation of operational
(non randomized) projects is that high quality
records of their operations are needed if their
outcomes are to be believed by most (Huff and
Changnon, 1980). Views of one recent advisory
body are that assessments of non-experimental projects should rely on well planned and conducted
operations with various records such as written
flight logs, radar film. cloud observations, etc.
that allow assessors to discern exactly what was
done, why, where, and when (Changnon et el.,
1981). It should be realized however that useful
assessments of projects without such records have
been made (Henderson, 1966).
Secondly, any evaluation of operational projects depends largely on use of target-control
relationships. These need to be developed between
the target (seeded area) and adjacent (control)

areas, and/or between both of these areas and the
historical
records of each (Changnon
et a~.,
1981). The use of target-control relationships,
such as developed through regressions of historical pre-modification data, have had an interesting
history. In the 1950"s this was the key evaluation approach in use. (Thom, 1957; Court, 1960),
but the approach came ~nder fire (Neyman, 1967)
and fell out of favor. In more recent years, the
target-control approach involving
more sophisticated statistical techniques and projects with
high quality data has been supported (Bradley e_!t
a_!l., 1980; Changnon e_!t a_![., 1981). Questions are
still raised in assessments based on individual
daily conditions (rain, hail) versus those based
on monthly and seasonal values. Bias can occur in
the selection and partitioning of storm events, a
situation which led Dennis and Kriege (1966)
group all storm events for their evaluation..pp
Operational projects can be meaningfully evaluated
by assessing certain secondary effect indicators
that accumulate (in space and time) the modification effects such as streamflow (~enderson, 1966)
and crop yields (Sonka, 1979; Eddy e_~_t a_!l., 1979).
These indicators can not be used in randomized
experiments.
All operational projects utilize existing
scientific theory and observations as the basis
for their modification efforts.
Where, when,
what, and how to see clouds are based on concepts
of producing microphysicsl changes of cloud, ice,
and water particles based on various techniques
(and seeding materials)
for delivery
of the
materials to the critical parts of the clouds.
Some major operational projects have been
carefully designed around scientifically - established modification experiments (Changnon e_!t el.,
1980). For example, the current Moroccan - United
States winter orogrephi¢ precipitation project is
operational in design (seeds all opportunities),
but employs techniques for enhancing winter
snowfall and rai~ bands that
have been scientifically established to produce predictable increases
in snowfall
in projects
in the Sierras
and
Colorado, and increases in rainfall in the Israeli
and Santa Barbara experiments. Furthermore, there
are sufficient on-going atmospheric measurements
with radar, radiosondes, and aircraft in Morocco
to help make meaningful scientific, as well as
statistical, interpretations
of the seeding
efforts. This is an example of how to "layer science" on an operational effort.
The Statistical Task Force (1978) to the
S. Weather Modification Advisory Board made key
recommendations about how to "piggyback" science
onto operational projects, if carefully done, it
was seen as a cost-effective means of advancing
our knowledge of cloud seeding while simultaneously attempting to modify all events. Gabriel
and Changnon (1981) further assessed the mixing
scientific learning and operations and offered
recommendations
such as employment of various
seeding techniques with randomized applications.
Studies and field experiments of inadvertent
weather modification
by
large
cities and
industries have ~volved a mixture of statistical
and physical evaluatioRs (Changnon et el., 1981;
Hobbs e_!t el., 1970). Urban effects on the atmosphere leading to changes in clouds and precipitation are analogous to operational cloud seeding
projects.
Essentially.
something
is
being

injected into the atmosphere (heat, moisture and
particles) and is causing potential changes. The
METROMEX field effort revealed that data from a
mixture of atmospheric measurements (radars,
tracers, meteorological aircraft, pibals, satellites, and radiosondes) established linkages, of
the surface to clouds and to in-cloud changes, and
the statistical analysis of rainfall (radars and
gages) established the changes in raincells end
storm rainfall. The assessment of inadvertent
weather modification is not dissimilar from that
for operational projects. Basically the St. Louis
results on rain change were based on empirical
evidence with sufficient physical linkages found
to be considered convincing (Statistical
Task
Force, 1978). However, the early urban effect
results based largely on climatic data and
target-control analyses (Changnon, 1968) were
disputed Holzman and Thorn (1970) by taking different data sets and difficult analyses, a comparable debate found in assessments of operational
projects.

4.

SOME KEY LESSONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTS

Analysis of most major United States weather
modification experiments (Changnon,1978) revealed
that several problems had affected their evaluations. The randomized approach had not presented
noncontroversial assessments, and most experiments
are considered inconclusive, interestingly, a key
issue was not scientific of technical but was
rooted in a lack of institutional commitment,
defined as not enough funding at any one time, and
too little support of the project for a long
enough time to get a sample size adequate to discern effects (Changnon, 1973b; 1980). The conduct
of a major experiment requires strong leadership
and military-type operations that have been too
infrequently achieved.
These types of management-related problems in
most experiments were often further compounded by
a mixture of improper statistical
design and
evaluations. A recent assessment of 13 major
worldwide projects dealing with cumuliform cloud
modification looked at 7 factors including: I)
sampling and experimental units; 2) features used
to separate seeded from unseeded effects; 3) cloud
physics parameters used in evaluation; 4) seeding
techniques; 5) response variables; 6) statistical
methods used; and 7) investigations of extra-area
efforts, and several confounding problems were
identified (Hsu, 1985). Two main problems concerning statistical evaluation of the projects
were (i) problems of multiplicity, and (2) "subjective judgment" in making decisions about seeding operations. Most multiplicity problems were
caused mostly because of many analyses performed
on the data (mainly various stratifications)
without prior specification in the design. This
rendered the computed significance levels less
conclusive than they originally appeared (WMAB~
1978). Projects which appear to have the multiplicity problems include FACE i, Israeli I, NDPP,
Stormfury, Tasmania, and Whitetop.
Examples of "subjective judgment" problems
include the posterior definition of "floating target" in FACE I, and the choice of deciding to seed
rain.or hail in the NDPP operation. Another concern expressed has been whether data handling persons are a11owed to know the seed/noseed random
plan before processing any data (WMAB, 1978).

Questions were expressed on the positive seeding
effect of the Santa Barbara 2 results (WMAB,
1978).
In FACE I, the large rainfall increases were
largely due to rainfall on 5-6 seeded days. The
rainfall increase in FACE I was re-analyzed by
Nickerson (1979) using neighboring area as controis and claimed to be due to natural variability; although the neighboring area might have been
~ontaminated by seeding (Flueck etal., 1981).
lhe failure of FACE 2 to confirm the results of
FACE 1 was shown to be due to the unusually heavy
rainfall on one "unseed" day (Woodley et al.,
1983). This represents
an unfortunate
design
relating to how to treat and assess heavy rain
days. Yet, Dennis (1967) pointed to ways
design field experiments so as to exclude effects
of such extreme events, and Brier and Meltesen
(1976) also addressed this problem.
Another type of problem found in many experiments was related to some phase/s of the operations. For example, too few raingages or hailpads
were installed; or project radars tried to serve
too many masters - both for operations and data
collection; or the wrong seeding technique was
used.
Some experiments were confounded by post mortem enalyses. For example, in the most United
States experiments, our scientists did not clearly
recognize the difference between "Exploratory" and
"Confirmatory" statistical approaches. Hence, the
statistical analysis, which was being too heavily
relied upon, was compromised.
The scientific
literature is filled with papers providing diverse
and conflicting results form the evaluations of
experiments. One result of this has been confusion, disregard, and loss of credibility about
scientific studies among the scientific community
and the general public. Yet with all these problems, several field trials have been concluded
satisfactorily and with thorough evaluations of
several physical factors, as well as statistical
assessments of precipitation, streamflow and other
effected factors (Dennis and Koscielski, 1969;
Williams and Lehman, 1970; Changnon sial., 1980).

5. SUMMARY
The evolution in evaluation approaches suggests that after many trials and errors, the field
is now able to design and conduct projects, either
operational or experimental, to allow for meaningful, nonconfounding evaluations of field efforts.
I consider this to be a major achievement in the
field of weather modification.
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A KIND OF SEEDING AGENT
FOR DRAWING HIGH LIQUID WATER CONTENTS OFF STRONG
CONVECTIVE CLOUDS : REALITY OR NOT ?
R. SERPOLAY
I.O.P.G. du Puy de D6me
Clermont-Ferrand (France)
Abstract. Laboratory experiments prove the existence of organic compounds (e.g.
sodium alginate) easily coalescing with water droplets which, on impinging on their
surface,are quickly taken in charge in the bulk by absorption. The growth of particles of such material by collision-coalescence in the liquid parts of a cloud
results in large drops of viscous solution less sensitive to the breaking up process
than water drops of same size.
It is suggested to use this material pulverized to an appropriate size for
seeding strong convective clouds in order to induce fastly inside them some modifications which are examined in details. The feasibility of such seedings is considered
under several aspects (seeding vector, amounts to be used, etc ...).

i.

INTRODUCTION
For forty years, the techniques used in attempting to modify clouds and, consequently, to affect
the weather have become more refined and diversified.
But in the same time the principles of the methods
involved in this field do not seem to have known
some important changes.
The more consistent principle is to replace
cloud droplets by a much smaller number of larger
particles which precipitate. In the supercooled
parts of the clouds this can be done bv seeding
with ice-forming nuclei according to the BergeronFrideisen theory. For instance, in order to modifv
the clouds developping into hailstorms, overseeding
with ABI nuclei owing to natural ways (u~drafts)
~J. Dessens, 1985) or bv appropriate airborne
vectors (B.K. Sulakvelidze. 19671 is usually
suggested unless the validity of this principle
is demonstrated indisputably by the results of
field experiments. (P. Schmid, 1967).
2.

CHARACTERISTICS OF HAIL PRODUCING CLOUDS
Beside experimental or operational programs
undertaken in order to modify the weather, extensive
and eminently creditable efforts have been carried
out for achieving a better understanding of the
mechanismes involved in the formation and development of the cloud and precipitation elements.
For convective clouds which, isolated or belonging to cells or squall lines, are likely to produce
large amonts of devastating hailstorms, some physical conditions to be completed by further researches
may be briefly summarized like this :
- hiBh surface temperatures,
- °
cloud-top
,
nemperatures in the range -10°,-25
- thermal atmospheric profiles partially superadiabatic inducing strong updrafts able to maintain
at high levels in the atmosphere precipitation
elements during lapses of one minute or more and
hence to localize in the clouds or cells high
liquid water content zones including large supercooled drops (A.K. Sulakelidze, 1965)
3.

A NEW APPROACH FOR MODIFYING HAIL PRODUCING
CLOUDS ?
From the point of view of a preventive action
leading to impede the development of hail producing
clouds, are can imagine a principle of intervention

consisting in inducing precipitations from the
cloud if possible entirely in liquid phase according
to the chain reaction theory (I. Langmuir, 1948~.
This method can be suggested before or as soon
as the cloud top reaches the -i0 °C level and, in
all the cases, before the cloud reaches its maximum
develoment stage.ln that purpose, water drops
or hygroscopic material finelv powdered can
be used. The subsequently scheme of development
leadinB to the precipitation by seeding with such
agents will not differ from the natural one comprising the splintering of the largest drops reaching
their breaking size under the influence of vibrations thev are undergoing while fallinB through the
air currents supplying the cloud and contributing
to the development of the latter.
It will be different if we use a substance
such as sodium alginate - which, while facilitating the coalescence of cloud droplets, introduces
in addition viscosity forces inside ~rowing elements
in order to strengthen their cohesion and delaying
their breaking.
4. PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SODIUM ALGINATE
Sodium alBinate is a solid product derived
from alBenic acid extracted from brown algae.
It is a Bood absorbent of vapor and liquid water
and forms with the water a viscous colloidal solution so that larBe drops of such a solution can
reach~ before breaking, ma×imum sizes larger than
those of pure water falling in the atmosphere
wether subjected or not to the updrafts.
In an atmosphere saturated with water vapor,
the sodium alBinate particles are likelv to absorb
several times their weight in water.
When a liquid water droplet comes in contact
with the surface of a sodium al~inate particle,
it is immediatelv taken up by the particle in
bulk, the volume of the latter increasing instantaneously. This is an absorption process clearly
illustrated bv the Figure I.
Both above described processes have been tested
in the course of foB and orographic cloud seedings
with this material :
Figure 2 shows the visibility improvement
resulting from a seeding achieved on 15 september
1971 inside a fog with a device of blowers ~rounded
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on Brest-Guipavas Airport (France).
- In the summer time of 1977, during a series
of field experimentations the aim of whicN was to
initiate precipitation elements from orographic
clouds formed in the vicinity of Puy de D6me,
echos were recorded on the screen of the radar
Rabelais (8 millimeters wavelenght) short lapses
after ponctual dispersions of sodium alginate
spread from the T.V. tower inside cioud layers
which did not produce echos before.
5.

BEHAVIOUR OF VISCOUS ELEMENTS IN HIGHLY SUPERCOOLED ZONES OF THE CLOUDS
It seems reasonable to expect that the dispersion of sodium alginate particles in the s~percooled parts of clouds where strong trubulences
are prevailing will have the effect of inhibiting
and braking the process of droplet mu~tiplication
because of the rapid formation of large drops
consisting of viscous solution. These drops will
fall without undergoing the breaking and will
be able to remain suspended in strong updrafts
at lower levels where the risk of freezing in
bulk is considerablv less.
In the most favorable cases, a part of the
liquid water of the cloud could beprecipitated
before the cloud achieves a development leading
to the formation of big hailstones.
It should be of great interest to carry out
field experiments for demonstrating the reality
of this process.
Because a colloidal solution freezes at temperatures lower than the freezing point of the
pure solvant, the viscous drops having reached
the regions where the pure water drops of similar
size are normally expected to freeze will remain
a longer time without freezing : the collisioncoalescence process will continue to work in
these regions. Even if it happens they freeze,
the resultinR precipitation elements will assume
elastomechanical properties different from the
hailstones, making them more sensitive to plastic
shear strain therefore less damaging (*).
In this respect too, systematic laboratory
tests carried out in various conditions but as
close as possible to those prevailing in the
clouds should be needed for verifying this
behaviour.

flora and fauna on which rain falls. Moreover,
the algae from which it is extracted serves sometimes as natural manure.
OPERATING METHODS AND ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF
SODIUM ALGINATE TO USE
In order to activate the coalescence of cloud
droplets with alginate particles, the latters
have to be in the range 30 ~m, 70 ~m.
It is quite out of the question to disperse
the powdered alginate from gounded blower devices
since most of the particles then fall down close
to their source.
On might also imagine using either rockets
or airplanes which will disperse the product
along their trajectories in the suitable zones
of clouds.
In fact, the choice between these two kinds
of carrier depends upon the amount of product
to bring into operation.
The amount of sodium alginate has been estimated in the case of a hail producing cloud giving
a stretch of hail of 10 km lenght and I km width
corresponding to a height of 20mm of precipitated
water.
By using a sodium alginate of high viscosity
which remains efficient when it has absorbed
several hundred times its own weight in water,
a seeding with about 200 tons of such product
would be necessary for supressing the hail precipitation according to the above defined principles.

7.

8.

CONCLUSION
It is clear that the hail-prmducing cloud
seeding with sodium alginate as above considered
is financiallv prohibitive as much at the level
of the cost of the product as for its bringing
into operation. Nevertheless, in the present
state of our knowledge about the natural development and supply of hail precipitations, and
without serious laboratory and field experiments
being done on this subject, we cannot reject
the idea that amounts of al~inate i0 to I00
times less suitably introduced into the cloud
at the correct place and time would be sufficient
to inhibit a set of processes which, witNout
intervention and by amplification, would assume
the proportions of a highly damagin~ hailstorm.

6.

OTHER PROPERTIES OF SODIUM ALGINATE WITH
RESPECT TO ITS INSERTION IN OUR ENVIRONMENT
When gaseous, liquid or solid chemicals are
introduced in the atmosphere for activities related to weather modification, it is essential
to examine the type of influence - harmful or
not - they may have upon our environment.
a) Because sodium alginate produces viscous
solutions with the liquid water of the clouds,
the drops of such solutions when falling on roadway, runways, metallic or plastic structures,
etc ..., may make them locally slippery. The
remedv for this nuisance is to wash the surfaces
with water in order to dilute the solution.
b) Compared with numerous inorganic salts,
sodium alginate is much less chemically and biologically active and hence is less harmful, to
(*) It may be remembered indeed that sodium alginate is manily used in the manufacture of ice
creams in which it serves as a stabilizing agent
acting to prevent the development of large ice
crystals.
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(d)

Fig. i.-

(e!

Different growth stages of a single sodium alginate particle of about 40 ~m
in size (arrow) suspended on a web’s thread (a) in a stream of cloudy
The growth proceeds by direct capture of cloud droplets or by coa!escence
with other cloud drops captured by web’s threads in its viciiitw (b to e).
Let us note the opacity of the particle during the growth process and the
final size reached (about 160 um).
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(15 September 1971) in a natural fog seeded with sodium alginate.
Meteo and SAPE measurements are recorded in sites located out of the
seeded area. Let us note ~he low and constant level of these values.

OBSERVATIONS
CARRIEDOUTIN AN EQUATORIAL
FOREST
AFTERSILVER IODIDE SEEDINGS
FROMA GROUND
GEN[RA~OR
G.J.R. Baudet
Laboratoire de Physique de l’Atmosphere
Faculte des Sciences, Abidjan, Ivory Coast

and

J. Dessens and J.P. Lacaux
Centre de P, echerches Atmospheriques
Campistrous, 6500 Lannemezan, France

Abstract. Seedingexperimentshave been conductedat certain periods
of the year since 1975 near the dam of Ayame, Ivory Coast, in order to increase
the water supply of a small river, "La Bia", which flows for 220 km in a humid
and dense forest. The region is hilly and covered with forest and cacao or
coffee plantations.Silver iodide is daily released from a vortex generator at
the time of cumulus convectionduring the dry season, generallyfrom Decemberto
ApriI.
The seedingeffectsare discussedin the contextof the climatological
conditions of southern Ivory Coast by considering a numerical cloud model, the
analysisof silver contentin rain samples,and the map of isohyets.

1.

INTRODUCTION
Several climatological studies in West
Africa show that, for the rainy seasons of the
last fifteenyears,the rainfallwas below normal.
Moreover, these rainy seasons were shorter than
before. In most cases they began later and ended
earlier. This situation has been well documented
by Todorov (1985) for the Sahel region where the
rainfall amounts began to decrease about 1968.
This is a phenomenon which has continued until
now, together with a concomitant shortening of
the rainy season. The impact of these droughts
has ranged from complete crop failure to sharply
reduced productions. As seeds planted in the
soil failed to emerge, farmers in some locations
have had to re-sow several times during the
season, and plants did not have enough time to
mature.
In the southern part of the Ivory Coast, a
seeding experiment with silver iodide released
from the ground has been run since 1975 in the
Ayame region (Lat. 5°40’N, long. 3°08’W), 50
north of the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. i). The
experiment is intended to increase the water
supply of a small river, "La Bia", on which the
Company "Energy Electriquede Cote d’Ivoire" has
built a dam. The region is hilly and covered
with humid forest and cacao or coffee
plantations.This situation seems favorable both
for convection and humidification of the lower
layersof the atmosphere.
The annual oscillationof the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ, or ZCIT in French)
accountsfor the existenceof four seasonsin the
southern part of Ivory Coast (Fig. 2). From one
year to the next in the Ayame region, it is
possibleto distinguishthe following:

20 Km

Fig. I:

1) 15 December-28 February: great dry
season(ZonesA and B)
2) I March-14 July: great rainy season
(ZoneC)

10

Map of the region of Ayame (Ivory Coast)

3)

15 July-30 September: small dry season
(Zone
D). The ITCZ is at its
northernmostposition

4)

I October-14 December: short rainy
season caused by the movement of Zone C
toward the so:th.
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In fact,
March and April
occupy an
inconsistent
stormy period which may be either
rainy
or, as it has been observed for a few
years, rather dry. From one year to the next,
cloud seeding was conducted
when rains
were
produced from supercooled clouds which did not
have a great
vertical
extent.
The central
periods of the rainy season and of the great dry
season were not seeded.

Table

DRY SEASON~

Convergence Zone (from

I : Locations

oF the

generator

and seeding

periods.

Month

THE Agl GROUND
SEEDING
The type of generator used to release the
silver
iodide particles
is the acetone vortex
burner described
by Dessens and Pham Van Dinh
(1968). The solution
consists of 98.0% acetone,
1.4% Agl, and 0.6% Nal (weight percentages).
The
generator is used with a nozzle type "Monarch New
system, 0.75,30 °’’ under a pressure of 1.3 arm.
The solution
flow rate is 1.1 lh -I giving
a
silver iodide output of (11.4 x 1.1) : 12.5 -t .
The number of ice forming nuclei (IFN) active
-15°C produced per gram of silver
iodide being
0.8 x 10 14(Pham Van Dinh, 1973), the number N
nuclei released per hour by the generator is then
about 10 15.
The first
location
of the generator
was
Ayame II (1975-1976)
with the intention
seeding the clouds above Ayame I. This is a
station where the rain is measured and collected
for analysis.
In fact, by convective situation,
the transport of the nuclei by the SW lower winds
has been found negligible.
For this reason the
generator
was moved toward the north (Akrebi,
1977-1978; Ketesso, 1979-1984), in order to have
the seeded rainfalls
in the watershed of the Bia
River.
During the seeding periods (Table 1), the
generator was operated every day between 10.00
and 14.00 (time UT), when the convection was well
developed.

Locat£on

Year

AYAME

1975
1976

AKREBI

1977
1978

KETESSO

1979

J

F

M

A

M

3

3

A

S

0

N

D

2.

3. THE RESULTS
a. Numerical simulation
Achy and Rosset (1980) have calibrated
one-dimensionalcumulus cloud model for tropical
conditions. Their model gives good results at
Abidjan for the amount of rainfall during the
period of transition between the dry and rainy
seasons. It may also be used in the Ayame
region, 140 km from Abidjan in the ENE direction
where the soundingresults from Abidjan have been
found valid on several occasions thanks to a
supplementarysounding. The results of the model
for seeded days are given in Table 2.
Table 2 : Compar.~son oF the rain forecasted
the rain observed after seeding.

Day
19
2~
29
31
2~
10
19
17

11

Feb 1983
Hat 1983
Hat 1983
Mar 1983
Apt 1983
NOV1983
Dec 1983
Jan 198~

Cloud top height,
in km
2.0
7.6
13.0
1.6
12.6
2.8
13.8
7,0

by a numerical

P:edicted rain,
An mm
0.0
5.0
17.0
0.03
7.5
2,8
17.k
8.6

model with

Observed rain.
in mm
?.0
7.0
20.0
35.0
35.0
18.5
2.0
32.5

isohyets
near Ayame are more or less
perpendicularto the coast. This is particularly
visible on the map for the year 1984 (Fig. 3b)
the isohyet 1600 mm has moved 40 km toward the
north.

It is interestingto observethat in all the
cases but one the rainfall after seedingis above
the forecasted rain. However, in some cases Agl
may not have a role in the difference between
predicted and observed rain. The only case where
rainfallis below the model predictionconcerns a
well-developed cloud, with a cumulonimbus top
height of 13.8 km. Some persons believe it is
possible that seeeding might reduce rain in the
case of such a cloud (Todd, 1985).
The use of a numerical model in this region
of Africa may be an efficient method of control
of the seeding effects because the weather is ¯
often very similar from one day to the next.
This allows a more exact calibration of the
modeI.
b.

Silver contentof the rain
The spatial and temporal variations of the
silver content of precipitation have been
investigatedin a number of earlier studies and
interpretedas a proof of the interactionof the
Agl particles with the cloud droplets.
Measurements of the silver content of the
precipitation falling at Ayame have been
conducted since 1979 with the automatic
precipitation collector (Lacaux et al, 1985).
The collected samples are immediately frozen.
The technique used for the subsequent silver
analysisis the flamelessatomic absorption.
The average backgroundsilver concentration
for 32 samples of rain falling at #~yame from
non-seeded clouds is (0.7 +- 0.7) 10-0 -1.
g.l
During the seeded periods,
the silver
concentrationat a distanceof 45 km to the south
of the generator has been found on several
occasions one order larger than the background,
mainly when the monsoon lower layer is thin, and
when the winds in the Harmattan upper layer are
low.
Two examplesof sample analysisare given in
Table 3. The fact that silver is found in
several successive samples, each of them
corresponding to 1 to 4 mm of rain, means that
silver iodide has scattered in the cloud for a
long time, and then may have nucleated ice
crystalsand increasedrain on an area of several
km

3b

Generoloi

Table 3 : Silver
Sample n’
19 Dec 19B3
IG Feb 18B~

concentration,

in g.l

x I0 -8,

in two sequences of

I

2

]

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

b
9.0

b
?.3

5.0
~.3

8.?
b

7.3
b

6.&
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

~b : background,

Fig. 3:

-8
~ 10

c. Precipitation
amounts
The mean annual precipitationamountsin the
Ivory Coast are given on Fig. 3a. In the region
of Ayame, the isohyets are nearly parallelto the
coast and some interestingobservationshave been
made as the seedingwas operatedat Ayame.

Map of Ivory Coast with the isohyets
drawn with the mean annual amounts of
precipitationfor the period 1952-1982
(upper part, no seeding) and for the
year 1984 (lower part, seeding).

2. The precipitation amounts are monthly
available since 1975 at Adiake, Aboisso, Ayame
and Alepe and since 1977 at Bianouan. During the
17 months of the third period (Agl released from
Ketesso),the amount of precipitationat Bianouan
(1362 mm)has been higher than the amount
Aboisso (1329 mm), Ayame (1316 ram)and Alepe
(1105mm).
Due to the short time of observation,these
resultsare not statisticallysignificant.

1. During the years without seeding (1981,
1982), the isohyets had a shape which was very
similar to that of the map of Fig. 3a. During
the seeded years (1980, 1983 and 1984), the
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4. CONCLUSION
The Ayame seeding project,
based on a
preliminary
experiment by Ho Dessens (1958.),
the equatorial
repetition
of a p~oject
in a
marine climate which was conducted at Mimizan,
France, by H. Dessens (1968). The result of the
Mimizan experiment was an increase of the rain up
to 15% in an area of about 800 km centered at 40
km downwind from the generator
(Lacaux
and
Dessens, 1973). Three physical types of control
(numerical
model, silver
content analysis,
rain
amounts) have been made for the Ayame project,
and their
results
are in agreement with the
practical
results of the Mimizan project..
A next
step in the project may be to control the effect
of the seeding day-by-day,
in order to confirm
the hypothesis
by Todd (1985) that the seeding
has a positive
effect
only when the convective
clouds are not too much developed.

Dessens, H., 1968: Influence sur la pluviometrie
d’une emission
continue
de noyaux d’une
emission
continue
de noyaux d’iodure
d’argent.
C.R. Acad. Sc. Paris.
t. 267,
427-432.
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STORM TYPING AND SEEDABILITY
AUGMENTATION
IN THE SIERRA

IN OROGRAPHIC
SNOW/RAIN
NEVADA OF CALIFORNIA*

John W. James
Mountain
West Weather Service
g
Department
of Geography,
University
of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557
Abstract.
The seedability
of winter-time
storms
depends
on several
meteorological
criteria,
three of the most important
being storm size, temperature,
and wind flow
characteristics.
A storm typing
scheme was devised
using readily
awailable
on-site
radiosonde
temperature
and wind data.
Data from several
years of cloud seeding
for snow pack enhancement
in the Sierra
Nevada of California
indicate
that moderate
southerly
storms predominated
over moderate
westerly
systems in both seedable
and seeded categories.
The lack of seedabiIity
was closely
related
to wind flow characteristics:
high wind
speeds associated
with many of the westerly
storms, and some of southerly
cases,
precluded
targeting.
Also important
in seedability
was the size of storm systems:
many
fast moving westerly
cases bring only very small amounts
of precipitation
over a short
period of time. Wind direction
and air mass temperature
were only third and fourth
in
importance
in the lack of seedability.
Introduction
The establishment
of storm seedability
is extremely
important,
and depends
on
several meteorological
criteria,
including
storm size, temperature,
and wind flow
characteristics.
A storm typing
scheme,
using readily available
radiosonde
temperature
and wind data, allows for easy
cIassification
of winter-time
storms that
affect the Sierra Nevada.

This study indicates
that moderate
southerly
storms predominate
over moderate westerly
systems,
in both seedable
and seeded
categories.
Other classes
of
colder
and warmer
storms
were few. Lack
of seedability
was closely
related
to
wind flow characteristics:
in many
westerly cases and some. southerly
cases,
high wind speeds
precluded
targeting.
Of
much less importance
in seedability
was
the size of storm systems,
with many fast
moving westerly
cases bringing
only very
small amounts of precipitation
over a
short period.
Wind direction
and air
mass temperature
were less important
in
establishing
seedability.

I.

Data from eight years of cloud seeding
activity
(1977-85)
has been summarized
for
a ground-based
orographic
snowpack
enhancement
project undertaken
by the
Sacramento
Municipal
Utility
District
in
the Sierra Nevada of California
southwest
of Lake Tahoe. (Fig. 1).

@ ~.~--.-
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2.

Storm Typing and Seedability
A storm typing system is useful only
if data needed for it are readily
available
and pertinent.
Most cloud
seeding
projects
have on-site
or near onsite radiosonde
information,
so that air
masses can be monitored
for seedability.
Data from these upper air soundings
is
easily obtainable
in real time for
forecasting
in weather
modification.
Such information
is also very useful
after the fact in storm analysis
and in
establishment
of seeding effectiveness.
A storm typing system (Table I) developed
by the author for wintertime
storms in
California
and Nevada was discussed
in an
earlier
article
by Hannaford
& James
(1982).

I
Table

Level
(mbs)
500

i.

California
and
Storm Types
Wind

-235

+

-230

+

SOUTH

*This paper
Modification

WEST

is similar
to one presented
at the First European
Conference
of the
Association,
at Clermont-Ferrand
& Toulouse,
France, Sept. 1985.
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Winter

Direction

700
850

Nevada

Weather

"REVIEWED"
Table
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Continued

Level
(mbs)
500

seedable
storms
with 12 each. During
1980-81,
of the 12 seedable
cases ii were
classified
as moderate
southerly.
The
1982-83
and 1983-84 seasons
were the only
ones with more seedable
westerly
storms
than seedable
southerly
ones.

Temperature
-25
COLD

-14
MODERATE

-I0

700

WARM
0

Of the seeded cases, 64% were
moderate
southerly
storms,
only 28% moderate westerly,
with the other four storm
types combined
making up only 8% of the
seeded storms
during
1977-85.
(This project operated
on a 3 of 4 randomization
during most of the eight year period.)

85O
(Temperature
at 500 mb takes precedence
over that at 700 mb when cloud top is at
or above 500 mb. Wind at 700 mb takes
precedence
over wind at 850 mb.)
Based on wind flow and temperature
characteristics
at three levels:
850,
700 and 500, storm systems
that affect the
Sierra Nevada were divided into six
categories,
southerly
or westerly
and
warm, moderate
and cold. The temperature
and wind direction
criteria
were chosen
from study of hundreds
of Sierra Nevada
storm systems,
and a review of previous
published
work by Krick (1943), Williams,
Griffith
and Smith (1970),
and others.

Again, the two-year
period 1977-79
stands out as having the most seeded
cases, with 37, or 47% of the eight year
total.
Moderate
southerly
storms
made up
70% of the seeded systems
during this two
year period.
An outstanding
winter
season was 1980-81
in that all eight
seeded storms were moderate
southerly.
The least productive
year was 1983-84,
when only two storms were seeded, because
it was a very wet year and the project
suspended
operations
much of the time.
During the eight year period,
74% of the
moderate
southerly
storms that were
seedable
were seeded,
while only 43% of
the seedable
moderate
westerly
cases were
treated.

Even though storms were classified
beginning
in 1968, for quality control
purposes
only the last eight years of
data are utilized
in this study.
Table 2
indicates
that during the eight year
study period (1977-85)
moderate
southerly
storm systems easily predominated
over the
other five categories
in both seedable
and
seeded cases.
Table

2.

3.

Causes for Lack of Seedability
In the 300 cases over the 1977-85
period, the overwhelming
cause for lack

Seedable
and Seeded Storms~
Southerly
and Westerly
River Project,
Sierra Nevada~ California~
1977-85.
Seedable Storms
Moderate
Moderate
Southerly
Westerly
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
8 Year
Totals

15
.13
7
II
5 1/2
7 1/2
3
6
68

14
4
7
I
4 1/2
8
5 1/2
5
49

Other
1
2
I
0
3
1 1/2
3 1/2
2
14
131

PERCENT SEEDED - SOUTHERLY

Breakdown,

Seeded Storms
Moderate
Moderate
Southerly
Westerly
13
13
5
8
4 1/2
2 1/2
0
4
50

74%,

6
4
3
0
1
4
1
2
21

i/2

American

Other
1
0
i
0
1
1/2
1
2
6 1/2
78

WESTERLY 43%

of seedability
that precluded

Of the 131 seedable
storms in the period
of study, 68 (52%) were in the moderate
southerly
class, and 49 (37%) moderate
westerly.
The other four storm classes
had only 14 of the 131 storms. The two
years following
the drought
of 1975-77 had
the most seedable
cases, with 30 seedable
storms in 1977-78
and 19 in 1978-79.
This
two-year
total of 49 seedable
storms was
37% of the eight-year
total of seedable
storms.
During
the two winters
28 of
these storms were in the moderate
sou~herly
class (57% of the two-year
total),
while only 37% were moderate
westerly.
The 1980-81
and 1983-84
winter
seasons
had the smallest
number of

1/2

Upper

was due to strong winds
targeting
(Table 3).

Table 3. Percent
of Time That Various
Factors
Caused Lack of Seedability~
Upper
American
River Project~
Sierra Nevada~
California~
1977-85.
Winds Too Strong for
Small Size of Storm
Wrong Wind Direction
Too Warm
Too Cold
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Targeting

62%
14%
9%
8%
7%

Almost two-thirds
(62%) of the unseedable
storms were such because of strong winds
during most of their duration.
Most of
these (2/3) were in the moderate
westerly
category,
usually
fast moving due to jet
stream proximity,
with little troughing
to
slow them down, they moved past the area
after leaving little precipitation.
The second most important
reason for
lack of seedability,
albeit a poor second,
was small size (14% of the cases),
providing
less than two or three tenths of
an inch of precipitation
in the Project
Area. Again, over half of these were
moderate
westerly
cases.
Little
troughing
and a lack of vertical
lift, usually
results in light amounts of precipitation.
Three minor causes for nonseedability
were wrong wind direction,
too
warm an airmass,
or an airmass
that is too
cold, Each of these reasons
occurred
in
less than 10% of the cases.
With fixed
ground generators,
a westerly,
southwesterly,
or southerly
wind flow is
necessary
to insure
seedability.
During
only 9% of the time was this criterion
not
fulfilled.
Most of the "too warm" cases
occurred
in the early portion of the
seeding season (October
and early
November),
and most of the "too cold"
systems in the spring when hail is a
danger in the unstable
airmass over the
fruit growing area near, but upwind from
the Project Area.
4.

Conclusion
A storm typing method requiring
radiosonde
temperature
and wind data was
useful in establishing
seedability
of
winter time orographic
systems that affect
the Sierra
Nevada of California.
Moderate
southerly
storms dominated
over other
systems in both the seedable
and seeded
categories.
Most (2/3) of the lack
seedability
was ca~sed by wind speeds too
strong to allow proper targeting
from
fixed ground based generators.
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud modification
activities
have been conducted
in North Dakota
every year since 1951 with the exception
of four years (1956-1958
and 1960).
Application
of the unproven
science
of
cloud modification
stems from the
reported
beneficial
economic
factors
to
the agrarian
economy.
Figure
1 from
Johnson
(1974) shows the annual losses
related to weather,
insects,
and disease.

seeded

(1968

- 1984).

NORTHDAKOTA
MONTANA
I~ORTI~CONTROL

SOUTH DAKOTA
EXCESSIVE
MOISTURE
14.0"<

Fig. 2. Map of Target and Control. Counties

Adams County,
North Dakota and the
surrounding
counties
of South Dakota
have had seeding programs
off and on
during the years considered
for this
study, and have not been included.
Changnon
(1977) calculated
the
average
loss cost ratio for the crop
reporting
districts
for the major loss
states.
The southwestern
crop
reporting
district
of North Dakota was
the highest
during the study period of
1948-1967.
Figure
3 is a cumulative
plot of North Dakota’s
loss cost data
from 1924 through 1985.

..... ] DISEASE

Fig. 1.

Causes of Crop Damage
in North Dakota

Hail and drought
account for one
half of the annual
loss. Reduction
of
these losses,
if only by a relative
small percentage,
would be beneficial
to
the Small grain farmer in southwestern
North Dakota.
Potter
and Sonka (1977)
show that decreases
in hail damage
greater
than 20%, with a 0-10% increase
in rainfall,
are economically
beneficial.
The study also shows there is a reduction
in the annual
variability
of income
with
the reported
income increase.
Southwestern
North Dakota is the
location
of the longest
perennial
hail
damage mitigation
program using aircraft
delivery
seeding
in the world.
The
program
started
in 1961 in a few
townships
in Bowman and Slope Counties.
It now covers the original
counties
plus
Hettinger
County.
This study compares
surrounding
areas shown in Figure 2,
which have not conducted
any major
efforts
in cloud modification,
to the
operational
counties
which have been

..~o....~
~

,’~"

Legend
= 1941- 1960
- 1981- 1984

Loss Cost (I./LC)
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described
in Figure
2 was seeded and
the adjacent
control
areas were not.
In the pre-seeded
period,
e. g. before
1961, no seeding was done for hail
damage reduction
and no seeding
was
being done by aircraft.
Years in which
seeding effected
a major portion
of
a target or control
area, have been
eliminated
from the non-seeded
time
period.
The period
of 1961-1967
has
been excluded
from the analysis
because
major portions
of the target area were
not participating
in the seeding
program.
Figure 4 is a historical
comparison
of the target area before
seeding
was conducted
(1948-1960)
the seeded period of (1968-1984).
The

Considering
the averages
of loss from
1961-1980,
a 13 and 15 percent
respective
increase has occurred
compared
to the earlier periods.
Figure 3 agrees with the Changnon
(1984) report of increased
loss trend
the upper Midwest.
How the seeded areas
have fared during this time period still
remains a question.
Research
studies
in the region
have been suggestive
of a hail damage
mitigation
technology.
Two in
particular
have been the Butchbaker
(1970) and the North Dakota Pilot
Project (NDPP) . The Butchbaker
study
used hailpads,
raingauges,
and 3-cm
radar to consider
the effectiveness
of
the operational
program during 1967
-1969.
The study concludes
that there
was a 30% to 60% reduction
in hail
energy in the target area as compared
to
the north, west, and south control
areas. In a separate
study, the NDPP
concluded
that there was, "tentative
evidence
that seeding at rates of
approximately
1 kg/hr was associated
with reduction
of hail at the ground"
(Miller, et al, 1975.)
2.

||
n

Legend
¯ NO SEED PERIOD
¯ ¯

!
ANALYSIS

¯ SEED PERIOD

~ =

The analyses
used in this study
are double mass plots of weighted
loss
cost,

;........
.,~"

¯ INTERIM

Tn.....
, ......
.~ .~’.,,~.
.,%,-

..~ .,,~

Fig. 4. T~rget Area Accumulated WLC
R = (L o + La ) * I00
where Lo is the dollar loss incurred
during a given year and county and L a is
the dollar liability
sold during the
same year and county.
Using loss cost data for a target
or control area comprised
of more than
one county, one should avoid an extreme
local event (e.g. a major loss or no
loss in one county)
from having
greater
weight than appropriate.
To
assure even weighting,
the insurance
industry
(CHIAA 1978) uses weighted
loss
cost data (Rw) . w is d efined b y

average loss for the non-seeded
period
is 11.3% while the seeded period is 8.0
percent.
This 29% reduction
in loss is
somewhat
surprising
given the regional
increase
as described
by Changnon
(1984) and the trends shown in Figure
3. The control
areas show trends
more
in line with the the regional
hail
patterns
as shown in Table I.
TABLE 1
AVERAGE LOSS
SEEDED PERIOD
196819~4

~Loi
Rw =

AVERAGE LOSS
NON-SEFDED PERIOD
1948 - 1960

PERCE~’AGE
CHANGE

* 100
~Lai

where i denotes the number of counties
comprising
a target or control area.
The weighted
loss cost is the aggregate
dollar losses over a region divided by
the total dollar liability
sold times
I00.
Schock (1977) summarized
the
cloud modification
activities
from 1951
through 1976 for the upper Midwest,
and
licenses
and permits from the three
state region document
activity
since
1977. These records show that from 1968
through 1984 the target area as

Figures 5, 6, and 7 are double
mass plots of the target area to the
surrounding
west, north, and east
control
areas respectively.
The
Figures
are cumulative
plots of the
annual target loss cost to the annual
control
loss cost by year. The
beginning
and ending years are noted on
the graph for t~e seeded,
no seed, and
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interim
time periods.
Reference
years
between
the end points are also
included.
Some years are missing
for.
various
reasons
such as no data or
seeding
in the no seed period.
Average
loss figures
are listed near the time
period (seeded
or no seed) plot for
comparison
of average
losses between
target (T) and control
(C).

c~.,
T-,o-~
,o,

o

o ’~7

end
$2
¯ NOSEEDPERIOD
¯ SEEDPERIOD.
~ INTERIM

~..............
~........

F.ig.5.

The west and east controls
depict sharp discontinuities
in slope
between
the non-seeded
periods
and the
seeded periods,
while the north control
shows little change.
The change of
slope in the west and east controls
comes from the combined
effect of
rising loss cost in the controls
and
the noted decreases
in the target.
Yet
no discernable
change can be seen in
the double mass plot of the target and
the north control.
A series of statistical
tests
were performed
on the data sets
represented
in Figures 4 - 7 using the
Mann-Whitney
U test. The tests were
designed
to address
three questions:
I)
Do the populations
of the seeded
period differ
in location
from the
populations
of the non-seeded
period
within the target or a control?,
2) Are
the populations
different
in location
between
the target area and the
controls
in the pre-seeded
time
period?,
and 3) are the populations
different
in location
between
the
target and the controls
in the seeded
time period?
Assumptions
are of course made
with such testing as to the drawing of
a random continuous
sample from
independent
populations,
that may only
differ in location
and not in the
function
of the distribution.
The
testing
as described
is a two sided
test and p-values
were always
considered
at .10.
The first category
is a historical comparison
between the seeded
period
and the nonseeded
period.
Of
the target and the three controls,
only
the east control has a test statistic
U
value below the calculated
critical
U.
This suggests
the seeded years have a
different
population
than the
non-seeded
period in a non-seeded
region downwind
of the target area.
One must consider
that the north
control is also downwind
of the target
area and no change was suggested
in
this direction.
As shown in Figure
7
the control
loss cost average
for the
non-seeded
period was 6.4% while the
average
during the seeded period
increased to 8.5%.
The second category
has three
tests for population
changes
between
the target and the controls
before
seeding
started
in 1961. The average
loss costs as depicted
in Table 1 would
suggest
that the target would have a
different
population
than the controls.
Both the west and east controls
show
test statistics
that imply different
populations
than the target area in
the preseeded
time period.
The
Mann-Whitney
test does not suggest that
the north control
is different
from the

Target vs. West Control
Accumulated WLC

CUMULATIVE
LOSS;COST
- TARGET

Fig. 6.

Target vs. North Control
Accumulated WLC

,~"#~/’~egend
q ,-¯ NOSEEDPERIOD
¯ SEEDPERIOD

Fig.

7.

Target vs. East Control
Accuraulated
WLC
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target for the number of years sampled
despite
the differences
in average
losses.
The third category
is the
comparisons
of the target and controls
during the seeded time period.
None of
the tests show a difference
in the
populations
between the seeded target
and the controls.
3.

SUMMARY

AND

¯ 1984: Temporal
and Spatial
V~riations
in Hail in The Upper
Great Plains and Midwest.
J. Appl.
Meteor.,
23, 1531-1541.
Crop-Hail
Insurance
Actuarial
Association,
1978: Crop-Hail
Insurance
Statistics.
CHIAA,
Chicago, IL, 75 pp.

CONCLUSIONS

Fosse, E. R., 1975: Remarks
on Crop-Hail
Insurance.
Report
to NSF Weather
Modification
Panel, Chicago,
16 pp.

An exploratory
look at a
long-term
seeding program,
which is
operating
in one of the most severe hail
prone regions of the United States,
has
been conducted.
Using hail insurance
data, a historical
and target-control
analysis
attempt has been completed.
The changes in loss cost averages
are
impressive,
but due to the nature of the
variability
in hail losses as recoreded
by insurance
data, are not solely
convincing.
Subsequent
testing
by the
Mann-Whitney
U test shows the disparity
of loss equalized
between
the target and
the east and west control.
The north
control,
seemingly
consistent
in its
history of loss over the past third of a
century,
presents
an opportunity
for
further study.
One can only consider
the
possibility
that the target may be
experiencing
a cllmatiological
increase
in hail loss and the seeding may be
having a far greater effect than
measured,
or the climatology
is
providing
what many think and believe
is
a seeding
effect.
Regardless
of the
possibilities
it is certain that only
detailed
physical
studies
conducted
through well designed field experiments
and supported
analyses
will unlock the
answers to understanding
the questions
of hail damage reduction
seeding.
4.
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and
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INTRODUCTION
For the past thirty years, ground
seeding has been widely used for hail
prevention, within various countries and under
many conditions. Up to the present day, no
really positive results are emerging at any
place in the world concerningthe efficiencyof
this seeding technique. For many scientists,
"Grossversuch III" experiment (1957-1963),
"Mendoza" experiment(1959-1964) are always
mind when negativetests are recalled.
Three recent tests concerning direct
seeding of hailstorms,
the "N.H.R.E."
(rockets), the "ALHAS" experiment (seedings
from cloud base and cloud top), and the
"Grossversuch IV" experiments (rockets), have
not pointed out a more successful way to solve
the hail prevention problem for economical
applicationsto agriculture.
Therefore, thanks to these kinds of
experimentation, the technologies for cloud
seeding and for hail precipitation analyses
were stimulated. A new three-year program has
been fully supported by the Provencial
Administrationof Vicenza (Northern Italy),

R. Caponigro
Centrale di Ecologia Agraria
Roma, Italy

1.

Figure i.

test, under the U.C.E.A.’scontrol, the effects
on hail precipitation of a new ground seeding
technology, in which the nuclei production at
ground level is without equivalent. The
previousprogramwas:
¯ full seeding over the Vicenza target
area, but no seeding either over the Verona
control area, or over the Trevisa control area
(operatingin 1978), as locatedin Fig.
¯ seeding power and storm seeding factor
on storm basis to be determined by an
instrumented
aircraft,
¯ hail impact energy densities recordedby
dense hailcube networks, in both target area
(107 hailcubes 7202km ) and control area (98
hai|cubes,8502km ).
The detailed experimentaldata have been
published in numerous technical reports (e.g.,
Caponigro,1983).
In this paper, the results of the seeding
power measurements and of hail precipitation
characteristics over the target and control
areas during the three-year period are
summarized.

Hailcube networks on target area Vl (Vicenza), control areas
(Verona) and TV (Treviso).
Superimposed, 5 storms trajectories
on July 21st, 1978.
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2. A VERY POWERFULSOURCE OF NUCLEI,ACTIVE
AT -10°C,AT GROUND LEVEL.
The GMI IO/BTA is a new kid of Agl
generator developed by SOREM (Buscaglione,
1977). It burns 100 gr of AgI per hour, from
an AgI-Butylaminesolution. Its average nuclei
production(130 analysis is 2x10 active nuclei
at -10°C per hour (Admirat, 1984). The network
contains 15 GMI, each one mounted on a trailer
and in radio-contact with the radar center.
During the seeding,they move on pre-determined
roads in front of storm trajectories. These
generatorsburn from the hour that precedesthe
storm and are switched off after its passage.
A seedingoperationrarelyexceeds2 hours.
On the storm scale, this network can be
consideredas a single flat source, that has a
surface
area of 1800 km and can be
characterizedby a seedingpower of

N.O ~i
63 "48.
56 ’.42.
49 -57.
42 -32.

ZB -21.~
14

.1~.

LIM:

15x2x10162
_ 1.6x1014nuclei/hour.km
Qv = 1800
(at -10°C).
The same calculation
for the
"Grossversuch
III"
network
and for the
"Mendoza" network respectively gives

Figure 2: Statistical distribution of 131
°
values of the ice forming power of air, at -I0
C, and at 1500 m a.s.l, ower the target area.

QV = 2.6 x21011 and QM= 8.2 x lOl2nuclei/
hour.km (at -10°C).
The seeding power from
"Vicenza" network is respectively
640 times and
20 times higher than the "Grossversuch III" or
the "Mendoza"
program.
Other comparisons
(Admirat and Buscaglione, 1982) showed that the
"Vicenza" network is the most powerful source
of active nuclei at -IO°C, ever used in the
field of hail prevention.
3.

--

In stormy weather conditions,the analyses
were performed in the updraft just below the
cloud base when the storm was crossing the
target area. The results of 31 analyses range
from 30 to 200 c/I, at -]0°C. Therefore, we
conclude:
¯ such nuclei concentrations, at this
temperature,prove that most of AgI nuclei are
active as seeding nuclei at cloud condensation
level following atmosphericdiffusion,transfer
and deactivation
¯ a storm seeding factor (S.S.F.), defined
as the ratio of artificial to natural nuclei,
can be quantified in this case between 100 and
500 at 10°C. For ~ario~s past ground seeding
experiments in other areas the S.S.F. only
ranges between I and 10 (Admirat
and
Buscaglione,1982). As expected, the "Vicenza"
network has the most important seeding power of
all the ground based technologies.

A HIGH "STORM SEEDINGFACTOR"BELOW STORM

The ice forming power in the air over the
target and the control areas has been analyzed
by means of a two-liter cloud chamber, cooled
to -I0°C, installed in an instrumented
twin-engineaircraft.
In anticyclonic atmospheric conditions
(without ground seeding), and the distribution
of the values of the natural ice forming power
of air at 1500 meters a.s.l., shows (Figure 2)
that 84% are between 0 and 3 ice crystals per
litre, at-10°C. The average value of 131
analyses during the three-year period is 1.7
c/l. This rather high value probably indicates
some influence of residual Agl nuclei over the
experimental
zone.
The atmospheric
conditions
are
particularly favorable to the atmospheric
diffusion from the Po Valley (alt. 30m) to the
foothills of Alps (alt. 1000 to 1500 m)
means of daily breezes. Some ground seeding
was carried out in order to measure the
diffusion-deactivation
factor of the Agl plume
over a few kilometers downwind (less than one
hour).

4.

REDUCTIONSIN E~ERGY DENSITIESAND MASS OF
HAIL ON TARGET AREA
During the thFee-j,ear period 1977 through
1979 (April 15- October 15), detailed data
have been collectedfrom 26 hailstormcases.
The methodologj, for calculating kinetic
energy densities from dents on a styrofoamaluminum sheet was the same as in use during
the "Grossversuch IV" test (Admirat and al.,
1980). In Table i, only average values of Eo,
ET and M T are summarized. The corresponding
values are lower in the target area than in the
control area, except for the total hail mass in
1978. These measured reductions in kinetic
energy densities are al.so observed from
economical data o~er the two periods 1970-76
and 1977-79,as showB im Table 2.
The surface area damaged bY hail impact is
reduced by 57% im t~e target area and only 35%
in the controlarea.

In the cases when a quasi-steadystate is
established,the analyses show an increase by
two orders of magnitude in the ice forming
power of air near the nuclei source (less than
2 km), and only by one order of magnitude at
10-15 km downwind. These result~ are in good
agreement with those obtained in France
(Soulageand Admirat,1968).
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Table 1: Average values over target (Vicenza)
and control(Verona)areas of:
ET =point density of the total kinetic energy
Eo = point density of the vertical component of
kineticenergy
M~ = point densityof the total hail mass
ear

1977, i~978

MODIFICATIONSOF THE HAIL-SIZE SPECTRUM
IN TARGETAREA
In Table 3, the average numbers of stones
per m2, the number of cases, and the relative
frequencies have been classified according to
the hailstone sizes. These values show the
largest stones occur in the control area, while
the number density of the smallest ones is
approximately equivalent in both areas. In
1978 this happenedonly in a few cases.
The average values of )‘ and no of the
Marshall-Palmerdistributionare shown in Table
4. While )~ and no, can be considered as
constant during the three-year period within
the target area, they change substantially in
the con.trol area. So we have ~, no (target
area)>)~, o (control area) only in 1978 a
1979.
Therefore, these differences are in good
agreement with a theoretical modificationof a
hail-sizespectrumby seeding.

1979

~T
.m

Target area
Control area

57
71

98
106

326 "
326

~
J,m

Target area
Control area

45
60

74
85

147
208

0.56
0.68

0.78
0.68

1.35
1.71

M_
Target area
K~.m -2" Control area

5.

Table 4: ),and % values of hail-size spectrum
in target and controlareas.

Table 2: Damaged surface area (km2)from
economical data and relative reduction in
tarqet and controlareas.
Period
Target

1970-76
area

1977-79

6153

2633
3418

{
I

R~ductio

Year

(control areA)
flog n o (target)

- 57
- 35

2.909
flog no (control)

I¢ontrol area 5256

1977

1978

1979

0.098

0.036

0.067

3,715
3.646
3.558,,
3.854

3.822

Table 3. Intercomparsonof average hail size spectra,in target
(Vicenza)and control(Verona)areas.

[6-9]
[IO-13]
[14-17]
[18-~i]
(I)
1971
445
IA7
237
TarSet area
(2)
30
12
2
50
(3)
53
32
13
2
1917 ......................................................................................................................
(I)
168
112
2043
315
37
Control area (2)
43 ~
30
16
6
4
(3)
~3
30
16
6
4

Target

~rea

Control

are~

(l)
(2)
(3)

(Verona)

(I)
(2)

2168
108
29

351
162
44

139
57
15

75
31
9

42
lO
3

1564
132

314
38

llO
57

84
22

54
16

75

66

41

50

25

...................... !!! ........ ..... ....... ......... ....... ........ ! ........I ........! ........!.......2.!.__
(1)

Control

=re~

(Trevi~o)(2)
(3)

553
84
29

(3)
717
1926
(2)
38
3|
(3)
35
28
........................................................................................................................
(l)
2692
672
Control
=tea (Z)
(3)
30
26
Target

i979

1801
105
36

~rea

(1) Av~.etone

-2
n~ber m

206
~
12

169
29
10

IO1

]52
20
17

135
16
14

IOO
5
4

41

347

I50

23

23

(2) ca~e number

(3)

23

62

30

25

37

50

3
2
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6.

DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSION
As an evidence the "Vicenza" network is a
very powerful program for storm seeding. It
does away with former networks such as
"Grossversuch Ill" or "Mendoza". Because of
their low seeding power, these could not be
effectivein the hail modificationprocess.
We shall now compare the volume and the
concentration of seeded air by direct and
indirect techniques.In five minutes, a rocket
releases between 10 and 3x10 nuclei per m ,
active at -10 C. The diffusion volume is
approximately 0.15 km . By ground seeding,
the ice nuclei concentrations range between
0.5x10 to 2x 10 per m active at -10 C. The
volume is approximately5 km (updraft diameter
3 kin, updraft velocity 4 m. s ). This
comparison is certainly imprecise, but it
quantifiesthe main difference between the two
seedingmethods.
The second point deals with the
modification of hail precipitation in the
target area, as revealed by (1) annual values
of kinetic energy densities, (2) hail size
spectra, and (3) economical data. These
observations are not sufficient to conclude
that a close relationshipbetween seeding and
hail reductionexists (as in most of the actual
cloudseedingoperations).
A second test would be warmly ~ppreciated
in order to help reduce that part of the
climatological chance and to confirm these
positive results since it is the first time
that quantitative resu|ts coincide at three
different stages of the hail process. A
confirmatorytest would be welcome so that we
could determine if storm seeding from the
ground is definitelyan old-fashionedtechnique
or if it is a good one for the future of hail
suppression.
We warmly thank the Amministratione
Provinciale di Vicenza, and particularly il
Prof. A. Dainese, President of the "Consorzio
di difesa" and also the SOREM Center of
Montecchio, for financial and technical
supports.
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"REVIEWED"
THE VALUE

OF EXAMINING

Colorado

ECONOMIC

IMPACTS

OF WINTER

CLOUD

SEEDING

Barbara C. Welles
Department
of Natural
Resources
Denver,Colorado
80203

Abstract.
The combination
of elevation,
snowfall
and the need for
more water makes the Upper Colorado
River Basin an unusuallv
attractive
area for winter
cloud seeding.
Political
and public
support,
however,
are prerequisites
to secure seeding permits
in
Colorado.
The state has sponsored
a number
of economic
impact
analyses
designed
to answer questions
commonly
raised about seeding. The results
of these studies
are summarized
together
with the
process used to provide
for citizen
participation
in Colorado’s
cloud seeding decisions.

i.

WEATHER

MODIFICATION

AND

COLORADO

areas.
A small study to trace seeding
materials
was sponsored
by ski areas.
Government
agencies,
ski areas, wate~
districts,
municiDal
water providers
and
water conservancy
districts
sponsored
winter seeding
operations.

The State of Colorado,
site of fiftythree peaks above 4,267 meters (14,000
ft.), offers excellent
terrain
for winter
orographic
cloud seeding.
Water on the
western
slope of the Continental
Divide
flows into the Colorado
River.
Melting
snow from the Colorado
mountains
provides
over 70 percent
of the average
annual Colorado River flow of 13.8 million
acre feet.

The state weather
modification
agency
encourages
research
and, when funding is
available,
assesses
economic
imDacts of
snow. This research
aids policy
maker
analysis
of impacts
and increases
public
understanding
of the potential
of the
technology.
The future
of this technology
is largely dependent
on public awareness
an~ acceptance
of its Possibilities.

Because
water from the Colorado
River
is essential
for the rapidly
developing
southwestern
United States,
the River has
spawned
a number of important
political
documents.
The Colorado
River Compact
of
1922 apportions
the river waters between
the upper and lower basins;
later agreements divide the water among the seven
states
within
the two basins.
An international
treaty guarantees
Mexico 1.5 mill.ion acre feet of water annually.

2.

REGULATING
PROJECTS

WEATHER

MODIFICATION

Weather
modification
in Colorado
is
regulated
by state statute
administered
the DNR.

The Colorado
River Basin Project
Act
of 1968 directs
the U.S. Department
of
Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation
(BUREC),
to determine
the best means of augmenting
the flow of the river. On March 25, 1981,
Commissioner
Robert
Broadbent
testified
before the U.S. House of Representatives
Subcommittee
on Water and Power Resources
that weather
modification
is scientifically possible,
and promises
to be the
most cost effective
means for increasing
water supplies.

by

Cloud seeders.must
obtain a license
to
conduct
seeding and a permit for each
project.
Applicants
for permits
are required to state the objective,
dates and
target
areas of proposed
projects.
The
state agency arranges
public meetings
in
the areas where projects
are proposed.
The permit applicants
explain the projected economic
benefits,
the scientific
and technical
feasibility
and the safeguards to prevent
damage.
2.]

Most of the major winter cloud seeding
research
projects
in the United States
have been conducted
in Colorado
and the
BUREC plans a major project
to test the
ability
of winter cloud seeding
to increase the flow of the Colorado
River.
Because
impacts
of snowpack
augmentation
in the Colorado
River basin fall heavily
on Colorado,
the Colorado
Department
of
Natural
Resources
(DNR) works closely with
the BUREC to plan and conduct studies
of
mutual interest.

Reducina

Controversy

Public support
for cloud seedina
is
mixed, based largely
on the benefits
people
perceive
they will receive.
Before
being granted a permit, applicants
for
commercial
projects
present detailed
analyses of expected
economic
benefits
and
estimate
the economic
loss which will
occur if the project
is not conducted.
Some organizations
such as ski areas and
water providers
believe
economic
gain
relative
to cost is so large they view
cloud seeding
as low cost insurance.

Research
was conducted
in Colorado
during the winter of 1984/85
on the delivery of seeding
materials
released
from
aircraft
and small balloons
to target

Project
dates may be controversial.
Ski areas typically
wish to start seeding
in earlv November
to ensure an adequate
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base. Many ranchers
believe
that snow in
early November
makes pasture less accessible and necessitates
supplemental
feeding of cattle.
Snow in the spring disrupts
calving.
In response
to concerns
of
ranchers,
the Colorado
DNR usually does
not allow seeding
to begin in ranching
areas prior to December
and requires
projects to end before calving season begins.

for small-scale
hydroelectric
production
is related
to the water content
of April
30 snowpack.
Results
show that a 15 percent increase
in water content
raises
energy
output
by about five percent.
The
conclusion
is that possible
increases
in
streamflow
from cloud seeding
could significantly
increase
the amount and value
of energy produced
by small-scale
hydroelectric
facilities.

Sometimes
local government
officials
oppose seeding because
they believe seeding increases
snow removal
costs. ReQuests for compensation
for snow removal
probably will continue to be an issue.
3.

ECONOMIC
COLORADO

ASSESSMENTS

CONDUCTED

3.4

This study addresses
concerns
by hiqh
mountain
communities
that cloud seeding
produces
increased
costs for highway
maintenance.
Procedures
and estimated
costs
of removin~ snow from mountain co~]nty
hiqhways
are evaluated.
Most counties
do
not keep detailed
records
of equipment
and
labor costs.
Products
of this study are a
computer
mode], to simulate costs of snow
removal and the recommendation
that
counties
keep more detailed
records.

BY

Colorado,
in cooperative
agreement
with federal agencies,
has conducted
several st~]dies of the economic impacts of
snow. Such analyses
are difficult
to conduct because accurate
knowledge
of precipitation
stimulated
by cloud seeding is
unavailable
and snowfall
varies greatly
from year to year.
3.1

Early-Season
Colorado

Snow

and

Skier

Visits

3.5

in

The study estimates
the increase
in
annual retail expenditures
in a hypothetical dry winter if early-season
snow
depths are increased
15 percent.
Estimates range from about $460,000
at a day
area to about $i0 million at a destination
area. These estimates
indicate
that additional early season snow in dry winters
can bring a sizable influx of dollars to
the economies
of ski area counties.
Daily Snowfall
Colorado

and

Skier

Visits

Colorado
law provides
payment
for
damages
caused
by wildlife.
Added costs,
if snow is increased,
can be assessed
by
relating
damage claims to amounts of
snow. Costs incurred
by Colorado
to bait
and feed wildlife
to reduce fence and
haystack
losses also are available.
Interview
reports for this study
that ranchers
are encouraged
by state
interest
in these problems.

show

in
4.

To understand
the daily impact of
snowfall
on Colorado
ski areas and the
Colorado
economy,
skier visits are related
to daily snowfall
amounts.
Results
of the
study indicate
that skier visits and daily
snowfall
amounts in the mid-season
do not
correlate.
3.3

Assessing
the Economic
Effects
of
Early-Season
Snow on the Ranching
Industry
in Western Colorado

This study examines
the concerns
of
mountain
ranchers
that economic
loss
accrues
from additional
snow. Almost
20
percent
of Colorado’s
cattle are raised
in
areas where heavy snows and cold temperatures make ranching
operations
difficult.
Ranchers
claim that additional
snow from
weather
modification
covers rangeland
in
November
and December
necessitating
supplemental
feeding.
Also, elk and deer
damage haystacks
and fences when they
can’t reach natural feed.

This study assesses
the effects
of
early-season
snow on skier visits and relates skier visits associated
with more
snow to retail
expenditures.
Results
indicate that skier visits to destination
areas (where most visitors
stay overnight)
relate closely to early season snow
amounts,
but that visits at day areas
(where most visitors
do not stay overnight) do not correlate
with early season
snow amounts.

3.2

Simulating
Costs of Removing
Snow
from County Highways
in Colorado

WHY ECONOMIC
IMPORTANT

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

IS

The Colorado
DNR studies
economic
impacts of seeding to help determine
whether
weather
modification
is politically
and
socially
acceptable.
As the regulatory
agency,
however,
we must seek to verify
the claims of economic
benefit
made by
permit
applicants.
Attempt
is made to
quantify
economic
impacts
for future compensation
proposals.
Much remains
to be
done.

The Value of Electric
Power and Possible Effects of Weather Modification
on Small-Scale
Hydroelectric
Production in Colorado

4.1
This study estimates
the effects of
possible
increases
in streamflow
from seeding on the production
of small-scale
hydroelectric
power.
Flow at two proDosed
sites

Future

Some
pensation
pensation
26

Compensation

for

Impacts

people
believe that impact comwill be required.
Before
comcan occur, policy and costs must

be determined.
At present,
the only compensation
mechanism
in Colorado
is the
contribution
of materials
for repairing
fences and protecting
the haystacks
of
ranchers
who claim that damage has been
done by deer or elk seeking
feed. Before
compensation
procedures
for weather
modification
costs can be developed,
there is
a need to know more about how the costs
relate
to seasonal
snow and to snow from
individual
storms.

7.

Colorado
River
Public Law

Scientists

and

Policy

1968,

---,

1984: Daily Snowfall
and Skier
in Colorado,
Colorado
Department
Natural Resources,
Denver,

---,

1984: Early-Season
Snow and Skier
Visits in Colorado,
Colorado
Department of Natural Resources,
Denver,
Colorado,
19pp.

Makers

V~sits
of

Weather Modification
Act of 1972,
Article
20, Colorado
Revised
Statutes,
1973.
Welles,
B.C., and L.A. Sherretz,
1984:
A
Research
Strategy
to Assess the Economic Effects
of Early-Season
Snow on
the Ranching
Industry
in Western
Colorado,
Colorado
Department
of
Natural
Resources,
Denver, 12 pp.

SUMMARY

Colorado
policy makers believe
weather
modifiers
should
address
the concerns
of
the public.
The Colorado
DNR considers
the economic
impact studies
part of the
legislative
mandate.
Citizen
participation is included
in the regulatory
process
by appointing
Citizen
Project
Review Councils.
Citizens
on the councils
learn
about weather
modification
technology
and
inform the state about local conditions.
Besides
encouraging
the study of the
effect of snow on Colorado’s
economy,
state weather
modification
policy
makers
support
the continued
study of the effectiveness
of the technology.
Major subject
areas needing
more understanding
include
the transportation
of seeding
materials
to
the clouds and the effects
of mountain
winds on precipitation
from seeding.
6.

Act,

Sherretz,
L.A. and W. Loehr,
1983: A Simulation of the Costs of Removing
Snow
from County Highways
in Colorado,
Colorado Department
of Natural
Resources,
Denver, 39 pp.

Besides
assessing
the economic
impacts of snow, the Colorado
DNR encourages
communication
between
the atmospheric
scientists
and the policy makers
who must
know their constituent’s
concerns.
Our
experience
shows that a better informed
public has more confidence
in the regulatory process
and that public understanding
and support are particularly
crucial
to
the development
of the technology.
5.

Basin Project
19-537.

Loehr, W., B.C. Welles,
and L.A. Sherretz,
1983: The Value of Electric
Power
and Possible
Effects
of Weather
Modification on Small-Scale
Hydroelectric
Production
in Colorado,
Colorado
Department
of Natural
Resources,
Denver,
Colorado,
49 pp.

It is necessary
to assess how costs
relate to natural
snow prior to determining the economic
impact
of increased
snow
from cloud seeding.
Until scientists
know
more about the effects
of cloud seeding
on
snow amounts,
the economic
impacts
of
seeding
can only be estimated.
4.2
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THE ITALO-YUGOSLAV
ANTI-HAIL DEFENSE
Fedrico Primozic
Ente Regionale di Sviluppo dell’Agricoltura
34170 Gorizia, Italy

and
Ufficio

Domenico Vento
Centrale di Ecologia Agraria
00]86 Rome, Italy

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that Italy participated
in
Grossversuch IV and its results
are now common
knowledge. When these results were published in
Italy,
they had negative repercussions
on the
official
and public bodies engaged in research in
this field.
The Italo-Yugoslav
defense project,
provided by the Italo-Yugoslav
Convention and
signed in Trieste on April 6, 1982, was consequently delayed for several years in order to
stop and think objectively
about the conclusions
reached by Grossversuch IV, and understand better
what Italy could propose as an acceptable program
of defense in the attempt
to win the battle
against hail. At this point the conviction
grew
that it would be necessary to produce studies and
research work, even that of a basic nature, both
in natural and in artificial
conditions.
When the Italian
financing body (the E.R.S.A.
of Gorizia,
a Regional Body for the Development
of Agriculture)
realized that the Italo-Yugoslav
system of defense could include a large number of
research activities,
it was possible to start the
cooperation.
On April 6, 1984, Italy
ratified
the agreement for the activation
of the defense
system. This agreement was published
in the
Gazzetta Ufficiale
(Official
Journal)on July 10,
1984.
This paper, therefore,
has only the aim of
announcing in a concise way, the work that Italy
and Yugoslavia will do as soon as possible, if no
particular
difficulties
arise in the near future.
(It is perhaps useful to point out at this point
that the Yugoslavs, during the period that the
Italians
were "reflecting",
never had any doubt
about the efficacy of the defense method that had
been the object,
in the final
analysis,
of the
planned cooperation.)

2.

The defense will be not randomized, but will
be conducted day and night without interruption
from April to September, and will be carried out
for an initial
period of ten years. Half of the
Italo-Yugoslav
activity
will be proper defense,
while the other half will be devoted to research.
Toward this p:rpose, there will
be two Centres:
the Operating Centre in charge of the defense
operations,
and the Research and Documentation
Centre where studies and tests will
be carried
out. Half the staff
e~ployed will
be Italian,
and half
Yugoslav.
At the present
moment,
tenders for the contracts have been published to
buy the installations
of the basic structures
for
the Centres.

3. THEOPERATING
CENTRE
The Operating Centre (Defense Centre) will
be built in Yugoslavia on Trstelj
mountain (Nova
Gorica).
The practical
organization
of the
defense will almost be completely automated, and
the radar data will be processed differently
from
the way in which they are handled in the Soviet
Union in order to better define the procedures of
intervention.
A radar with a wavelength of 5 cm,
with a Doppler effect and double polarization,
is
expected to be used to study the hailstorms.
The volume of ~he hailstorms
wil ] be
continuously
monitored and particular
attention
wil be paid to horizontal
sectors
sit:ated
at
given altitudes.
When calculating
the possibility
or the
probability
of a hailfall
during the critical
moment in the defense activity,
it will
be
possible,
according to the Hydrometeorological
Institute
of Ljubljana,
to save as much as 90% of
the time needed by the Soviets to activate
the
defense.
Rockets will be launched when a maximum in
radar reflectivity ~5 dBz is observed at an
altitude of I.~ km above the Ooc level. The
rockets will have to reach a height of 8.5 km,
with an angle of 850. This specification will
soon be checkedby a specialItalianbody.
The defense materia| (launching tracks and
rockets) will be made in Yugoslavia. Silver
Iodide will constitute 20% of the 400 g of
pyrotechnic mixture. About 60 launching tracks
2,
will also be installed, i.e. one every 56 km
and each of them wi|l be able to launch several
rockets.

THE ITALO-YUGOSLAV
ANTI-HAIL SYSTEM

The Italo-Yugoslav
anti-bail
system first
began to be organized in 1975. This system of
anti-hail
defense is based upon ideas developed
in the Soviet Union, and uses high-altitude
ground-to-air
rockets. The Italo-Yugoslav
system
is the most recent achievement in this field.
It
is, moreover, a bi-national
project,
and has its
own specific features both from the technical and
operational points of view.
The area to be defended is a polygon of
about 350,000 hectares.
Its shape and size are
similar
to those used in the Soviet Union. It
should be pointed out that this is the first
time
that an area to be defended is crossed by an
international
border.
28

"REVIEWEI)"
4.

RESEARCH
ANDDOCUMENTATION
CENTRE

The Research and DocumentationCentre will
be located at Gradisca (near Gorizia), in Italy.
This Centre will have as its main tasks, to be
carriedout gradually:
the definition of the scientific aspect of
the system
the organizationof checks on the effectiveness of the defense based upon the radar
data and data collectedon the ground
the study of meteorological situations in
the context of the physicsof the atmosphere
the study of the procedures of intervention
and the proposal of possible improvementsin
the defenseaction

5. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The Italo-Yugoslavsystem,as it is currently presented, represents an auspicious occasion
to begin studies and activities that should lead
to an improvement in our knowledge and in the
techniques used in weather modification.It also
gives us the opportunity to begin the work
against hail with today’s technology, even with
all its limitations.
Locally,we realizethat this commitmentmay
also lead to negative results in terms of effectiveness, but we realise that the study and the
research activity will be in any case positive,
both in terms of the human energies employed and
in financial terms, since at the end of the
project we should have a better know!edge of
hail-generating
phenomena.
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RELIABLEVERIFICATIONMETHODS
IN HAIL PREVENTION
W. A. Muller,
Univ. of Hohenheim, (FRG) 7000 Stuttgart
Abstract.
Hail prevention
effects
are very difficult
to verify
in
non-randomized
experiments.
Randomization
techniques
of historical
precipitation
data, as proposed by Gabriel,
Hsu, 1980, are very useful and
desirable but only rarely apply because they lack the homogeneous long period
data sets. Physically
meaningful
parameters of simple cases such as global
kinetic energy, maximumand mean size of hailstones,
coverage of affected area,
radar signatures of treated and untreated cells as time function,
are proposed
as variables
to be examined. The preliminary
results
will
show mainly the
methodology. The small number of cases were characterized
by decreasing energy
and maximumsize of hailstones in both the target and control area.

period in order to avoid influences from
"natural" variations or tendencies in the hail
pattern.
The idea of re-randomizationof historical
data (Gabriel and Hsu, Z980) can be very useful.
The main techniquesof actual comparisonsin rain
modification are in the form of double ratios,
target regressionon controls, target regressions
on first principal components of controls, two
target-regressions(seeded and unseeded samples)
and non-parametricrank power statistics. In the
case of hail even the choice of a key variable is
somewhat controversial. This is due to the fact
that really meaningful variables such as global
kinetic energy are lacking for long periods of
record, a necessaryitem in the use of historical
hail data. The global kinetic energy might be
the result of smaller numbers of very large
hailstonesor very high concentrationsof smaller
hailstones. Further, the numerous variables
representing agricultural or industrial damage
are seldom objective indicators of total
hailfall.
The choice of an adequate method for the
necessary study of historical hail data (even
when trying to apply test methods as proposed by
Gabriel and Petrondas,1983, using samples of two
k consecutive seasons, dividing these into two
periods of k seasons, considering the first as
historicaland the second as operational)suffers
from the variability of observation stations in
time and space. The latter is very sensitive to
results related to the small mean areas of hail
cells (some 2 sq. kilometers ~>45 dbz).
possible approach would be to combine the
basicallydifferentverificationmethods.
Fortunately
in southwest
Germany
a transformationof available hail diameter data
(both mean and maximum sizes) was possible due
a kind of "calibration"by close-exposedhailpads
during 1979 and 1980, immediately before the
project became operationalin the Stuttgart area.
Beginning in 1953 every community has indicated
on special reporting forms detailed hail
observations. Hence, for about three decades
before the experiment,hail data are availableon
frequency,coverage, duration, hail path, and the
mean and maximum hailstone sizes. It is proposed
to use these data sets for re-randomization,at

1.

INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of any potential effects from
hail prevention is still
more controversial
than
the evaluation
of precipitation
enhancement
programs.
Is any verification
possible
if a
project
is a non-randomized
one? Concerns in
every case are related
to the availability
of
reliable
historical
hail
data covering
the
variables to be tested, and the maintenance of a
chosen experimental
design,
especially
the
breadth of hail data during the whole period.

2.

CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE NON-RANDOMIZED
HAIL
PREVENTION
PROJECTIN THE STUTTGART
AREA
The target area includes
some 2700 square
kilometersaround Stuttgartin southwestGermany.
Controls include four adjacent areas (CA) and
far distantcontrol area (CAF), each having about
the same surfacearea as the seedingarea (SA).
The operations periods have included the
month of July in 1980 and the periods of 25 April
through 15 October during the four-year period
1981 through 1984. The daily operations period
was set for 0900 through 2100 local time.
Operations criteria following the morning upper
air sounding includes (1) total totals stability
index, (2) stability-energy, (3)precipitable
water, (4) convectionand a convective12-hourly
trend index, and (5) specific radar criteria.
These radar criteria include an echo-core
intensity of at least 30 dbz and the tops of the
echo at least 25,000 ft. msl, provided the core
is above the freezing level. Nucleation is
provided by pyrotechnic generated silver iodide
dispensed from aircraft
flying near cloud base.
3.

BASIC REFLECTIONS
ON VERIFICATION
POSSIBILITIES
It will never be possible
to demonstrate
that an area without hail observed on the ground
during a seeding period would have experienced
hailfall
during a no-seeding case. Nearly all
verification
efforts
are linked to analogous
methods in comparisons
"with
and without
intervention".
A reliable
statistical
verification
of non-randomized projects must also
be based on reliable
historical
data before,
during and possibly following the experimentation
30
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4.2 The comparison of hail affected areas
(coverage) the mean of IF between SA and CA for
both periods (prior to project initiation,
1969-1978) and for the operational period is
furtherproposedas

least forwardfrom 1969.
The rarity of hail per any given square
meter per season is cause for extreme caution
with any interpretation. Area coverage data as
obtained with some recognized error by radar
appear necessary.
For this reason,,
a
climatological-statistical inventory of hail
cells has been initiated,with the video recording
and analysis of PPI data form the 5cm radar
system.

4.

SA1981-89

1981-~9

- /
~F ~ O+ )
CA 1969-78

PROPOSEDVARIABLESTO BE TESTED

4.1 One of these variables is the total hail
energy (global kinetic energy EG) deduced from
number ni of measured hail diameters di within
the interval d i of each of the m observed
intervals. The point kinetic energy ET also
depends on the density of the air (mainly the
altitudeof the area).

~A1969-7~3
+) in the case of
no-seedingeffect.

4.3 The mean of all data ("point-values")
mean hailstone diameters the mean of ~i between
SA, CA and CAF for both periods (~’ ° ) i
compared:

m

ET -6
= ~.5o" io

2

nidi [J

-~ 0+) and --=
-dCA
dsA1981_89-dcA1981_89
dSAI969_78

i=l
Consideringthe number of hail-affectedpads (p)
and
G the area s (km2)-~E

4.4 A comparison of the power of treated and
untreatedhail cells at the beginningof seeding,
time t o and at a given time ti following the
seeding,will be tested for significance.

p
j=l

1969-78

~ O+) +) in the case of no-seedingeffect.

J

_

Doras (1982) proposed increments for spatial
energyas:

zti

~Pzt
i

p+
Z
o zt
2
° Pzt

= i.oo, if there is no seeding
effect.

+

This hypothesis will be verified with Pz are the
chosen treated hail cells and Pz was the chosen
untreatedhail cells.
with EM = maximum kinetic hail energy, x,y =
horizontal coordinates
a,b, = empirical
coefficient s. We obtained as "reduced" kinetic
energy [106J/hi2]per k km2 of SA and CA as noted
in TableI.

4.5 A comparison of the "coverage" will be
verified using the differencebetween treated and
untreated
cells at the beginning of seeding (t
o)
and at a given time followingseeding(ti).

Table 1.
Reduced kinetichail energy [106/m2] on seeded
and unseededdays in 1980-1984(Stuttgartarea)
a. seeded days:

Cases
53

SA
0.42

~z
+t.
~

b. unseeded days:
a/b
The comparisons a/b for
1983) of CAFare noted.

22

1.34
0.31

zt

¯

CA
0.48
0.77
0.62

zt.l

-U

o = i.oo , if there is no seeding
effect

zt 0

with Uz+treatedhail cells coverage, ~z untreated
hail cells coverage to be chosen with to, ti
definedas above.

both SA, CA and (since
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The base of comparison should be non-seeded days
in a manner as follows:
a) seeding days, with coverage
of stratified
seeded cells
and unseeded cells

no-seeding days
chosen group of unseeded cells
and unseededcells:

OHS

In the case of seeded cells,
the area
covering a core echo intensity of>~ 45 dbz
decreased by 17% when seeded cells are compared
with non-seededcells within the adjacent control
areas (CAi) this decrease in seeded core echo
intensity
is approximately
86% some 10 minutes
following seeding.
Hail diameters and numbers of hailstones
were compiled from a hailpad network installed
at
the end of 1982 in the far distant
control
area
(CAF) of the Kaiserstuhl,
some I00 km southwestward of the seeding areas (SA). The results are
presentedin Table 4.

c ?. c

(as above)C~u~..~/" eusU’S~ B"

"B" is expected to be close to 1.00. Variations
from 1.00 are due to non-representative
sampling
or "noise".
A<< B is
positive,
negative.

of echoes>~45 dbz decreased

The mean simultaneous
duration
of an echo core
>~45 dbz within SA was only 60% of the duration of
all CAi on days with seeding and 75% on days
without seeding.

cs "~ Cs = A
CGS~

The. mean duration
slightly.

expected
if
a seeding
and A >>B if a seeding

effect
effect

is
is

Table4.
5.

PRELIMINARY
RESULTS
It is important to identify
the conditions
before the start of any project.
In the case of
the 1969-1978
period
(as deduced from the
community hail reports after "calibration",
one
should deduce the mean (m) hailstone
diameters
maximum (M) hailstone
diameters,
and the mean
time duration
of echo cores. These values are
shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Mean (~) and maximum (~T) hail diameters in
number (n2) of individualhailstonesper 0.1 m ,
percentage of~ oval hailstones(%), mean kinetic
energyl~ in 10-~J, maximum kinetic energy of the
largest hailstone E M in joules, and the total
kinetic energy per hailpad in lO’~J (averages of
1980-1984data).

Table2
Mean (~) and maximum(~) diameters
corresponding kinetic energy
(~ in 10" J’~M in J.)

SA

10.50

20.20

54.70

748.80

CAi

10.00

19.30

45.00

622.80

Mean durationof echo cores ~45 dBz
Occasions
Without seeding
(1983,1984)
(minutes)

SA
CA
W
CAN
CA
E
CA
S

9
19
19
13
19

12

ALL CA’s
SA-CAi

17
-8

20
-8

6.94
6.34
5.66
6.22
7.25

11.06
8.28
7.60
10.60
11.63

2069
2447
1899
2174
1831

10.6
10.2
7.4
15.8
14.0

CAF
SA

7.30
7.18

10.30
9.52

1125
1639

24.12
15.00

~

EM

E

SA
CAw
CAN
CAE
CAs

Table 3

with seeding
(1984)
(minutes)

SA
CAw
CAN
CAE
CA
S

10.80
9.70
5.03
6.98
14.07

CAF 14.98
SA 12.10

20
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80.74
28.26
19.59
65.48
119.91
75.06
37.67

21.99
27.90
8.10
14.90
21.48
24.12(only ’83,’84)
20.40(also ’83,’84)

"REVIEWED"
It can be concluded that the experimental area
received during the first five seasons about 20%
of the mean kinetic hailstone energy of the
average of the previous 10 seasons. The mean
kineti~energy of the coni~rolarea decreasedfrom
45 (lO-~J) to 8.95 (lO-~J), also 20% of
historic value. Additionally, the mean maximum
hailstone size decreased from 20.2 mm to 11.06 mm
(54.7%) within the SA, and from 19.3 mm to 9.53
mm (49.4%) when comparing the 1969-1978 period
with the 1980-1984period.
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FOGDISPERSALAT SARAJEVO
AIRPORT
ANDSKIING SLOPESOF THE 14TH WINTEROLYMPICGAMES
D. Milosevic, S. Bajic, Z. Radonjic
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Abstract. During December 12, 1983 through March 1, 1984 of the 14th ~in~er
Olympic Gamesat Sarajevo, supercooled fog dispersal experiments were carried
out at the airport and over the skiing slopes using simple, new ground-based
liquid propane seeding devices. After successful preliminary
tests in December
and the first
half of January, a fog dispersal operation was conducted ooerationaIIy
at the Sarajevo airport.
A seeding network of a combination of stationary
and
mobile liquid propane dispensers was used. Eleven seedings ~ere performed, nine of
them being successful (visibility
above the required minimum) and two martially
successful. Especially significant
were the seeding operations at the airport on
February 6 and 7, 1984 (the day before the opening of the Olympic Games) enabling
the landing and taking off of 30 airplanes,
permitting the scheduled opening of
the games.
Following preliminary confirmation of seeding effect on clouds o~er the
skiing slopes on Mr. Bjelasnica,
the visibility
reducing clouds were effectively
cleared during the official
downhill competition on February 16, 1984.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that seeding of a supercooled
fog to inlprove the visibility
is within the realm
of present weather modification
techniques. The
seeding technique of clearing supercooled fogs may
be classified
into two general categories:
ground
seeding and airborne seeding. The airborne seeding
technique has some advantages, such as rapid deployment and flexibility
in terms of time and space,
as well as some disadvantages due to operational
cost and danger considerations,
for example, the
fog must be supercooled throughout the entire volume
so that return of seeding airplane is secured. The
ground-based seeding system may be more advantageous, particularly
if the surrounding terrain of
the field is convenient for the positioning
and
servicing of the seeding generators. There is also
another advantage to the latter method, i.e.,
owing
to the mode of operation, it may be applied to a
fog which has a warmer upper layer even if the temperature is above the seeding agent temperature
threshold.
I.

the vicinity.
This type of geographical relief
separates the area around the airport from the influence of the Adriatic Sea and causes a continental-type
climate. The geographical location of
Sarajevo airport is shown in Fig. 1.

During the 14th Winter Olympic Games, February
1984, clearing experiments were successfully conducted with supercooled fogs at the Sarajevo airport and at downhill competition courses applying
a ground seeding method that employed a new but
simple combination of stationary and mobile liquid
propane dispensers. This article
describes the
equipment, the plan and results of the experiments.
airport.

2. PLANNING
In the planning of the fog dissipation
experiment at Sarajevo, a climatological
monograph prepared by the Federal Hydrometeorological Institute
of Yugoslavia in Belgrade (1983) was used to examine the geography, the arrangement and the meteorological
data of the airport.
The airport is situated 8 km south-west of Sarajevo city, surrounded
by high mountains except to the north-west where
it is open towards the Bosna River valley. There
are three rivers (Lukavica, Miljaka and Bosna)

The closeness and steepness of high mountains
strongly influence the climaf.e at the vicinity
of
the airport whicl~ is siCuated nearly in the center
of Sarajevo valley. A valley of this type is very
often (particularly
during winter months) filled
with cold air which has ~lid down from the slopes
of the surrounding mountains. These so-called
"cold air lakes" often occupy the valley for a
couple of days. Since all 5’ugoslavian territory,
including the Sarajevo valley, is frequently domi34

nated by anticyclonic weather, the frequency of
fog occurrence at the airport is quite high especially from Novemberuntil the beginning of March.
The frequency of fog occurrence is highest during
December, espe~ially in the early morning (04:00
06:00 h). In addition, the Zeljeznica, Miljacka
and Bosna rivers evaporate moisture and enhance
fog formation and duration. At the airport (runway
orientation is southeast-northwest),
the winds are
characteristically
NW-SEto NNW-SSE.These wind
directions are normally caused by the surrounding
topography. In other words, the high mountains,
the cold air and the channel determine the wind
direction.
The most frequent wind directions (NW
and SE) do not interfere with airplane landing and
take-off but prolong the fog in the valley because
they cause air stagnation and cooling. Thus, data
for a 10 year period (1972-1981) taken from the
Monographindicated a very high probability
of fog
occurrence at the Sarajevo airport during the winter
season. Fogs are usually radiative and cold. Temperature analyses have confirmed that these fogs
were indeed mostly supercooled.

sible meteorological and orographic influences on
the generated ice crystal plume with a wind speed
between 0.3 and 3 m/s. The LP discharging nozzle
was placed at 5 m above the ground. LP flow rates
could be varied by changing the diameter of the
spraying nozzles (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm). For
each dispenser, one set of these nozzles was provided. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 illustrate
the dispenser
set up.

Considering the analysis of existing data for
planning as mentioned above and the existing fog
dissipation methods, we dec~ded to use a groundbased system with liquid propane (LP) as the seeding agent. The airport surroundings guaranteed
relatively
easy positioning and servicing of the
LP dispensers. LP was chosen because of its advantage with respect to silver iodide (Agl) and dry
ice; its temperature threshold (=-I~C), low price
and self-powered discharging.

Fig. 3. Upper part of the dispenser.

3.

LIQUID PROPANE
DISPENSERS
In addition to the ordinary stationary LP dispenser network, use of mobile dispensers was attempted. The design of the dispensers considered pos-

Fig. 4. The solenoidvalve witk liquid propane discharging
nozzle.
The dispensers were constructed so that the
propane would flow in a liquid state. In order to
avoid the appearance of a gaseous state before the
LP arrived at the nozzle and during the on-off
operations, solenoid valves were applied. Two
types of solenoid valves were used; one for 220
VAC and the other for 12 VDC. The nozzle with the
valve was placed on the top of a 5 m tower which
was guyed by a steel cord at three points. The
tower had two parts for transportation and actuation of the solenoid valves. LP was stored in
35-40 kg tanks with siphon tubes placed for LP
discharging instead of gaseous propane. The tank
was connected to the solenoid valve and the nozzle
by a high pressure flexible
hose. At the hose con-

Fig. 2. The stationaryliquid propanedispenser.
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nection on the tank, a pressure gauge and a turnoff valve were placed.

gage trailer.
Fig. 5 shows the route the seeding
truck took around the airport territory.

A stationary network consisting of 10 dispensers was placed in the vicinity
of the airport runway (Fig. 5). This network was designed to obtain
an optimal effect considering ice crystal diffusioq
in the horizontal direction under the prevailing
wind. We also anticipated
that existing eddy diffusion field aided by the released latent head during the fog glaciation,
would carry out the necessary vertical
dispersion.
The results of experiments later confirmed this.

4.

METEOROLOGICAL
DATA

4.1

Measurement of Tem2~a~ure and Humidit~
During the entire experiment, the temperature
and humidity were measured at three points. Fig.
5 shows the position of meteorological shelters
(MZ-I and MZ-2) where the temperature was measured
by a bimetallic
thermometer, and the humidity by
a Lambreth hygrometer. The third was a meteorological station at the airport (MS on Fig. 5), which
was closest to the airport tower.

Along with the stationary unit network, two
mobile units were used during the operations. One,
located on a special terrain truck, seeded the area
around the airport.
The other was used for seeding
inside th~ airport area including the runway. The
second mobile unit was carried on an airport lug-

4.2

Measurement of Wind
Two instruments were used for wind measurement. Fus’s anemometer was used at the meteorological station,
located at A (between dispensers
and 4 in Fig. 5). The height of this anemometer

0.5 km

Fig. 5. Airport runway and liquid propanedispensernetwork. ~: stationary dispensers,~MZ i-2: meteorologicalshelters,÷: route of mobile unit,
MS: a~rvwro
:’~"~ meteorological
station,K: TV camera.
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was 10 m. The other instrument used was Lambreth’s
anemometer. The sensors were located at dispensers
6 and 1, and they were placed at 2 m above the
ground.

All members of the team maintained radio communication, so that when the operation director was
on the runway during the seeding, he could be in
direct contact with the other members of the team,
who were either at the mobile or stationary
dispensers. This communication was also important for
receiving the visibility
information from the tower,
and in determining the effect of seeding as well
as planning the place for next seeding with the
mobile unit. The director,
depending on the development of the situation,
guided other members of
the team regarding the directions and distances of
the mobile dispenser movement. In addition,
in response to various situations,
he made the decision
as to whether or not the stationary
dispensers and
reading anemometers and other instruments should
be included. The cooperation between the team and
the control tower was clearly beneficial
for both
sides.

During the operation, a sensitivity
difference
was noticed for the instruments measuring the speed
and direction
of the wind. The differences
were
particularly
noticeable when the speeds were small,
i.e.,
less than I m/~. The L~mbr~th anemometer for
the crossed distance recorded small wind speeds,
whereas Fus’s anemometer did not. These differences under the operation became apparent because
the average speed was often as small as 0.5 m/s
which was not recorded by Fus’s anemometer. Differences in wind direction
were also found and
sometimes caused difficulties
in making decisions
regarding seeding strategy.
These differences
in
the windspeed are believed to be at least partially due to the instrument height difference.

The operations for clearing meancing clouds
over the ski slopes, another new attempt, required
placing the network of stationary
dispensers near
the courses for the men’s downhill race and slalom
(Bjelasnica),
and for the women’s slalom (Jahorina).
The mobile dispensers could not be used because of
the very steep slope and thick snow cover. Only
showmobiles could move through this snow. The stationary network was placed on the courses the day
before the competition, after careful analysis of
the weather conditions and a forecast for the area.
A snowmobile provided by the Olympic Committee carried the equipment for placing the devices for fog
dissipation.
During the operation at the ski
slopes, in addition to the radio communication between the members of the team, separate connections
were maintained with the Central Headquarters of
weather forecasting
for the Olympic games and with
the Meteorological Observation Headquarters at the
corresponding courses (there were headquarters at
all paths). Cooperation with the aforementioned
headquarters was of importance for preparing seeding plans, as well as for the analyses of the effects.

4.3

Measurement of Visibilitv
The visibility
was determined by a TV camera
which was located at the K position (see Fig. 5)
and placed in the control tower, where the meteorological
observer worked. The camera showed the
visibility
at the landing approach of the runway
(NW part of the runway).
5.

TEAMSTRUCTURE
ANDOPERATION
The operational team consisted of four members: director for overall operations, an engineer
responsible for the operation and technical function of the dispensers, a meteorologist responsible
for meteorological data acquisition
and a drivermechanic. The overall design of the operation and
the structure of the team were achieved by cooperation between the Hydrometeorological Institute
of
Serbia, Yugoslavia and the University of Utah,
U.S.A.
The preliminary tests of fog seeding in December were carried out during the night because the
expected seeding effect could be more accurately
determined as well as testing the rationale for the
placement of the stationary
dispensers. The experiment used a period during which aircraft
were not
expected to land or take off. The conditions of
the tests were as follows: a temperature below O°C
and a horizontal
visibility
below 800 m. Since the
December preliminary tests of supercooled fog dissipation were very encouraging, the Olympic Committee requested an operation beginning January 1,
1984. It was originally
requested that the fog be
cleared during the regular scheduled times for take
off and landing of airplanes,
but the operation was
later enlarged in scope to accommodate a large number of unscheduled flights,
as well as for dissipation of supercooled clouds at the ski slopes. It
should be mentioned that these additional
operation caused considerable strain on and challenge
to this small team.

6.

RESULTSOF THE EXPERIMENT

6.1

Wind Effect
As mentioned above, the operational plan at
the airport and that at the ski slopes were based
on the anticipated direction
and speed of the winds.
During the seeding operation, the two wind parameters, i.e.,
direction
and speed, were constantly
monitored. Depending on this information,
the
seeding was done either continually
or intermittently.
The mobile dispensers were often used.
The results of the seeding operation clearly
showed that the wind effect was of particular
importance for success. The first
operation showed
that the place for the best fog dissipation
was
entirely
dependent on the wind direction
and speed.
There was no problem with fog dissipation,
even
when the temperature was as high as -1°C, if the
direction
of the wind was suitable with respect
to the placement of the network of dispensers.
There were cases where the cleared zone was larger
than the target area. There were times at the airport when the clearing effect was present but not
to a sufficient
degree. Since the airport is about
3 km long and taking the runway approach into consideration
(which also needed to be cleared), there
were moments when the visibility
was better at one

The team was in 24 hour contact with the meteorological
service of the Federal Hydrometeorological Bureau at the airport and regularly received
forecast information,
as well as the observation
records. Official
data for the visibility
measurements taken at the runway were also conveyed to the
team, During the planned operation,
the meteorological service provided to the team data concerning
visibility,
temperature, wind and other meteorological parameters.
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Table i. Sum~~aa~of the super aooied fog
seedingoperationon FebruaT,y 8-9, i9~4.
Seedingperiod ~.~ from 23:Z5 to 02:00.

part of the airport than at another, due to varying winds. The team helped make the effect uniform’by using the mobile unit. In addition,
the
observation at the runway as well as that from the
meteorological service and the control tower at the
airport,
helped to smooth out the operation.
The
wind speed was normally between 0.5 and i m/s, with
occasional weak gusts of 2-3 m/s. This relatively
calm condition was highly advantageous for achieving effective
fog dissipation.
Because of this
condition, the starting time of seeding could be
determined to obtain the necessary visibility
in
time for flights.
It was found that starting
the
seeding about an hour before the planned landing
or take off was quite satisfactory.

Time Visibility
(h)
22:00

Comparison between the stretching speed of the
cleared area and that of the wind on the ground,
based on two anemometers (h = 2 m) regularly showed agreement.
6.2

Effect of Temperature
In the original plan for the experiment,
microsonde measurements were scheduled so as to
obtain the vertical temperature distribution
in
fog layers. It was hoped that with this data, the
effect of LP seeding in the zone warmer than -1°C
(in the upper layer of fog) could be examined, particularly
in radiation fog with a characteristic
temperature inversion.
However, due to the fact
that the present experiment was begun on January
i, 1984, to assist the Olympic Games, this study
was put aside.

(km)
MS K
4.0

4.0

Temperature
MS
1
-1.8

(°C)
MZ
-2.2

Relative
Remark
Humidi
(%)ty
N~2 MS
2 ’M/1 MZ

-2.5

96

96

98 Fog

23:00 0.4 0.8 -2.4

-4.0

-3.9

96 96

I00

24:00 0.2 0.2 -3.7

-5.0

-4.0

96 96

100

01:00 0.4 0.8 -3.7

-5.2

-5.0

96 96

02:00 1.0 1.5 -3.8

-5.0

-4.0

96 96

Ice
Fog
100 Ice
Fog
97 Haze

03:00

1.0 1.5 -3.8

-4.0

-4.2

96

100 Haze

Wind:

Calm throughout the entire

96

Fog

period.

fall.
Because of cold air flow from the SE, seeding was continued in order to maintain the necessary visibility.
At 00:30, horizontal
visibility
at the middle of the runway was 400 m and at the
approach part of the runway was 800 m. With these
conditions,
the airport opened for the first
announced landing. T~e see~ing continued until 02:00
in order to maintai~ the necessary visibility
for
the second announce~ landing. Total LP consumption
was about 100 kg wi~h a dosage rate of 36 kg per
hour.
Besides the airport oDerations, two seedings
were attempted for the first
time at the ski slopes
of the 14th Winter Olympic Games. The day before
the official
downhil~ competition of February 15,
1984 at Mt. Bjelasn~ca, a stationary dispenser network was placed as shown in Fig. 6. Dispensers
were positioned, taking into consideration weather
forecast for the mext day (February 16, the day of
competition),
and considering the supercooled stratus occurrence which usually covers the upper part
of the ski slope <Fig. 6). On February 16, the
morning hours were sanny without clouds. Wind speed
was 1-3 m/s at the top of Mr. Bjelasnica (starting

6.3

.L_i_o19_~d__~zgpane
Consumption
The average liquid propane consumption for
the entire experiment was about 40 kg per seeding
hour (about 10 g/s). A larger discharging rate
was used during the earlier seeding operations but
was lowered near the end.
6.4 Snowfall
The seeding operations produced snowfall.
Significant
snowfall was noted in the area from
0.5 to 4 km downwind of the dispensers. The shape
of the area with snowfall depended on the wind
speed. Heavier fallout
characterized
dense fog
and required that the runway be cleaned.
6.5

Examples of Successful Operations
Eleven seeding operations were performed at
the airport,
nine of which were successful (visibility
attained was above the minimal limit for
airplane operation, 800 m in the horizontal and
60 m in the vertical
direction)
and two operations
were classified
as partially
successful. Fog dissipation effects were noted in these cases but they
were beyond the airport area.
The seeding operation during the night between
February 8 and 9, 1984 was an example of successful
seeding. The synoptic chart showed a zone of very
high pressure at the airport location.
The fog
formed between 22:30 and 23:00 (Table 1). The
seeding operation began at 23:15 because arrivals
of unscheduled international
flights
from New
York and Paris had been announced. The expected
landing times at Sarajevo were 00:30 and 01:10.
Seeding started with the mobile unit at the runway
which stretched from the SWto the NW. Stationary
dispensers began seeding in the following order:
3, 1, 4, 5, 8 and 9 (see Fig. 5). The first
seeding effect was noted 20 minutes after the beginning
of the operation and was manifested as heavy snow-

Fig. ~. Zhe ~£~penser ~etwonk at the downhill
courseon Mt. }~jsiasnica.
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position of the race) began to be covered with
clouds at 12:15 and visibility
dropped to 50-100 m.
However~ the visibility
at the top of the mountain
changed depending on the cloud conditions.
Seeding
could not be performed at the top of the mountain
because of the difficulty
in taking the dispensers
to the location.
The clouds started covering the
downhill path near the dispensers at 12:25. Dispenser No. I started seeding at 12:25, Dispenser
No. 2 at 12:30 and Dispenser No. 3 at 12:40. Seeding was carried out until 13:00, which was the end
of the competition.
The wind speed and wind direction did not change during the seeding operations.
Ten minutes after the first
dispenser started seeding, snowfall was noted, and I0 minutes after the
second dispenser started seeding a heavy snowfall
was observed around the position of Dispenser No.
3. The dispenser positions are shown in Fig. 6.
The visibility
increased significantly
by about
12:40, and did not vary until the end of seeding.
The cloud which covered the part of the path at the
altitude
1400-1800 m completely vanished and the
sun appeared again. The temperature was from -9
to -II °C during the seeding. A faster appearance
of snowfall under the condition (i0 minutes a~ter
the start of seeding) was noted compared with seeding operations carried out at the airport (20-30
minutes) apparently due to lower temperatures which
cause faster crystal growth.
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7. CONCLUSION
The experiment of supercooled fog dispersal at
the Sarajevo airport and the new attempt for clearing supercooled clouds at the ski slopes of the
14th Winter Olympic Gamesconfirmed the satisfactory effects and economy of our simple LP method
using a new combination of stationary
and mobile
groundbased dispensers.
Eleven seedings were carried out
port, nine of them successful and two
successful.
One completely successful
was performed at the downhill path of
nica during the official
competition.
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Thisv.~sachieved
by 26 October1984.

Table2: ScmeTrendsin the Analysis
to date.

(ii)D~y too active:Some daysthat producedwidespread
stormactivlty
weredeletedfrcmthe,analysis
for
re~_so~s.On such days, the storm trackingpro~
producedhug~ trackpropert±es
as the tracking
progr~nepickedup stormsthat mergedinto squalllines
thats~,,ept
tb~ou~nthe area.Lookingfora potential
radar
s,?.eding
si~ature
on suchdaysis probably
unre’~JListic.
Secondly,
inc].uding
thesedaysin the analysis
produced
biasesin the controlproperties.
All dayson ~4nichthe
cumulative
3 de~9"zearea-time
integral
exceeded
2500km
’.orwerethnsnot £ncorporated
~n thisanalysis.

Property
No Description

(iii)No validtrack:Casetracksthatdid not pecsistfor
24 minutesor !orkzerwerealsorejected.

Table3 : T~me - depe~.~ent
Pnoperties.

Change.
(%)

31 Femn3° rainflux
30. I
46 ~kmn 3° reflectivity2.7

P(°/0)Statistic

85
Gecm.Mean
94 Arith.Hean-.

(iii)Differences
betweenseedand no seedtime-dependent
preperties
(Table3). Here decisionti~ is that time
~fnich
thepilotof theLearjet.receives
a ~’~=ed/no
se~ed
decision
fromradm~.

No
(iv)Seeding~
at the wrongtemperature:
The operations
plancallsfor s~=eding
between-10 and -15.degrees
C. On
12 Nov~,;ber
19~,the .realtimedisplayof static
te~.,.perature
~s not available
to the cr~ and seeding
was conductedat around -25 d~s C.

iZToperty

Chan~_~
(%)

~/0 Statistic

59 M~x.rateof increasein
Fe~s5-30rainafter
decisiontJme
854
63F~. ~’~’~beoYJ.~ ..... ,~".’.~’~
~ ~ f!~ 5-~ ~
~r d~is~on t~
7~

5. Statistical
Analyse~s
Forthe 16 se~dand 21 no seedcases,thefollc~-~ing
statistics
were calculated
for eachof the 73 track
properties:

91

89

It is usuallysdvisable
to construct
plotsof the
properties
tbatappe~rto be responding
to trea*a<.ent,
ix) ~oard~.nstbeingled astrayby quJ.r½~in the
distribatio~s
(~F~ssoutliers,
etc).Ccmpe~mtive
cunulative
sec~d/no
seeddistributions
of properties
%6, and 63
are sh~-min Figs.] and 2.

- m~xJ~
- arithmetic
means
- geometric
means
- s~mndarddeviations
- skeaness
- inte~-prr~perty
correlatio~ls
(73x~3)

Anothercomparison
of interestis the seed versusno s~ed
t£~efromdecision
to nmxin~rn
rateof incree~se
in ~r~ss
(Fig_-..
3 ). Alth~%gh
thep statistic
doesnotshow
significance,
the s~ distribution
of tbAs variablepeaks
e_fterthe decision
time,~ereas~e no seedpe-~3<sbefore.
This sort of analysiss~sts that a closerlook at these
andothertrac~properties
as theyrelateto the o.~_set
of seedi~may provideusefulimsightsintothe physical
c~s acconrpan~dmg
treatment.

The test statistic
for each of the abovewas definedas
the (s~ed)mL.nusthe (no seed)difference.
Tne significance
of the differences
v~s dete~nined
usings[~_nds_~d
re-randomization
tecbm_iques
(Referente
5).
Difference
distributions
weregenerated
by rmndomAy
drawing16 pseudoseedcasesoat of the 37 cssepool
usLngthe ,samerandomization
schemeusedfor the real
draw.If p % of the differences
calculated
by the
re-randomization
are equalto or moreextremethanthe
valuesobt ~ainedin the realexperiment,
thenp % is an
appropriate
~m~ureof the unlikeliness
of the actual
result.

Thecorrelation
difference
analysis
,.,~ay be (evenmere
reve~lJ9g
in te.<msof changesin physical
processes
betweenthe seed ~nd no seed cases.PrelimJrary
res~!ts
arepresented
in Tables4 ~_nd5 be!o~,s:
Table4 : Changesin Correlation
of Volumevs b’~ss

For example,if <he difference
in meancloudheights
betweenthe seedand no seed casesfallswithinthe top
(or bottcm)50 differences
calculated
from1000
re-.~-andomizatJons
thenp v~.llbe equal~m or greater
than-95 percent(or lessthan5 percent).

Preperties
No Description
12
36
14
38

6. PrelimAnary
Results
Pre!J~.,/
results~hilenot highlysi~aificant
show
trendsin the di~.~tion
of :
(i) Seededstonr~producing
moreradar-estinmted
rainfall
tban umseeded
storms
(ii) Seededstorm.saveraging
stro~rreflectivities
3 de~T~s

Correlations
Seed No Seed Season P(%)

~vemVolune
0.90
M~x Mass
Vol T£,~eIntegral0.98
"
Y~ss "

0.98

0.98

O

0.99

0.99

I

Table5 : Comngesin Correlationof AreavsRainFlux
Properties
No Descriptions

correlations
P
Seed No Seed Season (%)

0.93
23 Mean 3° arem
31 ~.,~an3° ~afLnflux
0.35
46 ~eanDBZ at 30
22 3° .~eatimeJ.nte~al
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0.98

0.96

3

0.85

0.83
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Abstract.
Since 1970 the Mfnistry of Agriculture
has developed a broad program
of study on hailstorms.
In some cases, this study has included cloud seeding.
In 1978 the application
of Agl nuclei began in a part of the Spanish Levant.
After five years, the results indicated reduction in crop damage caused by hail.
the types of storms are described, an analysis on the behavior of seeded cloud
masses is presented,,
and a comparison of seeded and unseeded storms is
summarized.

In 1978 the Ministry of Agriculture
decided
to develop a defense system for hail suppression
based on the aerial
application
of Agl. The
target area chosen to carry out this work covered
600,000 Ha within
the interior
of Albacete
province.
The aim was to form a containment
barrier against hailstorms.
This program continued until
1983. At the
end of this period a detailed study of the data
on hail
damage was carried
out. A comparison
was made between the period 1975 to 1977 without
aerial
protection,
and the period 1978 to 1983
when the aerial
protection
was active.
The
damages in the outer area were 33% greater in the
second period than in the first and those in the
protected area were 48% less. In the area
immediatelyadjacent,the damages were reduced by
72% to which Romero and Balasch (1985) give
significant factor, of 99%. In view of these
results, the study of detected cloud masses,
their possible characterization,
and the
comparison between the groups formed by "natural
clouds" and those which were "seeded" began to
develop.
Here we offer some indication
of
corresponding changes in the behavior of seeded
clouds.

1.

INTRODUCTION
In the Spanish Levant thereis a wide area
which contains a variety of high quality crops.
Unfortunately,eery summer that area suffers many
hailstormswhichseverelydamagethe crop,s.
At the beginning of the 1970’s, the Ministry
of Agriculture tried to develop a series of
defense systems based on ground generators. This
network was completed when a small meteorological
radar was installed. After several years, some
shortcomings were found in the storm prediction
as well as the effectiveness of the generator
network. Moreover, the hailstorms developed some
distance away from the crops, the majoritycoming
from Albacete(Figure1).

2.

FIG.
I.. GEOGRAPHY
OF

SPANISH

EXPERIMENTAL
DESCRIPTION
During the years when the project
was
active, a 250 Kw, 5.5 cm meteorological
radar was
available. Horizontal (PPI) and vertical (RHI)
sweeps were included in the operations. The
radar data were entered into a computer. This
provided accurate information on a series of
variables such as the reflectivity (measured in
dBZ), contours,dimensions,etc.
To apply the AgI nuclei inside the cloud
masses, we used two turbochargedaircraft (Piper
Aztec) equipped with Agl ejectable pyrotechnic
cartridges. The flight paths were followed with
the help of an IFF system from the Operations
Centre. Data provided
by the European
Meteorological Network was added to the local
sounding. By using a numerical model, the
probability of the formation of cloud masses and
their characteristics
were determined.

LEVANTE

*This work has been done under the agreement
between LeGn University
and Informes y Proyectos
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to the protection area during the summers of the
years 1980 and 1983 are presentedin Table 1.

3.

SEEDINGOPERATION
Once cloud masses were detected in the study
area, and the information from the radar computer
system showed reflectivity
values above 30 dBZ
with cloud development greater than 6,000 meters,
then one of the aircraft
was launched to patrol
the storm and give supplementaryinformation to
the Operations Centre (liquid water content,
updraft speed, etc. When radar reflectivitiesof
45 dBZ were found at or near 6.5 Km, the IFF
directed seeding aircraft
flying at -12°C ejected
pyrotechnics
in sufficient
number to yield 100
nuclei
per liter
effective
at -15°C.
When
seeding
had taken place
on the new storm
development, the cloud masses were analyzed to
see if there was a decrease in reflectivity
and/or height.

From Table i it appears:
¯ the average maximum reflectivity can be
consideredrather low as it only rises to
a value of 51.4 dBZ.
¯ the heights at which maximum reflectivity
occurs corresponds to the 0° C isotherm,
which tallies with the "fusion zone"
quoted by other observers(Rogers,1977).
¯ the cell tops averaged 10.7 Km where the
averagetemperatureis -42°C.
¯ The average cell lifetime duration of
reflectivitiesgreater than 45 dBZ (Foote
and Mohr, 1979) of 75 minutes is somewhat
longer than in many other areas, but
shorter than in Alberta, Nelspruit and
Colorado.

4.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STORMS IN ALBACETE
(SPAIN)
Before analyzing the results of seeding
operations, we shall describe some of the storm
characteristicsin Albacete using data provided
by the meteorological
radar.
To obtain a better radar data sample,
horizontalslices (PPI) were made, normally at
with intervals of 15 minutes. At points of
maximum reflectivity a corresponding RHI
measurement was made at similar time intervals
necessary for corresponding analysis of the
storm’s evolution. From the data analysis we
have been able to determine:
¯ the average lifetime of storms,
based on the criterion of Foote
and Mohr (Ig79) which defines
lifetime as the period during
which reflectivity is measured
greaterthan 45 dBZ.
¯ the average maximum reflectivityin order
to obtain information bout the maximum
precipitation
zone.
¯ the average height of the maximum
reflectivity.
¯ Maximum height of the 10 dBZ contour or
the active limit ceiling of the cloud
mass.
The results obtained from analyzing storms
unmodified by seeding but which developed close

5.

COMPARISON
BETWEEN
SEEDEDANDUNSEEDED
STORMS
It is important
to emphasize
that
the
resultant
data on the years during which Agl was
used showed a lessening
of damage due to
hailstorms,
nevertheless,
to verify
the
modifications
caused by the insertation
of Agl
nuclei,
it is advisable
to more accurately
characterize
the seeded and unseeded cloud
masses.
To do this, we have used the following
method:
¯ We tabulated all the storms with a
lifetime greater than 10 minutes
(according to the establishedcriterion)
which developed in the zone adjacent to
the protected area (in some cases, within
the protected area when storms could not
be seededfor some reason).
¯ We tabulated all the storms that were
modifiedby the seedingaction.
Cloud modification induced by the seeding
was measured by Goyer’s (1975) "growth factor",
the ratio of the time-intergrated cloud top
height excess above 7.6 Km during the 20 minutes
before time to (defined at a later time) to the
similar time-integratedheight excess during the
entire time from to -20 until the top descended

¯ No.OFCELLS

43

¯ MAXIMUMAVERAGEREFLECTIVITY

51.4
dBZ

¯ AVERAGEHEIGHTOF MAXIMUM
REFLECTIVITY

3.6
Krn

¯ AVERAGE
HEIGHTOF TOPS

10.TKrn

¯ AVERAGE
DURATION
OF CELLS

75rain

TABLE
1. Gener(ztcharacteristicsofceils
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to 7.6 Km. From the 29 seeded storms, to was the
time of first seeding, and for the 43 unseeded
storms it was the time at which cloud top first
reached10 Km.
Regressionsof this factor on storm duration
were computed and separated for unseeded and
seeded cells. These plots are shown in Figure 2.

Goyer, G.G., 1975: Time-integrated radar echo
tops as a measure of cloud seedingeffects.
J. Appl.Met. 1~4, 1362-1365.
Knight, C.A., P. Smith and C. Wade, 1982: Storm
Types and Some Radar Reflectivity
Characteristics.Hailstorms of the Central
High Plains. The National Hail Research
Experiment, Vol. 1., Colorado, Associated
Press. Boulder, Colorado.

6.

CONCLUSIONS
Seeded storms grew much more slowly than
unseeded ones, indicating that seeding had the
desired effect of reducing storm intensity,hence
the hail size. But seeded storms lasted, on the
average, only 6 minutes less (72 minutes) than
seeded ones (78 minutes) , indicating
significant decrease in storm lifetime, despite
the apparentintensitydecrease.

Rogers, R.R., 1977: Fisica
Reverte,Barcelona.

de Nubes. Ed.

Romero, R. and S. Balasch, 1985: Evaluacion de
la efectividadde las actuacinesde defensa
aerea antigranizo en la zona de Levante:
results does definitovos. Bol. Serv.
Plagas, 11, 163-171.
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(*Editor’s note: For unexplained reasons, only
30 points represent the 43 unseeded storms and
only 24 points representthe 29 seeded ones).
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Figure 2. Regressionsof Growth Factor on storm durationfor (a) nonseeded
and (b) seeded cells.
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THE LIGHTNINGTRIGGERING:A TECHNIQUE
FOR ACTIVE PROTECTION
OF A SITE
Paul Perroud and Andre Eybert-Berard
Commissariat a l’Energie Atomique
Centre d’Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble, France
Abstract.The techniqueof lightning triggeringthat we have developed
is well mastered after numerous campaigns in France and in USA. It consists
mainly of firing a small rocket carrying a thin metallic wire from the ground
toward a thundercloud when the electrostatic field rises above the critical
value (4 to 7 kV/m). The chances of success reach 94% under favorable
conditions.
This is why it is now possible to conceive the utilizationof this means
of lightningcontrol for. an active protectionof importantinstallationssuch as
spacecraft launching sites. The aim is to drive electricity generated within
storm clouds to the ground throughartificiallightning.
Analysis of the feasibility of this technique is given. For a
thunderstormof 40 minutes duration, a total of 120 rockets is found necessary
for efficient protection. The Lightning Rocket System (LRS) technique can also
be used to test electrical stability of the atmospherebefore a missile launch
in order to avoid the accidentwhich happenedto Apollo 12 in 1969.

INTRODUCTION
The feasibilityof lightningtriggeringwas
demonstrated for the first time by Newman and
others after many attempts by predecessors:
Frankline,D’AlibardBeccaria,etc.
This means of creating lightning was then
developed in France since 1973 by Commissariata
l’Energie Atomique and. Electricitede France to
which ONERA, CNET, IOPG and LPA joined later. At
the presenttime, more than 250 lightningstrikes
for studies were triggered in France (St-Privat
d’Allier 1973-1983)and in USA as well (Socorro,
New Mexico, 1979, 81, 82; Florida, Melbourne 1983
and Kennedy Space Center 1984, 85).

1.

In both cases, the delivery system is an
ordinary rocket utilized by farmers mainly for
hail prevention by seeding thunderstorm clouds
with silver
iodide
(Agl).
The major
characteristics
of the seedingrocket are:
Length:
Total mass:
Blackpowder:
Explosives:
Silveriodide:
Speedmax:
Thrustmax:
Normalrange:

2.

TECHNIQUEOF LIGHTNINGTRIGGERING
The system consists of launching from the
ground toward a thundercloud (cumulonimbus)a
small rocket carrying a thin metallic wire. At
the upper end of the wire an upward moving
"leader" takes place. At that time a current of
some ten amps appears in the wire which is then
rapidly heated and vaporized, thus creating an
ionized channel for one or more return strokes
(Fig 1.).
Althoughthe critical processof triggered
lightning is different from natural lightning,
the return strokes are quite similar to those
generated by natural dart leaders. It is worth
noting that the current intensity of triggered
lightningnever exceeded 70 kA, while for natural
lightningit can reach 200 kA (peak current).
From this principle, two systems have been
developed. First, the so-called "classical
system" used from 1973 to 1983, and second, the
LRS technique tested for the first time in
Florida in 1983. The LRS technique is patented.
The two main componentsof this techniqueare the
rocket and the conducting wire. We shall only
present here the main characteristicsof the LRS.
Informationabout the classicalsystem previously
utilized may be found in the listed references
(2, 3, 4).

97 cm
2700 g.
930 g.
400 g.
18 g.
250 m/s
90 daN
1700 m.

In the LRS, explosivesand Agl are removed
and a Spool for winding wire is fitted at the
tail on the fins. The wire is made of copper
Kevlar sheathed 0.2 mm diameter. Its resistamce
is 0.45 ohms per meter and the yield point 25 dal~.
With such a load the rocket weight is 2500 g. In
practice, the LRS is a real improvementcompared
to the classical system in which the spool is at
the ground. The improvement
raises the
probabilityof successto 94%.
2.1 Criteriaof triggering
The main criterion for a rocket launch is
the value of the electrostatic field which is
recorded continuously at the ground by a field
mill. When the sky is clear and the surroundings
uniformly flat without trees, its strength is
+100 V/re. In case of atmospheric disturbances
the field can reach +500 to +1000 V/re. When a
thundercloud is approaching (its lower part
carries mostly negative charges), the electric
field at the ground surface changes its sign from
positiveto negative and begins to decrease. Tlqe
effect can be easily detected at lO km distance.
Just before the electric discharge, the field
reaches -5000 to -10000 V/m with strong
fluctuations.
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3.

AcTIvE PROTECTION
OF AN INSTALLATION
BY LRS
The aim is to neutralize
the electric charge
generated within the thundercloud by driving them
to the ground by artificially
triggered lightning.
The total
charge amounts I000C in average. A
lightning
discharge affects
the cloud within a
radius of 2 km from the striking
point although
the time of recharging in the center of the storm
is estimated at 1 minute.

control-room,
control desk, electrostatic
mills,
TV camera,
radio
communication
computer as well as safety systems.

field
and

4.

CONCLUSIONS
Thus, the active protection
by the LRS, a
direct
application
of the triggered
lightning
studies,
seems to be a feasible
operation.
Obviously,
because of its relatively
high cost,
this
technique
of lightning
control
is only
applicable
for important
installations
such as
missile launch pads. In order to verify its real
efficiency,
experiments
are recommended. The
tests would determine the probability
for natural
random lightning
to strike the protected area and
reveal how many rockets are required.
Finally,
when some doubts arise about the
electrical
stability
of the atmosphere before
launching a spacecraft,
firing
some of the LRS
would clarify
the situation.
This may help avoid
the accident
which happened to Apollo 12 (14
November 1969, ref. i) which was struck twice by
lightning
a short time after
launch when the
electrostatic
field
was less than critical
strength.
This particular
phenomenon
of
electrical
discharge
was confirmed during the
last Rocket Triggered Lightning Project (RTLP)
KSC when an application
of the LRS at storm’s end
under a weak field (+ 2 kV) triggered a lightning
discharge.

3.1 Hypothesis
Let us consider
a thundercloud
of 20 Km
diameter,
moving at a speed of 30 Km/h in the
direction
of the installation
to be protected.
In the cloud two active cells are present. They
are each 5 km diameter and located 5 km apart.
Around the installation
three stations
equipped with the LRS are in place at I km
distance, each ready for operation.
A field mill
at each station records the electrostatic
field,
All information on the situation
is gathered in a
control-room with the help of a computer.
At 10 km distance,
the thundercloud
is
detected and it will be above the installation
within 20 ~ninutes.
The alarm is given when the
first
cell arrives.
Firing
the LRS starts
as
commanded by the control-room
according to the
strength of the electric
field.
A little
later
this rate is 2 or 3 per minute at maximum storm
intensity
and will decrease to zero when the cell
is gone. The alarm ends as soon as the field has
recovered its normal value. Total duration
of
the operation
is 40 minutes. The number of 120
rockets seems to be a maximumrequirement.

REFERENCES
The hypothesis
taken is an extreme case,
because we considered that both active cells pass
above the installation
one after the other. In
many cases a less favorable
situation
may be
found (e.g.
when cells
are passing along the
border or already in the process of discharging
by natural lightning).
Another simpler
procedure
control
may also be used.
It
shooting a rocket at regular time
4 to 5 per minute) without paying
to the field
mill measurements.
the necessary number of rockets
be higher.

M. Brook,
C.R. Holmes,
C.B. Moore.
Lighnting and Rockets: some impl ications
of the Apollo 12 Lightning
Event. Naval
Research Review, Jan., 1970.

of lightning
consists
of
intervals
(say
any attention
In this case,
is assumed to

In addition to the cost of rockets at about
1500 F ($20} each, other equipment is necessary.
This includes
launching
devices,
shelter
for
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"REVIEWED"
WORLDWIDE
EVALUATION
FOR CREDIBILITY
ClementJ. Todd
34 S. LookoutMountainCircle
Golden, CO80401

1. STATUSOF MULTI-PROJECTANALYSES

2. STRONGRESPONSES
TO SEEDING

Somepeople are hoping for the day whenan elegantly
designed experiment, brilliantly
evaluated, will make
precipitation management
credible to those wholook at the
field from the outside, but it doesn’t appearas though
credibility will comethat way. Ratherit will comefrom
reporting on information assembled
from a large numberof
imperfect experiments and operations, that showeven
thoughthereis diversity in the waydifferent typesof clouds
respond to seeding, similar clouds respond similarly
aroundthe world.

2.1 Cumuluscongestus

Toddand Howell (1985a) reported on what they were
finding as they assembleda "World Atlas and Catalog of
ReportedResults from Precipitation Management
by Cloud
Seeding"baseduponseveral hundredevaluations. Since
then this effort has been considerably extended and
published (Todd and Howell 1985b). The major findings
don’t surprise those whohaveworkedlong in the field, but
they have not been previously presented to show the
outsider howextensively seeding has been practiced or
howconsistently it has beenreported to have produced
positiveresults.
Relating different cloud-seeding responsesto cloud
types and characteristics in an organizedwayhas showna
physical basis for a soundtechnology.Theproblemis that
few projects include enoughsimdar clouds to achieve
statistical significancewithin themselves.
It is necessary,
then, to assembleinformation from a large numberof
projects to demonstratethat there is a broadly-based
technology. Suchcombiningcomplicatesthe rules as to
whatis satisfactory exploratoryandconfirmatory,evidence
in the games
that the evaluatorshavebeenplay~ng.
For manypast projects there is muchgoodinformation in
radar records,time-lapsephotography,
aircraft logs, special
soundings,weatherdata collections, etc., waiting to be
used. Thereare morethan 40 projects every year around
the world, collecting probablymorethan 2000newseeded
casesa year, manyof which should be available for indepth studies. A little coordination to acquire data in
comparable
formats ought to help greatly to makeit more
usable for multi-project analyses. Whoought to analyze
these data? The commercial seeders do not have much
marginfor taking on extra tasks, yet they havecontributed
tremendouslyby documentatingoperations and producing
objective analyses of consistently goodquality. Some
have completed100 or moreprojects and have learned
conceptuallyand qualitatively muchof whatweproposeto
find out. Onthe other hand, a world academiceffort to
quantify this wouldprobablybe too slow starting and too
clumsy.But if several of the manynational programs
would
supportanalysesof their findings in contextwith whatcould
be learnedfromthe manyother projects of the world, there
wouldbe fast, broadspectrumlearning.
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Whenthe Project Cirrus seeded cumulus clouds,
dramaticthings happened
after seeding, but there wasno
agreementas to howthey were related to the seeding.
Since then, experimenters around the world have
demonstratedin well over 30 projects that ice-phase
seeding done any number of ways can make robust
cumulus congestus with tops between-10 C and -20 C
producesubstantially more(two to five time as much)
precipitation as similar nonseededclouds (Todd and
Howell,1985).If the top is a little warmer
than -10 C the
effect diminishedto nil. For cloudtops colder than -20 C
the per cent increase due to seeding becomesless and
harderto relate to the seeding,but the indicated absolute
increase becomesmoreper cloud, becausebigger clouds
process muchmorewater. At the large cloud end of the
spectrum, the hail suppressors are seeding the storm
feeder clouds as they struggle through the cumulus
congestusstage. Theyreport increasing the cloud’s total
precipitation by a modest+12%medianresponsefor over
20 reportingprojects.
The cumulus congestus studies are made more
definitive whenthe experimenterspick isolated cloudsso
that they can estimate the rate of cloud water condensed
and how long the clouds lasted, and calculate the
precipitation from individual seededand unseededclouds
using aircraft and radar observations. Becausethere is
only moderate
uncertaintyin dealing with these clouds, and
becausesuch cumuluscongestus are so numerous,many
projects that have concentrated on themhave achieved
impressivelystatistically significant results. If properly
assembled
and presented,this information collected from
manyprojects, should be sufficient to convince any
reasonablepersonthat there is nowthe basis for a usable
technology
for increasingprecipitation.
Thereis muchstill to learn aboutthe finer points of how
these cumulusrespondto seedingover the wholerange of
cloud top temperaturesand other conditions. The fact,
there appearto be morethan 10 quasi-independent
factors
that governing howeffectively such clouds respondto
treatmentmakes
this truly a large problem.Clearly there is
a potential for using a very large numberof casesto work
out the relationships with so manypotential input
parameters. This should makeuse of cases drawnfrom
projectsall overthe world.
2.2 Cumulonimbus
Project Whitetopshockedthe cloud seedingworld when
it produced statistically
significant decreases in
precipitation from seedingsummer
convective clouds. It
found that the decreasesoccurredfrom a heavybroadcast
seedingthat included large cumulonimbus
which produced
a substantial portion of the summer
precipitation. Since
then, at least 12 projects indicate decreasesfrom such
seedingof apparentlysimilar clouds. Herethe evidenceis
not nearly as well developedas it is for the cumulus
congestus. Generally there are so few of the large

cumulonimbus on any one project that statistics
are
indeterminate even though such clouds produce most of
the seasonrainfall. It wouldbe very important to learn more
about the conditions for decreasingprecipitation from these
clouds. To do it effectively one would have to draw cases
from the broadest selection of projects worldwide.
3.

OTHER RESPONSES

3.4 Hygroscopic seeding
The Atlas lists 27 projects reporting increases of
precipitation
from hygroscopic seeding and only two
decreases, but we have yet to see published the conditions
for success. So here, too, there is a need to collect the
case data from manyprojects that have observations of the
characteristics of the clouds to learn which respond.

3.1 Hail suppression

4.

There is greater uncertainty in estimating the potential
amount of hail than rain that a cloud would produce.
Hence, it takes a greater numberof cases to evaluate the
effect of seeding to suppresshail with the samecertainty as
evaluations of rain responses. Only a few projects have
had enoughcases to report statistically
significant hail
reduction. Yet the Atlas shows57 projects reporting less
hail and only 3 reporting more hail due to suppression
seeding. There is still doubt about the technology, though,
becauseincreased hail occurred on two of the most heavily
researched and closely watched projects. It seemsthat
general credibility for hail suppressionis most likely to be
achieved if success for suppression can be related to
physical factors such as the size, type, and physical
characteristics of the storms, and how they are seeded. It
appears that such a re~ation mayexist, becausein North
Dakota success is related to seeding the smaller "hailers"
but not the "supercells", and in Russiathere is concernthat
the technology is not now effective against "superpower
storms" thoughit is reported to workquite effectively on the
smaller ones. It would be informative to collect physical
characteristics
from a large number of cases from the
projects of the world and see if there is a worldwide
credible quantitative physical relationship of cloud type and
characteristics to the reported success of suppression.
Miller
1979 takes a step on such a multi-project
comparison.

The evidence that there is a usable technology for
seeding sometypes of clouds is as strong as the evidence
for manyother technologies that our society accepts and
uses routinely.
But world cooperation among cloud
seeders
is needed to speed development
and
demonstration of technologies for managingprecipitation
from a broader selection of cloud types and over a range of
characteristics.
1"he time is right for the weather
modification enthusiasts of the world to work together to
achievegreater credibility for their technology.
5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
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3.2 Stratus
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From the first experiments of Project Cirrus it was
demonstratedthat a class of nonprecipitating supercooled
stratiform clouds could be madeto precipitate by ice-phase
seeding. That the effect was real could be documented
photographically from above. The remaining problems
were to find out how muchclearing or precipitation could
be produced, over how wide a range of conditions it would
work, and where there was practical application for this
type of seeding. Somemountain crests appear to have
several hundred hours a year of such stratus. Though
these yield less than one millimeter an hour to seeding,
they can produce important increases on a seasonal basis.

Todd, C. J., and W. E. Howell 1985b: Wo~’id alias and
catalog of repo~ted results
el p[ecipftatfon
management by cJoud seeding. ~,CMP, Golden
Colorado. 67 pp.

3.3 Nimbostratus
The Atlas shows that, over the past 39 years, when the
seeding is reported to have taken place in nimbostratus,
seeders seemto have decreased precipitation over their
targets about as frequently as they have increased it. Postanalysis indicates that some target decreases are
associated with downwind increases. A multi-project
analysis effort such as Bigg (1985) reported, if the cases
could be sorted to separate stratus from cumulus, would
shed muchlight on this. Shaffer (1983) does a post hoc
sorting that separates increase from decreasecases in the
Colorado River Basin Pilot Project. Also, Leskov (1974)
reported that there have beenover 20 years of experiments
in the Ukraine to find the time of travel downwindfrom the
seeding until the fallout reached the ground. This varied
from 45 minutes to 3 hours depending on the cloud
parameters. There is a needto fit information from more of
the projects of the world into a generalization that will make
this a reliable and transferable technology.
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THE HAIL SUPPRESSION
PROGRAM
IN GREECE
ThomasJ. Henderson
Atmospherics Incorporated
Fresno, California
Abstract.
During the 1984 and 1985 summer seasons in Greece, an
operational
cloud seeding program was conducted to reduce hail intensity
at
ground level over three target areas. The program was sponsored by the Greek
government and operated by Atmospherics Incorporated
of Fresno, California.
Five cloud seeding airc.raft,
two S-band radars, one C-band radar, upper air
sounding equipment, a severe storm forecasting
unit,
a computerized Digital
Video Scanning System and the aerial application
of pyrotechnic generated silver
iodide formed the core operational
components of this program. One of the
target
areas included
a network of polyfoam hailpads
plus the design and
application
of a randomized crossover exploratory
experiment. The operational
aspects are summarized and the preliminary
results from the analysis of hailpad
data are presented.

Drama areas in the north and the Larisa-Karditsa
area southwest of Thessa!oniki.
The specific
boundaries
for each of the three target
areas
were specified by OGA. For operatio.nal
purposes,
the three protected targets and their respective
land areas were referenced
as noted in the
following
Table 1. The actual locations
of these
target areas are presented in Figure 1.

1.

INTRODUCTION
For several years, the Greek government has
followed
the progress of weather modification
programs conducted throughout many countries
of
the world. In 1981 this interest
evolved into
positive
action when the National Agricultural
Insurance Institute
(OGA) in Greece contracted
with Atmospherics Incorporated,
California,
to
conduct a two-year hail suppression operations
program over an area near Serres in northern
Greece. This initial
effort
was completed at the
end of September 1982. The summer of 1983 was a
stand-down period for hail suppression operations
i n Greece.
In 1984 another
two-year
contract
was
organized
between
OGA and Atmospherics
Incorporated
which included
a much expanded
program over three separate areas in northern
Greece. During the periods
1 May through
30
September in 1984 and 1985, continuous total-area
hal| suppression operations were conducted within
the Serres-Drama and Larisa-Karditsa
areas. The
.overall
program in Greece also included
an
exploratory experiment in the Emathia-Pella area.
This experiment involved a randomized cross-over
target-control
design which included an extensive
hailpad network operated to aid’in the subsequent
evaluations.
Another important
facet
of the program
included formal classroom instructions
in basic
meteorology
and cloud
physics,
weather
modification
theory and operations,
cloud seeding
principles
for professional
pilots,
and practical
on-the-job
training
for Greek meteorologists
and
pilots.
This paper summarizes
the various
components of the program as operated in 1984 and
1985.

TABLE1
Hail Suppression Target Areas
Target
Area
1
2
3

Name.
Emathia-Pella
Serres-Drama
Larisa-Karditsa
TOTAL:

Land area (stremma)
1984
1985
2,050,000
2,120,200
1,028,000
1,028,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
4,078,000

4,148,200

(Note: one stremma = 1,000 2)
The three target areas are orographically
similar
in that they are mostly surrounded by
complex high mountain systems.
This characteristic
has a major effect
on virtually
every
facet
of the overall
program design.
Such
considerations include:
¯

¯

2.

PROTECTED
AREAS
This hail suppression program was designed
to protect three specific
agricultural
areas in
northern
and central
Greece. These "target
areas" consist of the Emathia-Pella
and Serres-

¯
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The irregularly-oriented
mountain ranges
upwind of the target areas are a primary
factor
in
the preparation
of a
meteorological
forecast for local weather
conditions.
High mountain peaks are a substantial
source
of back-scatter
microwave
radiation
and these echoes dominate the
display scopes of the OGAsupplied S-band
radar sets utilized
on the projects
at
Thessaloniki and Larisa.
Aircraft
operations
are often conducted
under IFR conditions.
Safety
is a

I
BULGARIA

population
within ~he high altitude
regions of
cumulus clouds will produce competition among the
growing hailstones for the available
supercooled
liquid
water. The result is a greater number but
much smaller hailstones
which melt before they
reach ground level.
In some areas of the world a second approach
has been suggested and applied which incorporates
a technique
of converting
supercooled
cloud
droplets to ice crystals
within extremely large
cloud volumes of suspected hail-producing
clouds
and storm systems.
However,
this
"massive
glaciation"
hypothesis has been set aside because
of the very large amounts of nucleating material
required
for this enormous conversion of cloud
droplets even within moderate size cumulus cel Is.
For example, if potential
hail-producing
clouds
within a domain have (I) droplet concentrations
of some 200 cc -I , (2) cloud diameters of some
kilometers,
(3) average updraft
velocities
about 5 ms-I , and (4) there are 10 seedable
clouds in the domain and a total lifetime
of some
2 hours, then the quantity of nucleating material
required
to satisfy
a "massive
glaciation"
hypothesis approaches 11,000 kilograms!
For some years, we have suggested that these
somewhat conflicting
hypotheses, particularly
in
light
of the highly complex hail formation
and
growth mechanisms, are confusing and unnecessary
for present
operations
programs.
The single
common denominator
which transcends
all other
considerations
is the presence of supercooled
liquid
water.
Hailstones
must have this
ingredient
for birth
and ~rowth!
In the
application
of this
technology
all
other
considerations
simply comprise a large number of
information
sub-sets
within
a level
of total
understanding
which is extremely difficult
and
perhaps impossible bo reach.
Therefore,
we believe
the logical
hail
suppression
concept
we must use within
our
present level of understanding is the application
of a technique which simply limits
the available
amount of supercooled liquid
water within those
specific
cloud volumes where hailstone birth and
growth
occurs.
We call
this
the "limiting
supercooled
liquid
water" hypothesis
(LSLW).
This simplistic
hypothesis
provides
a strong
basis for operations
without further
debate on
the relative
merits
of "massive glaciation",
"embryo competition",
or several other concepts
dealing with changes of droplet size distribution
and the concentrations
of either ice nuclei
or cloud condensation
nuclei
(CC~). We have
applied
this
LSLW hypothesis
to several
operations programs in the past several years and
it was applied to the program operations during
the 1984 and 1985 seasons in Greece.
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primary
concern
of any weather
modification
program and the importance
of high terrain
in close proximity
to
areas
targeted
for cloud
seeding
operations cannot be overstated.
The Emathia-Pella
target
area was divided
into two sub-areas as shown in Figure I. This
division
accommodated the randomized cross-over
exploratory
experiment described in a subsequent
section.
The boundary
line
dividing
the
Emathia-Pella area was oriented generally west to
east with no "buffer
zone" between the north and
south sub-targets
because of terrain
constraints
and proximity to international
borders.
3.

PROJECT
DESIGN

3.1

The Hail Sup_p.ression Hypothesis
For many years all major hail suppression
programs in the world have relied on artificial
ice nuclei to promote additional freezing centers.
This approach has been identified
within
the
scientific
community and some operations programs
as the "embryo competition"
hypothesis.
The
hypothesis holds that hail damage at ground level
can be suppressed by providing these artificially
induced freezing
centers in sufficiently
high
concentrations.
Frozen droplets
and graupel
(snow pellets)
are prime examples of natural hail
embryos. Conventional wisdom further
holds that
if tiny
silver
iodide
crystals
(0.01 to 0.I
microns diameter) can serve as artificial
nuclei
around which new hailstone
embryos are formed,
then the subsequent
increase
in hailstone

3.2 Personnel
Throughout the field
seasons a total
of
17-20 project
personnel
were stationed
on a
full-time
basis at three locations.
The field
headquarters
was organized at the Thessaloniki
International
Airport.
Stationed
at this site
were
10-13
experienced
supervisory,
meteorolo-gical,
radar, aircraft,
hailpad network
and administrative
personnel.
Cloud seeding
activities
in the Emathia-Pella area (Target Area
1) were supervised
by personnel
at this
location. An additional five persons responsible
for conducting operationsin the Larisa-~arditsa
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of silver iodide dispensed whenever required by
rapid changes within individualclouds and storm
systems.
One aircraft based at the Thessaloniki
Airport was equipped with an airborne data
acquisition system. The computer controlled SEA
Model 100 AirborneData AcquisitionSystem (ADAS)
was specificallydesigned to record aircraft and
meteorological information. Near real-time data
reduction from this system was accomplished
through the use of an enhanced Apple lie computer
system located at the field headquarters on the
Thessaloniki Airport. This computer and printer
system provided listings of all data recorded at
6-second intervalsas well as geographicaloutput
depictingthe aircraftflight track.

area (Target Area 3) were stationed at the Greek
Air Force Base near Larisa. These persons
provided similar meteorological, radar and
aircraft support for the program. Two more
persons were based at a third site near Serres
(Target Area 2). Personnel at this si.te
consisted of a radar controller and a radar
observer responsible for radar measurements of
storm characteristicsand supervisionof aircraft
seedingflightslaunchedfrom Thessaloniki.
3.3 Meteorological
Support
Basic weather informationwas accumulatedby
the project meteorologists at Thessaloniki and
Larisa. The meteorologist at Thessaloniki
acquired atmospheric data from the Greek Air
Force meteorological office at the airport and
the Greek Weather Service in Athens. The
meteorologiststationed at Larisa ut.ilized data
provided by the Greek Military Meteorological
Center in Larisa. At 1000 each operational day
the two meteorologistswould confer via telephone
concerning the current atmospheric situation and
begin preparation of a weather outlook for
northern and central Greece. At 1030 each day
the meteorologist would conduct, crew briefings
for all project personnel
stationed
at
Thessaloniki and Larisa. The Thessaloniki
meteorologist would also provide a briefing via
telephone to the radar personnel stationed at
Serres. These crew briefings included a summary
of the synoptic situation over Europe, plus a
more detailed and specific overview of the
airmass conditions over Greece. Particular
attention was given to those atmospheric
parameters and mechanisms which may produce
significantthunderstormactivity.
Weather forecasts were issued each day for
the three target areas and surrounding regions.
These detailed forecasts included a brief "word
forecast" describing the general synoptic
situation which prevailed at the time the
forecast was prepared and any modifications
expected during the forecast periods. This
morning briefing also included an extended
outlookfor 72 additionalhours, or whatever time
interval appeared relevant to the anticipated
seedingoperations.

3.5 Radar
Three radar sets were utilized on a
full-time basis during the 1984 and 1985 field
seasons. Two Enterprise Electronics lOcm wave
length (S-band) radar sets provided by OGA and
operated by AI personnel, were located at the
airports near Thessalonikiand Larisa. The third
radar system was an EnterpriseElectronics5.5 cm
wave length (C-band) radar set which was supplied
and operated by Atmospherics.This C-band system
was based at the Serres-Drama area and was
primarily utilized to direct airborne seeding
operationsin Target Area 2.
Specifications on the Enterprise 5.5cm
weather radar system indicate a peak power of 250
Kw and a receiver sensitivity of -102 db log.
Thi s is more than sufficient to provide a
detectable signal from rainfall rates of i
mm/hourout to at least 130 km.
Atmospherics Incorporated provided and
installedthree complete interrogator/transponder
systemswhich provided the necessarycapabilities
for aircraft identification and appropriate
presentation on the 10cm and 5.5cm radar PPI
di splays.
3.6 HailpadNetwork"
Atmosphericspersonnel organized a 123-site
hailpad network as an integral part of the
exploratoryexperimentdesignedfor Target Area 1.
At each hailpad location an alumin~ frame held a
piece of special styrofoam material. Each piece
of material presented an exposed surface
dimension of 27.2 cm by 27.2 cm resulting in
approximately 740 cm2 of exposed area. These
hail indicator pads supplied information
concerningseveral parameterswhich describedthe
hail occurrence.
The service interval of the total hailpad
networkduring storm-freeperiods was not allowed
to exceed 14 days in order to prevent possible
deterioration of the hailpad surface. Ultra
violet radiationdoes tend to slightly modify the
untreated surface of the styrofoam material.
However, our previous exposure tests have
indicated that exposure to sunlight for a period
of 14 days or less does not significantlychange
the surface of the material in such a manner that
hail impact energy calculations are altered by
more than one or two percent. In addition, a
special coating material (dulling spray) was
applied which protects the hailpad surface from
ultra-violet radiation, yet does not affect the
characteristics
of hailstoneimpact.
Sections of the hailpad network within areas

3.4 Aircraft
Five turbochargedPiper Aztecs (Model PA-23250T) were the cloud seeding aircraft provided to
the program. Three of the aircraft were
permanentlybased at the ThessalonikiAirport and
the remaining two were stationea at the Greek Air
Force Base near Larisa. The aircraft were fully
equippedand licensed for IFR flights and had onboard digital weather radar systems. Each had
the capabilityto reach an altitude of over 5,500
meters msl within 20 minutes, cruise at 120 knots
or more during seeding operations, and service
ceilings above 7,500 meters msl. Flight duration
for each aircraftwas in excess of 5 hours.
In addition to the full compliment of
navigation/communications instruments, each
aircraft was equipped with special holding racks
for mounting a broad range of pyrotechnicseeding
devices. Nuclei generation was accomplished by
the electronic ignition of the pyrotechnic
seeding devices from inside the aircraft cabin.
Several types of pyrotechnic devices were
supplied so each pilot could adjust the quantity
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TABLE 2

of potential hailfall were also visited
immediatelyfollowing any suspectedoccurrenceof
a hail event within the target and control areas
regardlessof the 14-day service criterion.This
served to prevent two separate hail events from
impacting the same hailpad prior to service. No
multiple hail events were noted on any single
hailpadduring the 1984 and 1985 seasons.
During each service event, the field
techniciansclearly marked each hailpad with the
file number of that particular location, along
with the date and time of installation and
removal. Additionally, each hailpad was marked
and oriented to magnetic north so that any
subsequentanalysis of elongatedhail dents could
provide a measure of wind direction andangular
velocity.

Cloud Seedin9Flights- 1984
Month
May
June
July
August
September

1984 Totals: 57

¯
¯
¯

F|ight
Hours
~
46.3
5.7
72.1
15.2

Silver Iodide
(~rams)
~
10,260
1,290
26,510
5,880

139.3

43,940

CloudSeedingFl_i_ghts
- 1985

3.7 Training
During the 1984 and 1985 operational
periods, Atmospherics provided an on-going
training program for Greek personnel in several
areas of atmospheric
science,
general
meteorology,weather modification,radar systems
and aircraft operations. The ultimate objective
was to provide the Greek personnel with
sufficient amount of knowledge so they could
eventuallyassume control of the operationalhail
suppressionprogram.
It was emphasized that atmosphericscience.
is comprised of a large number of related and
overlapping disciplines which describe the
physical processes within the atmosphere. As
technologyand scientificunderstandingprogress,
the boundaries
between
the various
sub-disciplines gradually become less distinct
and the whole of atmosphericsciencebecomes less
isolated from the other scientific disciplines.
During this training program, Greek pilots and
radar controllers received instruction within
four major areas of interest.
¯

Number
of flights
0
16
3
31
7

Number
Month
of flights
May
26
June
5
July
I
August
10
September
_~0

Flight
Hours
60.8
13.3
3.0
22.2
.0

Silver Iodide
(grams)
10,450
2,170
1,320
6,110
0

1985 Totals: 42
PROJ. TOTALS: 99

99.3
238.6

20,050
63,990

TABLE 3
Summaryof AircraftFlights and OperationalDays
-- 1984 -Ave.Hrs.
Total per
Hours Flight

Physical/dynamicmeteorology in weather
modification
Basic cloud physicsconsiderations
Radar meteorology
Weathermodificationaircraftoperations

Number of SeedingFlights-57
Number of ObservationFlights-39
Total(Seedingand Observation)-96
Number of Other Flights-42
Total All Flights-138

4. OPERATIONS
The aircraftflights conductedfor the hail
suppression program in Greece were classified
into three primarycategories:

139.3
54.2
193.5
47.2
240.7

Numberof ProgramDays:
Number of SeedingFlight Days:
Number of Observation Flight Days:
Total Number of Weather Related Flight

¯
¯

Flightswhen seedingwas actuallylogged
Cloud observationflights when a possible
threat of hail existed, but no seeding
was required
¯ Flights for equipment tests, aircraft
maintenance flights, ferry flights, and
administrative
flights including
demonstrations and status check flights
requestedby the sponsor
All seeding was conducted by aircraft
dispersal of pyrotechnicgenerated silver iodide
either at cloud base or near cloud top. A total
of 282 flights in all categories were conducted
in 1984 and 1985 with accumulativeflight time of
471.0hours.
A summary of only the cloud seeding flights
is presented in Table 2. A summary of all
aircraft flightsand operationaldays is shown in
Table3.

2.4
1.4
2.0
1.1
1.7

153
21
9
Days: 30

-- 1985 -Ave.Hrs
Total per
Hours Flight
Number of Seeding F|ights-42
Number of Observation Flights-38
Total()Seeding and Observation)-80
Number of Other Flights-64
Total All Flights-144
Number of Program Days:
.Number of Seeding Flight Days:
Number of Observation Flight Days:
Total Seeding or Dbservation Flight
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99.3
56.5
155.8
74.5
230.3

Days:

2.4
1.5
1.9
1.2
1.6
L53
21
14
35

"REVIEWED"
convergence,synoptic scale lifting aloft
produces significant hail events. This
synoptic
scale lifting aloft is
associatedwith shortwavetroughs and jet
maxima
(sources
of upper level
divergence) increasing PVA with height,
low level warm air advection over, as in
most situations, a combination of these
factors.

5.

RESULTSANDCONCLUSIONS
During the 1984 and 1985 seasons, a specific
hail suppression technology was applied to three
areas for the primary purpose of reducing severe
hail damage. Beyond this, the program in Greece
included an important evaluation component which
incorporated
a ground-truth
hailpad network in
the Emathia-Pella
area for evaluation
of the
randomized cross-over
target-control
seeding
experiment. This field experiment was considered
exploratory.
In addition,
sufficient
meteorological
data were obtained
to support
analyses of all three project
areas. Finally,
basic cloud characteristics
as observed .by the
three project radars were documented manually and
by scope photography.
The following
sub-sections
provide
information on these various aspects.

5.2 Radar Data
During this two year period a total of 1,188
radar scope Polaroid photographswere obtained at
the three radar sites. "Ground clutter" problems
at the Thessalonikiand Larisa S-band radar sites
confused most possibilities for any significant
analyses of these photographs. However, there
were several cases where this ground clutter did
not interfere with storm cell analyses of basic
radar data and the relevant radar scope Polaroid
photographs.
Although there were too few cases of storm
events with quality radar data during the 1984
and 1985 field seasons for an in-depth radar
analysis of seeding effects, when the radar
echoes of seeded cells were compared against
nearby non-seeded cells there is strong support
for the following:
¯ Seeded cells grow to higher altitudes
¯ Seeded cells exhibit stronger radar
reflectivities
for a short time period
¯ Seeded cells ultimatelycover more area
¯ Seeded cells continue to produce rainfall
for longer time periods

5.1 Meteorological
Data and Forecasts
From an examination of the type and
distribution of severe weather events observed
during the 1984 and 1985 operationalperiods, it
was noted that each of the seasons exhibitednontypical distributionsof severe weather and hail
events. However, due to the fact that each year
was characterized
by a massive surge of
convective activity, the total number of severe
weather events with a potential for hail was near
the climatological
average.
The continuingdevelopmentof severe weather
forecast criteria for northern and central Greece
was one of the primary objectives of the project
meteorologists. Insight which has been gained
from the 1984 through 1985 effort include the
followinggeneralconcl’usions:
¯ Overall, the Thessaloniki sounding data
have consistently provided information
which most accurately characterizes the
air mass of northernGreece.
¯ The Thessaloniki severe weather threat
(SWEAT) index can be effectivelyutilized
as an indicator of extremely severe
weather. Data suggests that a SWEAT
index threshold value of 250 would be
applicable in Greece during summer
months.
¯ The wet bulb 0° level is noted as a good
indicator of hail activity in Greece.
Most hail events are logged under
conditions when the wet bulb OuC height
is approximately 2,000 to 2,750 m msl.
The occurrenceof hail rapidly diminishes
as the wet bulb O~C level moves outside
this range.
¯ Local phenomena have been found which
serve to enhance and/or inhibit hail
formation in northern Greece. These
include the persistent high velocity
surface winds which are formed by the
topography of northern Greece during a
particular synoptic situation. This
condition
inhibits
convective
development.
¯ Enhancement of significant convection
develops from strong moisture advection
occurring each afternoon during the
summer months due to the land-sea breeze
circulationsystem.
¯ In the presence of other parameters
necessary for convection,
such as
instabilit.v, moisture and low level

5.3 The HailpadNetwork
The hail measurementnetworkwas established
to support the randomized cross-overexploratory
experiment organized within Target Area 1. This
network was fully operational throughout the
two-season contract period. Tabulations of data
from the comparative hailpad analysis are shown
in Table4.

TABLE4
ComparativeHailpadAnalysis
ExperimentalUnit: 1984-85Seasons-AllHail Days
Control
Target
(Not
T/C
(Seeded)(Seeded)(S/NS)
No. of Pads Impacted
2.6
3.9
0.68
Pads Impacted/Exposed
4.5%
6.4% 0.71
0.71
Avg No Impacts/HitPad
56.3
89.7
Avg Indiv Impact(sqcm)
0.27
0.43 0.63
Avg Median Impct (sq cm)
0.19
0.24 0.79
0.09
0.06 1.50
Avg Mode Impact (sq cm)
Avg ImpactedArea/HitPad* 2.1%
5.2% 0.40
Max Indiv Impact Area(sqcm) 2.36
8.74 0.27
*Based on an exposed pad area of 740 sq. cm.
When combiningstatisticsfor the two-season
sample as shown in Table 4, a significantaverage
reduction in all measured parameters is observed
as follows:
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

" The percentage of the network affected by
hail was reduced by 29%
The hailstone
concentration
was reduced
by 37%
The amount of area per individual
pad
which received hail impacts was reduced
by 60%
The average individual
hailstone size was
reduced by 37%
The maximumindividual
hailstone size was
reduced by 73%
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For purposes of conducting an independent
evaluation,
Dr. John Flueck,
a recognized
authority in weather modification
statistics,
was
supplied with hailpad records from the Target
Area 1 randomized experiment in two basic fo~ms,
raw hailstone
dent size records and comparative
hailpad
data summaries partitioned
by target
(seeded) and control
(not seeded) areas.
Flueck
was charged
with
formulating
and
conducting
a formal statistical
investigation
of these records for evidence of hail suppression
seeding effects.
His full
report is presented
elsewhere
in these proceedings
although
his
concluding comment may be useful in this paper.
"The visual and algebraic
treatment effect
results
are suggestive
of a reduction
of hail
’activity’
due to treatment.
The principle
reductions are indicated
to be in the number of
hailstones,
the maximumsize, and the density of
the hailswath.
In general,
these
three
characteristics
are reduced by about 75%.
Further careful
experimentation
and continued
analyses
are needed to verify
these highly
encouraging results".
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RESULTS OF AN EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT WITHIN THE
GREEK NATIONAL HAIL SUPPRESSION PROGRAM
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and
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Abstract. During the summers of 1984 and 1985 a multi-area operational hail suppression program was
conducted in northern and central Greece, sponsored by the Greek National Agricultural Insurance
Institute. This operational program included a small exploratory randomized cross-over seeding experiment embedded within one of the three operational project areas. This article summarizes the experiment’s design, the network hailpad data and the initial analyses and results. Substantial reductions
(e.g., 30 to 75%) in the area of coverage, hailstone size, and concentration are apparent in the two
sumuners’ data, and the combined two season sample provides correspondingly strong inferential twotailed P-value support (e.g., .08 to .02) for evidence of treatment effects.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The National Hail Suppression Program
(NHSP) of Greece is a three-area (i.e., EmathiaPella, Serres-Drama, and Larisa-Karditsa in
northern and central Greece) summertime (May
September) operational program sponsored by the
National Agricultural Insurance Institute of
Greece (OGA) and conducted by Atmospherics
Incorporated (AI). Its basic objectives and
overall design were first touched upon in
Karacostas (1984). A summary of the overall
program characteristics and operations appear in
Henderson (1986), and details of the complete
program can be found in Solak et al. (1985).
This paper focuses on the design and analysis of
an exploratory randomized cross-over experiment
which was embedded in the Emathia-Pella operations area in the NHSP during the summers of
1984 and 1985.
This experiment was implemented to investigate and develop evidence of the efficacy of
the treatment methodology being applied in the
entire program. It was conducted as an exploratory experiment so that its design, implementation and analyses could be changed as one
searched for evidence of treatment effects (see
Flueck 1978, 1982 and 1986 for descriptions of
an exploratory experiment). This cross-over
design experiment, near Thessaloniki in the
Emathia-Pella region, was a "piggyback" venture
on the operational project; Flueck (1976) and
Tukey et al. (1978) offer further discussion
small experiments within operational projects.
This approach is highly desirable for at least
three reasons. First, it provides a quantitative setting within which one can search for
the optimal amount of treatment for the given
situation, a well used practice in many disciplines including medicine, agriculture and

chemical engineering. Second, it provides for
monitoring the realized product on every "production day," much like the quality control
function in a manufacturing plant. Third, it
allows the participants an opportunity to improve their meteorological understanding of the
hail processes in this area of Greece.
2.

T~I EXPERIMENT’S DESIGN

The basic design of the exploratory randomized cross-over experiment was developed in a
Joint effort by AI and OGA in response to the
sponsoring agency’s specification in the original project solicitation that "an evaluation"
be conducted as part of the overall program.
The exploratory philosophy employed allows
design adjustments at fixed intervals as experience and findings dictate, while providing
sufficient structure to enable useful analysis
for treatment effects. Key facets of the experiment are summarized below relating to design
characteristics, operational procedures and
evaluation. Further details are available in
Henderson (1986).
2.1

Design Characteristics

The principal characteristics of the experiment’s design are:

(i)

The experiment is to be conducted in its
exploratory phase for three seasons, 1984~
1985, and 1986. A confirmatory experiment
is anticipated to be performed in 1987 and
1988.

(2)

The exploratory experiment is a randomizedcrossover (target/control) type, with two
contiguous areas (designated IA and IB,
Fig. I) of approximately equal size
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The experimental units, or "periods at
risk," are objectively declared prior to
treatment based on real-time radar
observations.

Treatment strategy is adjusted in real
time, involving careful consideration of
airborne obserwatlons and radar patterns,
as storm characteristics and evolution
dictate.

(3)

Operations may be conducted around the
clock, seven days per week, whene~er
potential hail-bearlng clouds threaten any
of the areas.

(4) Experimental

unit declaration is based upon
a radar ref]ectlvity criterion of >35 dBZ
between the -5~ and -30=C levels in
thunderstorms over, or threatening, the
target area.

includes operation of a relatively uniformly distributed network of 125-130 hailpads to document hailfall in the two experimental areas (Fig. i).

2.2

Selection of either area IA or IB for
treatment (protection) is based upon
table of unconstrained mandom nu~bezs, with
the other area servi~ as the control for
that particular experimental unit.

This exploratory experiment allows for
changes to be made in the design and analyses, typically at regular intervals (e.g.,
areas IA and IB were modified slightly at
the end of 1984; Fig. i).

(6)

Cloud treatment strategy incorporates at
least a 20-min. time lag from release of
seeding material to the arrival of affected
precipitatio~ in the target area.

(7)

The bailpad network is visited immediately
following each experimental unit to
preserve t~at event’s records and ensure
readiness for the next event.

Operational Procedures
The principal operational procedures are:

(i)

Kilometers

(2)

(5) It

(6)
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"cloud top," using light twin engine aircraft.

(3) The airborne application of pyrotechnicgenerated silver iodide crystals is based
upon a simplified’statement of the socalled "embryo competition" hypothesis
which emerged in the early 1970’s (Summers
et al., 1972; Gokhale, 1975). This
simplified conceptual model is referred to
in the NHSP as the "limiting supercooled
liquid water" theory.

(4)

I0

Seedin~ is accomplished through airborne
application of pyrotechnic-generated silver
iodide crystals at "cloud base" and/or near
58

the control as a natural baseline, and thus we
can operate on the difference between the target
and control values in these "initial" analyses,
thereby reducing our response variable set from
eighteen to nine. Table 1 presents the definitions of each of the nine "difference" response
variables, and Solak et el. (1985) presents the
data for each of the 28 experimental units in
the two summer seasons.

2.3 Evaluation
The principal characteristics of the initial exploratory analyses are:

(i) The

primary evaluation focuses on data obtained from the ground-based hailpad
network in areas IA and IB.

(2) A

computerized video scanning system is
used for hailpad data quantification and
reduction, providing a high degree of
objectivity, accuracy, resolution, and
repeatability of results (see Henderson,
1985, and Henderson and Allan, 1986).

A brief review of the data shows the majority of the experimental units (i.e., 17 cases)
had no hail in either target or control areas.
Furthermore, of the II cases with hail the
majority of the difference values are negative
and thus indicate less hail in the target than
the control. Lastly, the data for each of the
nine response variables seem skewed toward
relatively large negative difference values.

The computerized ha±ipad data allow for
detailed characterization (e.g., stone-bystone) of the impacts and analysis of hailfall dimensions.

4.
(4)

A number of candidate response variables
are examined for their ability to detect an
effect of treatment.

(5)

Visual and algebraic techniques are
employed in keeping with the Philosophy of
proper exploratory analyses.

3.

THE DATA

In keeping with the philosophy of exploratory analyses (e.g., Tukey, 1977b; Mosteller
and Tukey, 1977), we will present both visual
and algebraic (classical statistical) resuits. The idea simply is to provide both types
of results to better see and understand what
might be occurring with regard to the treatment
effects. All results will be viewed as suggestive, or indicative, and h~a~e P-values and
confidence intervals are conditional probability
statements (i.e., given all the searching) and
not confirming statements (e.g., see Mosteller
and Tukey, 1977; and Tukey, 1977a, for further
discussion of this issue).

The set of hailpad-derived candidate response variables developed for initial consideration of treatment effects numbered eighteen
(i.e., nine measures for each of the two areas;
protected or target and non-protected or control). The "cross-over" design allows us to use

Table I.

THE ANALYSES AND RESULTS

THE NAMES AND DEFINITIONS OF THE NINE
"DIFFERENCE" RESPONSE VARIABLES

Name
i. Number of Pads Hit

Definition
The difference between the total number of hailpads hit by
hail in the target area versus the control.

2. Percent Pads Hit

The difference between the percent of hailpads hit by hail
in the target area versus the control.

3. Average Number of
Impacts

The difference between
the average number of hail impacts per hit pad in the
target area versus the control.

4. Average Impact Size

The difference between the average size of all hail impacts
in the target area versus the control.

5. Median Impact Size

The difference between the median size of all hail impacts
in the target area versus control.

6. Mode Impact Size

The difference between the mode size of all hail impacts in
the target area versus control.

7. Percent of Hailpad
Area

The different between
the percent of the area of a hailpad covered by hail
impacts in the target area versus the control.

8. Maximum Impact Size

The difference between the maximum of the hail impact size
in the target area versus control.

9. Total Number of
Impacts

The difference between
the total number of hail impacts in the target area versus
control.
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4.1

The general objective of the exploratory
analyses will be to answer the important question, "Can we find substantial evidence in the
data that we are able to decrease some characteristics of the hall through cload seeding?"

Figure 2, Panels I-9, presents box plots of
the target (protected, P) values compared to the
control values (unprotected, U) for the nine response variables of Table I. Each of these
panels tends to indicate that the hall activity
was less in the target than the control area.
As an example, Panel 3 presents the two box
plots for response variable (3), average aumber
of impacts~ and we see that the ma~im~ value
for the control is about ~80 compared to about
80 for the target. The same relative picture
holds for the 75 percentile point of the box
plots (i.e., about 70 and 2 respectively).

The analyses will focus on the entire set
of 28 experimental units (i.e. 15 days in 1984
and 13 in 1985) on which some cloud seeding for
hall suppression was accomplished. In essence
these 28 units, or days, were identified by the
operational procedures as the "days-at-risk."
Hence, the treatment effect analyses must investigate this entire set of days-at-risk, whether
or not hail fell in the target and/or control
areas.
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(P) and control
(U) areas
all 28 experimental
units

for
(1984-85)

Finally, at least five variables [i.e., average
number of impacts (3), average or mean impact
size (4), median impact size (5), percent
hailpad area (7), and maximum impact size (8)]
have substantially different plots between the
target and the control values. Thus these five
variables appear to be the most responsive to
the treatment (seeding).

"bigger" hailstorms (as measured in the control
area) typically receive larger amounts of treatment, as one might assume. Furthermore, the two
scatter plots of Fig. 3 suggest that the present
treatment method is more effective for big hall
storms than for small ones; there is evidence of
a variable or conditional treatment effect
(i.e., evidence of a relatively biKger reduction
in the former than the latter).

These encouraging displays, and our crude
competing embryo conceptual model of how hail
suppression might function, impel us to ask whether the apparent size of the treatment effects
is related to the amount of the treatment.
Figure 3 presents an example of this analysts
using a scatterplot for the average number of
impacts per hit pad (response variable 3) versus
the amount of treatment (grams of Agl expended)
for the eleven cases that had hail. For the
target area values (shown by an asterisk, *),
the relation between the two variables is
uegative and has a product moment correlation of
-.59 and an attendant P-value of .03. Thus, as
the amount of treatment increases the average
number of hall impacts decreases. This picture
is consistent with the view that the more competing (artificial) embryos supplied to a hail
cell the smaller, on average, will ~e the hailstones and the less concentrated will be the
surviving hailstones which fall through the
freezing level.

One final visual display is presented in
Table 2 where each of the 28 cases is crossclassified by presence or absence of hail in
both the target and control area. (This is an
example of a 2 x 2 contingency table often used
in applied statistics; e.g., Snedecor and
Cochran, 1967). The table shows 6 days (cases)
had hail in both the target and control area, 17
days had no hall in either, 7 days had hall in
the target, etc. The pattern one should see in
this table, if treatment is entirely suppressing
hail, is no counts in the first row (there are
7) and all counts in the second row (there are
21) with the largest count in the lower right
hand cell due to the rarity of hail days.
Clearly, this pattern has not been achieved.
’FABLE2.

A 2 x 2 Contingency Table for Presence
of Hail in the Target Versus the
Control Area
Hail Present in Control

The corresponding scatterplot for the
control area values (shown by open circles, O)
serves as a baseline, or standard, with which to
compare our target value plot. We immediately
see that it has a very different picture, and
the correlation now is +.56 with an attendant Pvalue of .04. In short, the average number of
hail impacts in the control area increases with
the amount of treatment in the target area.
This result is consistent with the view that the

Yes
Yes

Present

No

..6

In Targ.et

J lJ 7

4117121
I0 I 18 I 28

The pattern in the 2 x 2 table can be quantified by a measure of association between the
two variables. Thus, if the treatment is fully
effective one would expect no substantial
association, or simply statistical independence,
between the two variables. The appropriate
standard measures of association (e.g., Phi,
Kendall’s Tau, contingency coeff., etc., see
Snedecor and Cochran, 1967) all produce values
close to .60, and thus offer some evidence that
the presence of hail in the target area is
related to presence of hail in the control
area. In short, the current treatment method
cannot totally eliminate hail in the target area
on all hail days, but it may be totally eliminating hail in the target area on some hail
days.
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Algebraic Results
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As mentioned earlier the exploratory resuits, using the classical statistical tests,
should be viewed conditionally or simply as
indications of possible treatment effects. For
each of the nine hailpad difference response
variables (Table i) the "algebraic" results
the paired Student "t" and Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
(WMW) tests and are presented in Table 3 (see
Snedecor and Cochran (1967) for details of these
tests). The respective columns in the table
give the area (T or C), the associated mean (~),
the associated standard deviation of the obser-

4000

AgI (grams)

Figure

3:

Scatterplot
of average
number
of impacts
per hit pad versus
quantity
of AgI expended
per
experimental
unit (target area
= *, control area = O)
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Table 3.

Area

COMPARISONS OF PAIRED MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS WITH DIFFERENCES,
P-VALUES AND ESTIMATES OF AN ADDITIVE TREATMENT EFFECT FOR TWENTY-EIGHT
CASES, 1984-85

~

"t"

Number of Pads Hit
T
1.04
2.77
C
1.54
3.46

-.50

-1.40

a
.17
h
.19

-.32

Percent Pads Hit
T
1.78
4.85
C
2.50
5.62

-.72

-1.22

.23
.21

-.29

.Average Number of Impacts
T
10.46
22.18
-34.64
C
45.10
91.13

-2.05

.05
.02

-.77

Average Impact Size
T
.07
.12
C
.14
.24

-.07

-1.64

.11
.21

-. 50

Median Impact Size
T
.05
.09
C
.09
.15

-.04

-1.60

.12
.17

-.44

Mode Impact Size
T
.03
.06
C
.03
.06

-.00

-.35

.73
.73

.00

-2.29

-1.81

.08
.02

-.85

-.71

-1.83

.08
.06

Total Number of Impacts
T.
58.36 197.65
-79.39
C
137.75
288.40

-2.04

.05
.03

Percent of Hailpad Area
T
.38
.84
C
2.68
6.74
Maximum Impact Size
T
.29
.62
C
1.00
2.07

a

Two tail P-value based on paired "t" test.

b

Two tail P-value based on paLred WMW test.

vatlo~s (Sx), the difference between the two
means (~T - ~C)’ the "t" statistic value for the
paired difference test, the P-values for the "t"
and WMW tests, and the estimated additive treatment effect
(~T/~C
The typical picture for each of the response variables present in the table is that
the target area (T) had; (i) less hail "activity" (i.e., a smaller ~) than the control area
(C), (2).less variability (i.e., smaller sx)
an average val~ which was smaller than the
control value (i.e., ~T - ~C<0)’ (4) some
surprisingly small P-values (e.~., average
number of impacts, .05 and .02), and (5) with
the exception of modal impact size, negative
point estimates of the treatment effects. Four

P-Values

Treatment
Effect

(~-~c)

S
x

-.58

of the response variables (i.e., 3, 7, 8, and 9)
present strong support (i.e., negative "t" values
and small P-values) for decreases in hail activity
due to treatment. (The WMW P-value is probably
better measure of the inferential strength due to
possible skew and peakedness in the difference
values.) Furthermore, if one "trims" one observation from each tall of the distribution, the
"t" test P-values typically are halved (e.g.,
.17 becomes .08 for number of pads hit).
The additive treatment effect picture, last
column in Table 3, is strongly suggestive of a
treatment effect that reduces the number of
hailstones, reduces the size of the maximum
hailstone, and reduces the concentration of the
hailswath. The median reduction in these three
variables is about 70% (i.e., -58% to -85%).

5.

Mosteller, F. and J.W. Tukey, 1977: Data Analysis and Re~ression~ Addison Wesley,
Reading, MA, 588 pp.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This exploratory experiment has well illustrated the concept that research and operational
studies can be complementary. This "plggy-back"
crossover exploratory experiment has provided
for the monitoring and estimation of realized
treatment effects in the Emathia-Pella area, in
the vicinity of Thessaloniki. The utilization
of an embedded experiment for project evaluation
is to be encouraged in all future operational
hail projects.

Snedecor, G.W. and W.G. Cochran, 1967: Statistical Methods., 6th Edition, Iowa State
University Press, Ames, IA, 593 pp.
Solak, M.E., D.C. Melita, R.B. Allan, T.J.
Henderson, D.W. Duckering and S.D. Pinion,
1985: The 1984 - 1985 National Hail
Suppression Program in Greece. Final
Report to National Agriculture Insurance
Institute of Greece by Atmospherics Inc.,
Fresno, CA, 201 pp.

The visual and algebraic treatment effect
results are supportive and suggestive of a
reduction of hail "activity" due to treatment.
The principal reductions are indicated to be in
the number of hailstones, the maximum size of
the stones, and the ooncentration of the hailswath. In general, these three characteristics
are reduced by about 70% with sizeable inferentlal P-value support. Further careful experimentation and analysis are needed to verify
these highly encouraging initial results.

Summers, P.W., G.K. Maether and D.S. Treddenik,
1972: The development and testing of an
airborne droppable pyrotechnic flare system
for seeding Alberta hailstorms. J. Appl.
Meteor., II, 695-703.
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trials, especially problems of multiplicity. Science, 198, 679-684.
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THE USE OF BIPLOTSTO EVALUATE
SPATIAL EFFECTSOF WEATHER
MODIFICATION
K. RubenGabriel
Departmentof Statistics
and
Divisionof Biostatistics
The Universityof Rochester,New York, 14627
Abstract. Weather modification
effects are likely to be spread unevenly over an area
rather than have equal effects everywhere. This paper describes graphical techniques
for exploring such variable effects. They display the slopes of the effects’
variations
over the area. Such slopes may be obtained by regression and displayed on
a map, or by principal component analysis and displayed with respect to the principal
coordinates of the stations at which the effects were observed. Both these displays
are biplots and the differences between the two may reveal special features of the
effect variability
over the area.
DATA. The typical data set consideredhere has
precipitationy[i,jl (or other weathervariables)
recordedduringtime periodsj=1 ..... m at stations
i=l....,n, whose coordinatesare given by vectors
cIll.....c[nl. The modificationactivity is presumed to have occurredonly, or mainly, during
certainof the m periods -- the "seeded" periods- and the investigatoris likely to have some
hunchesas to roughlyat which of the n stations
it should have had the largest effects-- the
"target"-- and where the effectswere likely to
have been least and possiblynull -- the
"control".

WEATHER
MODIFICATIONANDSPATIAL VARIATION. This
paper proposes a statistical
technique which may
help in revealing some simple spatial patterns of
weather modification.Whether intended or
inadvertent,weathermodificationactivitiesare
likely to affect an entire geographicregion
rather than a single location,though their
influencemay be to be uneven over that region.
Thus, the effectsof cloud seedingor of an
industrialconcentrationmay be spread unevenly
over a region of unknownboundaries.This spatial
variabilityof effectsmakes it difficultto
evaluatethem statistically.

THE TRANSVAAL
EXAMPLE.Cloud seeding took place
around Nelspruit,
Transvaal, in the summers of
1972 to 1981 (October of the previous year to
March of the year itself)
and was thought to
possibly augment precipitation
downwind. Gabriel
and Mather (1986) studied this by using rainfall
data for the 1951 to 1982 summers, i.e.,
the i0
seeded summers as well as 22 unseeded summers
which provided a baseline for comparison. Their
data was from 36 stations in that area, of which
16 were in the potentialtarget region -northeast of Nelspruit.The present paper follows
their analysisin stressingunusualpatternsby
displayingresidualsFrom the averagefor each
summer and from the average for each station,so
that y{i,jl reflectshow the j-th summer’sprecipitationat stationi differedfrom the additive
model of (overallaverage)+(summer
effect)+(station
effect).

We proposea two stage techniquefor evaluating the effectsof weathermodificationin a
given region. The technique requiresweather data
for a number of stationsin the region,both
during the modificationactivity-- "seeded"
periods-- and during ~eriodswithoutthat
activity -- "unseeded"periods.In the first
stage, regressionsof weatherdata on longitudes
and latitudesare displayedin a "map-biplot"
(Kempton,1984; Gabrieland Mather,1986) to see
whetherthe spatialpatternsof the weatherwere
differentduring seeded periodsfrom what they
were in unseededperiods. In the second stage,
principalcomponentanalysisis used to producea
"statistical
map" in which stations with similar
weather patterns are plotted near each other and
stations with different
patterns are plotted
farther apart. The geographical location of the
stationsis not used at all in constructingthat
statistical"map" which can then be comparedwith
the geographicalmap to see if and how the statistical configurationof the stationsdiffersfrom
their geographical scatter. If such differences
are found they might be ascribed to the effects of
the weather modification activity.

THE MAP-BIPLOT.A map is used as the basis for
this type of display,and individualstations are
plottedat their locationsc{I] ..... c[nl. Superimposedon this stationmap are markers for the
differenttime periods,the marker for period j
plottedat coordinatesrljl which are calculated
so as to reflectthe directionand slope of zhe
planar trend of precipitationin that period.
Thus, if marker r(jl is directly the right of the
origin,this reflectsa West-Easttrend of
increasingprecipitationduring the j-th period,
and the farther out r[jl is from the origin,the
steeper the trend’s slope. Similarly,if rljl
were in any other directionfrom the origin, that
would be the directionof the maximum precipitation trend in the j-th period, and the distanceof
marker r(jl from the origin would show how strong

The proposedstatisticaltechniqueis exploratory and may lead only to suggestionsand formulation of hypotheses;one may hope for the Future
developmentof relatedconfirmatorytechniques
that would also permit significancetestingof
apparent modificationeffects.The present discussionstressesthe applicationof the techniques
rather than their mathematicalbasis, of which a
brief summaryis given in the Appendix.
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target relativeto the control-- to the
NorthEast-- this stronglysuggeststhat a positive seeding effect has occurred. It also suggests that this effect may have occurredonly on
some of the summers,withoutany apparent effects
during the other summers. (It would be intriguing
to discoverpossibleexplanationsfor this apparent hiatus,but that requiresmore than the
presentdata base.)

that trend was. (This type of biplot was originally proposed by Kempton, 1984, for an agricultural application.)

THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENT
BIPLOT. The pc-biplot
also displays markers for the stations and markers
for the summers, but these are constructed differently from those of the map-biplot.
Its station
markers aIll .....
alnl are at their "principal
coordinates",
which are their locations on a
statistical
map that reflects
their weather
patterns.Its summer markersbill ..... b[ml
indicatethe precipitationresiduals’trend with
respectto that statisticalmap rather than with
respect to the geographicalmap. Clearly, if
weatherpatterns are simply linear functionsof
latitudesand longitudes,then the principal
coordinateswill correspondto map coordinatesand
the pc-biplotwill be essentiallythe same as the
map-biplot.But if weather patterns are related
to geographyin a more complexmanner,the pcbiplot will describethem better,i.e., will fit
the weatherdata more closely.(This form of
biplot was originallyproposedby Gabriel,1971 -see also Gabriel1981a,b-- and its applicationto
meteorologydiscussedin Gabriel,1972, 1980 and
1985a,b. See the Appendix For a mathematical
discussion.)
Fig. I. TransvaalSummer
Rainfall. Map-biplot.
Station markers:C- control, T- target.
Summer
markers:* - unseeded,SD- seeded.

Fitting a pc-biplot
requires, essentially,
that individual
stations’
markers be moved around
on the map so as to improve the regressions of
precipitations
on station coordinates.
If the pcbiplot fits the data much better than the mapbiplot,
it becomes of interest to trace the displacement of stations from their map coordinates
c[i] to their principalcoordinatesali]; this
expressesthe way weatherpatternsdeviatefrom
simple linear dependenceon geography.In particular, the positionof target stationsrelativeto
controlstationsmay indicatethe way seedinghas
modifiedthe weather.

THE TRANSVAAL
MAP-BIPLOT. The map-biplot of
Figure I displays both the 36 stations around
Nelspruit and the 32 summers’ precipitation
residuals.
The stations are plotted at their map
locations;
target stations (in the northeastern
quadrant) are labeled T, whereas control stations
(mostly in the western quadrants) are labeled
The summers are plotted at the locations of the
vector rlj]
of the spatial trend of their precipitation residuals.
Seeded summers are labeled SD,
whereas unseeded summers are indicated by
asterisks.

THE TRANSVAAL PC-BIPLOT.Figure 2 is the pcbiplot of these data. Its goodness of fit is
52.1%, appreciablymore than that of the mapbiplot. Control station all markers are found to
clustermuch more tightlythan r{I coordinateson
the map-biplot,but their separationfrom target
a{l markersis no less evident;indeed,there is
hardly any overlapbetweenthe two subsets.
Apparently,precipitationresidualshad much the
same patternsat all controlstations,but these
were quite differentFrom the patternsat target
stations.
The trends for seeded summers differed
very clearly from those for unseeeded summers;
eight of the latter ten were clearly on the
periphery of the biplot,
mostly in the same
direction as the target station markers.

APPARENT
SEEDINGEFFECTSIN THE TRANSVAAL.The
goodness of fit of this map-biplot is only 25.5%,
but it shows appreciable regularity
of precipitation residuals.
The markers for the 22 unseeded
summers are spread out in a roughly elliptical
scatter which is centered close to the origin.
The orientation
of the ellipse suggests that when
summer precipitation
patterns deviate from the
average -- recall that this is a plot of
residuals -- these deviations are mostly in the
form of an unusual SW-to-NE precipitation
trend -increasing in that direction in some summers,
decreasing in others.
The distributionof the markersfor the 10
seeded summers is quite distinct:Five of them
are at the top and right of the plot, showing
unusuallystrong SW-to-NEtrends, one shows an
unusuallystrong Northwardtrend, and the remaining four show weak trends to the SW or South.
What is strikingis that the first six markers are
extremein their directions;only two or three of
the 22 unseeded summers are near them. Since
these unusualslopes are in the directionof the

MORE ON THE APPARENTEFFECTSOF SEEDINGIN THE
TRANSVAAL.The evidence of the pc-biplot of
Figure 2 strengthensthe impressiongained from
the map-biplotof Figure i, that several seeded
summershad appreciablyhigher target precipitation than unseeded summers.In addition to the
six summersnoted for this effect in Figure i.
two more of the seeded summersare seen to have
had unusualprecipitationpatternsof a different
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kind: could it be that seeding occasionally
local effects on part of the target area?

¯ SD

gradients during the first
the 20th century.

had

four

or five

decades of

¯ $6

.T

J. SD

Fig. 3l TransvaalSummer
Rainfall: Mapbiplot sta tion markers
(labeled by numbers}
andpc.biplot station markers(labeled
numbers
andasterisk).

Fig. 2. TransvaalSummer
Rainfall. pc biplot.
Station markers:C controI, T target.
Summer
markers.* .. unseeded,
SD¯ seeded.
More detail might be gleaned from a comparison of the geographical map of longitudes and
latitudes with the statistical
map of principal
coordinates. The displacement of the stations from
the former’s r[il’s
to the latter’s
a[i]’s
is
indicated on Figure 3. Again, what is most
evident is the crowdin~ together of the control
stations.
The displacements of the target
stations is less uniform, though the tendency to
move away from the control stations is pretty much
in evidence.
CENTRALILLINOIS SUMMER
PRECIPITATIONANDTHE
POSSIBLEINFLUENCEOF THEST. LOUIS URBANAREA.
There has been some evidence of the effect of
urban areas and industrial
concentrations on
downwind weather. Studies of weather events in
and around St. Louis have suggested that the urban
area might have influenced certain precipitation
related patterns. (Changnon, 1976; Changnon,
Huff, Schickendanz, and Vogel, 1977; Changnon,
Semonin, Auer, Braham, and Hales, 1981; Detwiller
and Changnon, 1976; Vogel and Huff, 1978). We
therefore thought it worth while to use our proposed techniques to check whether St. Louis might
have affected precipitation
downwind of the city.
We used 1901-80 summer precipitation
data for 29
stations forming a West-East swath of 29 stations
across central lllinois,
from St. Louis to the
Indiana border -- Figure 4a. We thought that if
there were any effect, it would be likely to have
produced increasing rainfall
near St. Louis, at
least until the 40ies or 50ies when pollution
controls might have dampened such an urban effect.
Thus, there should have been a time trend of
increasing East-to-West (or, in accordance with
the prevailing wind directions,
NE-to-SW) rainfall

Fig. 4a. CentralIllinois Summer
Rainfall. Map-biplotstation
markers(labeledby letters)..
Biplot display of these data for central
lllinois
required markers for each of 29 stations
and for each of 80 summers. Joint display on one
page was much too crowded, so the clil
markers for
the stations are displayed in Figure 4a -- which
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sizable distortionof the geograpblcpa~ern,
which might have indicated local effects. Of
course, this negativefinding is not proof of the
lack of any effectsat all; indeed such effects
have been traced within a much shorterdistanceof
the city than that covered by the sparse station
network whose records have been used here
(Changnonet al, 1981).

is simply a map of the stations labeled by the
first
two letters of their names -- and the r[jl
markers for the summers are shown separately in
Figure 4b. These two displays together constitute
the map-biplot of the precipitation
residual data
for central lllinois,
whose goodness of fit was
34.8%. Similarly,
Figures 5a and 5b show,
respectively,
the a[il station markers and the
bljl summer markers of the pc-biplot of the same
data. That biplot had a goodness of fit of 38.2%.

¯ B2
¯ 26

¯ 24
¯ 72

¯ 78

.12

¯ B4
.46
¯ 42

Fig. 5a. CentralIllinois Summer
Rainfall: pc-biplot (pc-biplot
station markerslabeledby letters).

¯ 18

Fig. 4b. CentralIllinois Summer
Rainfall." pc-biplot summer
markers(labeledby years).
Figure 4b of the slopes of spatialprecipitation patternsduring the 80 summersis still
rather cluttered.Most of the rljl markers are
clusteredat the center and indicatethe prevalence of "average" patterns.The unusualsummer
patternsare easier to discernat the edges of
this cloud of markers.There are SW-to-NEslopes
during the summersof 1912, 1952 and 1953 as well
as 1972; oppositeslopes during 1904, 1911, 1920,
1932 and 1967; strong SE-to-NWslopes during 1960
and 1970 and an unusuallystrong NW-to-SEslope in
1957. No time trend is evident, nor do standard
time series methodsreveal such trends.
Turning next to the pc-biplot,
one notices
first
that its goodness of fit is very little
better than that of the map-biplot.
Evidently,
there is little
difference between the two
biplots.
Indeed, the statistical
map of stations
by their principal
coordinates -- Figure 5a -corresponds very closely to the geographical map
of the stations by longitudes and latitudes
-Figure 4a. No distortions
of any magnitude are
evident. The plots of spatial slopes -- Figures
4b and 5b -- are also very similar.

.84 " 16

.18

Judging from these displays, there is no
evidence of an urban effect of St. Louis on
summer precipitation
in central lllinois.
There
are neither clear clear time trends in the spatial
patterns of precipitation,
nor is there any

¯ 87

Fig. 5b. CentralIllinois Summer
Rainfall. pc-biplot (pc-biplot
summer
markerslabeled by years).
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Detwiller,
J., and Changnon, S.A.Jr., 1975.
Possible urban effects on maximumdaily
rainfall
at Paris, St.Louis, and Chicago. J~.
Appl. Meteor. 15:517-519
Eckart, C. ad Young, G., 1936. The approximation
of one matri~ by another of lower rank.
Psychometrika 1:211-218.
Gabriel, K.R., 1971. The biplot - graphic display
of matrices with application
to principa~
component analysis. Biometrika 58:453-,16>.
Gabriel, K.R., 1972. Analysis of meteorological
data by means of canonical decomposition ad
biplots.
J. Appl. Meteor. 11:1071-1077.
Gabriel, K.R., 1980. Comments on the re-analyses
of the Santa Barbara [[ cloud seeding
experiments. In Statistical
Analysis Of
Weather Modification
Experiments (E.J.Wegman
and D.J.DePriest,
eds.). New York, Dekker,
113-129.
Gabriel, K.R., 1981a. Biplot.
In Encyclopedia
Statistical
Sciences, Vol. I (S.Kotz,
N.L.Johnson and C.Read, eds.). New York,
Wiley, 262-265.
Fig. 6. CentralIllinois Summer
Ra~n~ll.Map..blplotstation
markers(labeledby letters) andpc-b~plotstation markers(labeled
by letters andasterisk).
POSSIBLEFURTHERANALYSES.The two data sets used
in this paper have served to illustrate
the proposed technique, rather than to present definitive
findings about intended and inadvertent Weather
modification,
indeed, more complete analyses of
both these instances have been published elsewhere. However, previous analyses of such data
have been incomplete in that they did not take
into account effects on changing distribution
over
the target area. The technique we propose can
take these into account to some extent and may
thus provide additional
information.
Of course,
in a real application one would further supplement
these analyses by examining the residuals from the
two biplots for possible special effects.
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APPENDIX.MATHEMATICAL
PROPERTIES
OF THE BIPLOTS

For each of n stations,
we are given an mvariate data vector ylil
and a 2-element map
coordinate vector clil,
i=l .....
n. Let these
vectors be arrayed in, respectively,
an n-by-m
matrix Y of data and an n-by-2 matrix C of
geographical coordinates, and let both of these
matrices be centered so that each column sums to

Choice Of The Matrix T Allows SomeNonUniqueness Of The Pc-Biplot, Though It Always
Satisfies
The Above Inner Product Representation
Of The Rank 2 Approximation Of Y. In Its Original
Presentation (Gabriel, 1971) T Was Chosen To
The Identity
Matrix, Since That Also Allowed
Standard Deviations And Correlations Of Column
Variables To be represented by lengths and angles
of the b[jI=h[jl
vector markers. In the present
context, the choice of
T = C’G
is made since it minimizes the sum of squared
differences
between A=GT’ and C. In other words,
that is the form of the pc-biplot for which the

zero.

Consider y{j},
the j-th column of Y, and
compute its regression onto the map coordinates.
The resulting
coefficients
are well known to be
= (inv(C’C))C’y{j}
r{jl
Calculating these for all columns and arraying
them as rows of m-by-2 matrix R, we can write
R’ : (inv(C’C))C’Y
The regression fit of data matrix Y then is
Y^ = CR’,
and its goodness of fit is calculated as the ratio
of the sum of squares of the elements of Y^ to the
sum of squares of the elements of Y.
y^[i,j]

Rewriting the regression
of Y^, we obtain

fit

scatter of the rows ali}, i=l .... ,n, of AT’ is as
similar as possible to the map scatter of the
stations at locations c[ll .....
clnl.

for each element

= <c[il,
r[jI~ h~ inner
where the rig ~C[i,j]
hand side
denotes
product (sum of products of corresponding
elements) of vectors c[i] and r[jl.
Now, the mapbiplot of Y displays both the cli]’s
and the
r[j]’s
and it can therefore be interpreted
in
terms of inner products. That actually is the
defining property of all kinds of biplots
(Gabriel, 1981a).
A principal
component (pc) biplot of a matrix
Y displays row and column markers alil,
i=l,...,n,
and bljl, j=l .... m, whose inner products
= <a{il, bljl > ,
y-[i,jl
represent the elements y~li,jl
of the matrix Y~ of
rank 2 which approximates Y better than any other
rank 2 matrix. This approximation is obtained by
principal
component analysis, a technique based on
the singular value decomposition (SVD)
Y = P’LQ,
which is computed so that the above three factors
satisfy
PP’ =QQ’ = l[r],
and L is a positive diagonal r-by-r matrix whose
diagonal elements are in descending order. The
SVD is used to define n-by-2 matrix G which
consists of the first
two columns of the P’
factor, and m-by-2 matrix H that consists of the
first
two columns of the product Q’L. The rank 2
approximation can then be obtained as the product
Y~=GH’ (Eckart and Young, 1936; Householder and
Young, 1938), and the goodness of fit of Y- to
measured by the ratio of the sums of squares of
their Elements.
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APPLICATIONOF CONTACT-FREEZING
NUCLEIIN CONVECTIVE
CLOUDSEEDING
N. Fukuta
Department of Meteorology
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112
Abstract. Continuing ice crystal generation and larger and longer seeded area
development as well as the tendency to form desirable rimed crystals and graupel,
previously reported with silver iodide (Agl) seeded convective clouds were examined in comparison with dry ice seeding cases. The slow contact-freezing
nucleation
by Agl particles
was identified
as the main reason for this. It was pointed out
that the contact-freezing
mechanism avoids over-generation of ice crystals by deactivating
when cloud droplets are exhausted. In order for the mechanism to occur
effectively
in clouds, use of a nucleant whose preceding fast ice nucleation mechanisms (deposition nucleation in particular)
are not highly active is advantageous
to avoid early nuclei loss. From their relatively
low deposition nucleation activity and slower contact-freezing
rate observed in the laboratory,
the application
of organic ice nucleants to convective cloud seeding was suggested, and based on
the Brownian coagulation formula, the desirable nucleus size range was estimated
for this process.
supercooled clouds. However, as far as the behaviors of nucleated ice crystals are concerned,
there is no evidence that they are noticeably
different
for Agl and dry ice.

I.

INTRODUCTION
In ice phase weather modification,
it has
been recognized that an understanding of the working physical processes is necessary in order to
achieve the desired effect.
The understanding of
physical processes is therefore a test of the seeding hypothesis which has to be formulated at the
beginning of a field program, and also provides
clues to improve the hypothesis later. However,
a seeding hypothesis consists of a series of physical processes and varies depending on how it is
formulated and what physical processes it includes.
In other words, the proper choice of physical processes as well as their ingenious use in the hypothesis must precede th~ seeding study. Thus, a
proper knowledge of such physical processes is
essential for the formulation of the hypothesis.
In this paper, we shall discuss an unusual behavior
of organic ice nucleus particles
as a possible physical basis for a new seeding hypothesis formulation.

When these two ice nucleants were tested
in the field,
there seemed to be a substantial
difference in temporal variation between ice
crystal number concentration and the shapes of
the ice particles
formed. Schaefer (1965) observed in his Yellowstone Park winter field experiments that ice crystals from Agl particles
tended
to last much longer than those from dry ice. When
the droppable Agl flare is compared with dry ice
pellets in supercooled cumuliform clouds, ice crystals resulting
from dry ice seeding showed a
shorter duration due to fall out. Also, they were
not accompanied by newer and smaller ice crystals,
indicating
pract~cally
instantaneous initial
ice
nucleation.
However, in the plume seeded with
Agl flares,
ice crystals lasted much longer and
the seeded areas greatly increased in comparison
to those seeded with dry ice. Large ice crystals
were always accompanied by smaller and newer ones.
Dry ice seeded ice crystals frequently grew into
aggregates, while Agl flare seeded crystals tended
to becomerimed crystals and graupe~ (Strap e~t
al., 1979; Marwitz and Stewart, 1981; English and
Marwitz, 1981). Similar behavior was detected in
the plume seeded with an AgI-NHal-acetone burner
in supercooled stratus clouds (~ukuta et al., 1984).
In vapor-activated
metaldehyde (MA) seeding which
was anticipated
to trigger instantaneous ice nucleation under penetration seeding in stratus clouds,
the ice crystals detected were unaccompanied by
smaller and newer ice crystals as much as in the
case of dry ice seeding. Agl flares are known
to produce at least partially
smaller Ag[ particles that can be active for the contact-freezing
mechanism (Sax eta].,
1979).

2.

DIFFERENCE
OF CLOUDREACTIONS
SEEDEDBY DRY
ICE ANDAgl
Between the two most commonly used seeding
agents, i.e., silver iodide (Agl) and dry ice,
there exists a well-known ice nucleation mode difference. The former nucleates ice by the so-called
heterogeneous mechanisms which may be further classified into three mechanisms, i.e.,
deposition,
condensation-freezing
(including immersion-freezinq),
and contact-freezing
nucleations (Schaller and
Fukuta, 1979). These mechanisms depend mainly
on the temperature and supersaturation
of the environment, cloud droplet size and number concentration (at least for the contact-freezing
mechanism),
the size and physico-chemical characteristics
of
nucleus particles,
and the time. Thus, the ice
nucleation mechanisms of Agl are indeed complex.
On the other hand, dry ice nucleates ice crystals
by strong cooling, in which it is believed that
the formation of water droplets is followed by
a homogeneous freezing of them. These processes
proceed quickly regardless of the temperature of

It appears that the difference in ice crystal characteristics
found between Agl and dry
ice seeding is due to the nucleation mode differ7O

ly active,a large fractionof the nucleusparticle
populationwould be lost in the early stages of
seeding. Therefore,those fast mechanismsshould
be examined first. Figure 1 shows an example of
fast condensation-freezing
nucleationfollowedby
the slow but long lastingcontact-freezing
nucleation of MA (Schallerand Fukuta,1979).

ence rather than the characteristic
difference of
ice crystals shortly after ice nucleation.
Thus,
although the mechanisms involved in ice nucleation
by Agl particles are complex, what contributes to
the difference between the ice particles grown as
well as their temporal behavior, with Agl seeding
and those of dry ice seeding must be the slow actjng mechanism of ice nucleation by Agl. Except for
zones near the nucleation threshold, the deposition
and condensation-freezing
nucleations are so fast
that they can be considered instantaneous relative
to the time scale involved in cloud seeding. This
leaves us with the contact-freezing
mechanism for
the slow activation
process of Agl seeding. However,
a large portion of Agl smoke particles
can activate
instantaneously when a suitable condition occurs,
due to its relatively
hydrophilic
nature (low contact angle with water). There are other heterogeneous ice nucleants which are more hydrophobic, such
as organics, and they can be engineered to act as
contact-freezing
nuclei in a much higher proportion.
For this reason, we shall re-examine their behavior
below.
3.

T :-7.5°C
Sz : 8.0%
Sw =0.7%

ORGANICICE NUCLEANTS
AS CONTACT-FREEZING
NUCLEI

3.1

Laboratory Behaviors

During our past studies of organic ice nucleants, we noticed a puzzling behavior difference
between Agl and organics. In the test using a laboratory mixing cloud chamber where cloud duration
is rather limited,
even if the particle
sizes were
about the same, Agl particles always nucleated in
a much higher proportion compared with organic particles.
It seems now that the reason has finally
become clear. It is partly because organic nucleants are more hydrophobic. Table 1 gives the contact angles of water on nucleus compound surfaces
(Fukuta, 1975b).

TIME (MINUTES)
Z~ig. 1. Condensation-and contact-freezing
nucleationsfor metadehydesmoke particZes
(~ahal~erand F~kuta,i979).

Table I
Contact angle of water on ice nucleus compounds
(Fukuta, 1975b)
Ice Nucleus Compound

Contact Angle
(Degrees)

Metal dehyde

66

I, 5-Di hydroxynapht ha I ene

50

Phloroglucinol

26

Lead Iodide

78

Silver

17

Iodide

The supersaturation
thresholds of ice nucleants
appear to approximately parallel
their hydrophobicity (See Fig. 2). Agl showing the lowest contact

o

1,5-Dihydroxynaphthalene
(DN) for example, has
contact angle of 50 degrees, compared with an Agl
contact angle of 17 degrees. Contact-freezing
nucleation is known to be the most effective
mechanism
of ice nucleation as far as the temperature threshold is concerned (Fukuta, 1975a). However, it
not only the contact-freezing
nucleation that controls the efficiency
of slow but long lasting nucleation.
Since there are other ice nucleation mechanisms that act more quickly than the contact-freezing mechanism, their activities
govern the remaining fraction of the nucleus particles available for
the contact-freezing
mechanism. If they were high-

Fig. 2. Conde~s~tion-freezing
and deposition nucleationbehaviorsof seven selected
ice nuc!eants.The threshold curves represent 1.3% of m~cleationin smoke particles
in 1 min. (Schallerand Fukuta,!979).
angle of water,
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exhibits

the lowest supersaturat-

ion for a given level of the deposition nucleation
threshold. Organics require higher ice supersaturation for nucleation at that level. This implies
that organics are not likely to appreciably lose
ice nucleus particles
at the early stage. Nucleation of a small fraction of nucleus particles is
commonly detected with organics in the laboratory
mixing chamber where fast mechanisms, deposition
nucleation in particular,
dominate. This is evident from the measurements carried out in the isothermal chamber of Colorado State University (C.S.
U.) where the fog supply was kept up for a long
time (See Fig. 3). The DN particles
are compared

/</

/

. .~./

../’o

ion between the supercooled cloud droplets and ice
nucleus particles,
it should be of interest to estimate the collision
process, at least by Brownian
diffusion.
3.2

Factors Affecting Contact-Freezing Nucleation
in Clouds
Contact-freezing
nucleation is a multi-step
process requiring a nucleus particle
to collide
with a supercooled droplet at the nucleation temperature and an active mechanism of the freezing
nucleation upon collision.
The latter
depends on
the physico-chemical characteristics
of the nucleus
particles
and is essentially
given at the moment of
nucleus compeund selection under the environmental
temperature. However, the former depends on the
physical parameters of both the nucleus particles
and the clouds droplets and it is to some extent
possible to estimate these. In a cloud system
where the slow contact-freezing
mechanism plays a
significant
role in precipitation
development, the
cloud air is nearly saturated which prevents the
diffusiophoresis
and thermophoresis from effectively working around a cloud droplet.
Thus, we can
ignore the phoretic processes and estimate the collision frequency of nucleus particles
with cloud
droplets and other nucleus particles
by Brownian
diffusion.
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Using subscripts a and d for an aerosol (nucleus) particle
and cloud droplet, the rate of aerosol particle
number concentration change by collision with cloud droplets may be described as
a _ 2~(Da + Dd)(ra + ) nand

-

dn

dt

’

where D is the diffusion
0.2

constant given by

~

(2)

D = kT 1 + ~-- / 6~.nr ,

I0

20

30

40

50

(1)

with k the Boltzmann constant, A a constant near
unity, ~ the mean free path length of air, r the
radius, n the dynamic viscosity
of air, and n the
number concentration.
Since Da >> Dd and r d >> r a, Eq. (I) becomes

60

TIME (min)
Fig. 3. .T~;e crystalcountin the Colorado
StateUni’...)ersity
isothenff...,al
chamber
~’or
.Z, 5-dik!ydroxynaphthaiene
smokep.articies
(Z,’ukuta
et al.,

___a. = 2,~ D r d nd n
a

dn

dt
which, after integration
a for aerosols, yields

with Agl particles
generated by an acetone burner.
Data taken at -16’~C clearly show that DN is slower
than Agl over a period of 50 min.
The organic ice nucleants are known to evaporate and decay. The lifetime
of organic nucleants
(estimated based on a mixing chamber measurement
for nucleus particles being kept under elevated temperatures) did not match the trend of evaporation
decay (Vasquez and Fukuta, 1984). Instead, they decayed far faster than the predicted evaporation
loss. This, and the fast ice nucleation mechanisms
detectable in the laboratory mixing chamber, led us
to believe that the decay measured in their study
was concerned only with fast ice nucleation processes and not contact-freezing.
The slow contactfreezing nucleation is difficult
to estimate in the
laboratory due to the fact that the chamber condi-._.
tion has to be sustained for tens of minutes or even
hours. Since the contact-freezing
requires collis-

where

(3)

’

a

and omitting

the subscript

Kd = 2~ Da r d nd ,
(5)

and nn is the initial
osol ~articles.

number concentration

of aer-

For simultaneous particle
loss by Brownian
collision
with droplets and coagulation among aerosol particles,
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2
- dn
a~ = Kc n + Kd n
a
a

(6)

’

where K is the coagulation constant obtainable
from Eq~. (1) and (2) by setting d = a,
Kc
After

4kT (r + A~)
3nr

integration,

n
n
O

(7)

Eq. (6) becomes
-Kdt
Kde

n/n
o
-Kdt
)

Kd + nO Kc (I -

Figure 4 shows the computed, normalized decay of
o
io
I
0

2

3

I;0

4h
200

300mln

!
tsg. 5. Same as Fig. 4 excep~ in an idealized maritime cumulus. The cloud condition:
-3.
rd =2.5 ¯ 10-~ cm,
n = 50 cm
d
n/n~

Generally, the collision
rate is lower mostly due
to the more dominant effect of a reduced nH value
compared to the effect of an increased r d ~alue.
-6
In this cloud, aerosol particles
with rH 2x10
probably produce ice crystals too slowly.
Figure 6 presents a comparison between the

0

I00

ZOO

ian collisiom

with cZoud dro~lets~

300rain

~/n ° ~ith

time t in an idealizedcontinentalcumulu~
cloud. The cloud condition: r~ = 10-3 cm
and n~ = 5 ¯ .102 cm-3. For notations,asee
~
a
the
text.
the number concentration of aerosol particles
by
Brownian collision
with cloud droplets n/n n with
time t, in an idealized continental cumulu~ cloud
with r. = 10-3 cm and nd = 5xlO 2 cm-3. For all
computations, the temperature and pressure of the
cloud were taken to be 263.2°K and i000 mb. r = r
~7
is the aerosol particle
radius. Although r = 5xlO
cm is somewhat beyond the limit of the coagulation
theory, the number concentration decreases very
rapidly;
within 50 min., 99% will collide.
The r
= 10-6 cm case may be more suitable for obtaining
a long lasting and larger seeding effect. It takes
about 3 hours to reach the 1% level or the 99% collision.
During a 3 hour period, the collision
rate
seems to remain sufficiently
high to achieve a de-6
sirable seeding effect. For cases with r > 5x10
cm, the collision
rate may be too low.

I 2 3 4 5 7 IO

°~oZ

,~

~

~o~

decay of the number concentrationof aerosol particlesby simultaneousmutual coagulationand collisionwith cloud droplets,
and that by collisionwith cloud droplets
alone plotted with time t. The cloud condition: rd = 10.3 cm and nd = 2 ¯ -3.
102 cm
case for collision
loss of nucleus particles
with
cloud droplets alone and that in addition to mutual coagulation loss, based on Eqs. (4) and (8)
with different
nO under r d = I0- cm and n. =
2x102 cm-3. As can
be seen from the figure,
the
mutual coagulation loss of nucleus particles
is
not high unless nn > i0 ~ cm-~, which may be avoided
rather easily by ~ilution
of the nucleus particles

Figure 5 shows the case for an idealized maritime cumulus with r d = 2.5x10 -3 cm and nd = 50 cm-~
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with turbulent

diffusion.

SLOWCONTACT-FREEZING
NUCLEIIN CLOUDSEEDING
As we have seen above from studies in cloud
seeding, as well as in the laboratory,
there exists
a difference between Agl and dry ice in microphysical characteristics
of the resultant ice particles.
The advantageous features of Agl seem to stem from
the slow acting contact-freezing
mechanism of the
particles.

.....

, H.-S. Chan~, J.L. Sutherland and D.A. Griffith,
1984: Comparative airborne tests of
vapor activated metaldehyde and silver iodide
particles
in supercooled stratus clouds. Extended Abstract, 9th Conf. on Weather Mod.,
May 21-23, 1984, ~ar~ C~ty, Utah, 6-7 ~ton,
MA, Amer. Meteor. Soc.).

.....

, N.-H. Gong and A.-S. Wang, 1984: ~ microphysical origin of graupel and hail. Prec.
9th Internat.
Cloud Physics Conf., Tallinn,
U.S.S.R., Amgust 21-28, 1984, 257-260.

4.

The slow contact-freezing
process automatically
avoids over-generation of ice crystals by stopping
the mechanism when the supercooled droplets are
exhausted. The preserved nuclei will be activated
when the seeded plume diffuses into a new supercooled cloud volume and new cloud droplets appear,
thereby inducing a long lasting effect in a large
cloud volume and allowing desirable forms of ice
particles such as rimed crystals and graupel to
grow. Although there are other factors that control
the form of the ice particles
(e.g., Fukutaet al.,
1984), a proper number concentration regulated by
the contact-freezing
mode is a requirement even for
these particles.
Because of the slower contactfreezing process, assisted by a smaller fractional
loss from condensation-freezing
and deposition nucleations compared with Agl, organic nuclei show
promise in this regard, provided that the particle
size is engineered properly in the range r = 1 ~
5xlO -~ cm. The supersonic expansion method of nucleus generation (Fukuta and Paik, 1976) can certainly perform such a function,
but even the simpler
evaporation-condensation
method of the powder injection
generator (Fukuta etal.,
1977) should
provide a sufficient
number of particles
in this
range. For calibration
of the contact-freezing
nucleation,
caution must be exercised to sustain supercooled clouds for a sufficient
period of time
without transitional
supersaturation
development.
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A new or improved seeding hypothesis based on
the use of such nucleants appears possible and its
specific test in the field should be of interest to
ice phase weather modification.
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PRECIPITATIONGAUGE SITING
FOR EVALUATIONOF AN OROGRAPHICCLOUD SEEDINGDEMONSTRATION
PROJECTIN THE CENTRALROCKY MOUNTAINS
Gerard E. Klazura, Arlin B. Super, Jonnie G. Medina
Division of Atmospheric Resources Research
U. S. Bureau of Reclamation
Denver, Colorado 80225, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
A winter orographic cloud seeding demonstration program is being planned for one
or more of the high-water yield subbasins within the Upper Colorado River Basin.
The primary response variable to be analyzed is the mean areal precipitation
for
24-hour or shorter time intervals.
The precipitation
gauge network design
includes the following specifications:
gauge resolution
of 0.025 cm; gauges
installed
at well protected sites such as smal| clearings in forests; gauges
placed in a quasi-uniform areal distribution;
the full range of elevations and
aspects sampled; most gauges installed
above 2900 m.
I.

INTRODUCTION

A winter cloud seeding demonstration
program is being planned by the Bureau of
Reclamation for certain high-elevation
regions
of the UCRB(Upper Colorado River Basin). The
primary evaluation will concentrate on quantifying
changes in precipitation
throughout the
target areas. However, key links in the chain
of physical events will also be monitored to
establish reasonable confidence that it is
cloud seeding which is responsible for changes
in snowfall. Because of the importance of adequate precipitation
measure~nents,
significant
emphasisis being placed on designinga precipitationgauge networkwhich will enhancethe
potentialto detect the expected changes. This
paper describesthe importantwater-producing
regionswithin the Basin, the primaryevaluationfactorswhich have been consideredand
the specifications
which have evolvedthus far
concerningthe design of a precipitationgauge
network.
2.

~;JPPER
GREEN

PRIMARYRUNOFF-PRODUCING
AREAS

SANJUAN

Most of the precipitation
which enters
streams and reservoirs as runoff is collected
from areas primarily
located above 2800 m*, and
very little
runoff comes from elevations
below 2300 m (Crow, 1967). The entire Colorado
River watershed above Lee Ferry, the dividing
point between the URper Basin and Lower Basin,
contains 283 600 km~ but has an average annual
runoff of only 5.8 cm. Approximately
77 percent of the total annual Upper Basin
runoff comes from about 12 percent of the Basin
area (33 670 km2) which yields 25.5 cm or Tnore
in runoff. An additional
I0 percent of the
Upper Basin runoff is produced from about 9
percent of the Basin area (24 600 km2) which
yields 2.5 to 25.5 cm in runoff.
The 33 670 km2 which produce an average of
about 33 cm of runoff are the dominant sources
of water supply in the UCRB.This area, indicated in Figure 1, is subdivided into eight
major runoff regions that are generally above
the 2900-m elevation.
Areas furnishing
2.5 to
25.5 cm in annual runoff (mean of 7.6 cm) are
also show in Fig. i.

Fig. 1. - Primary runoffproducingareas of the Upper Colorado
Riper Basin.
Klazura (1983) provides a comprehensive
description of the winter precipitation
characteristics
within the Basin, particularly
in the
primary runoff-producing
areas.
3.

BASlC DESIGNOF CLOUDSEEDINGPROGRAM

A randomized, target-control
design is
expected to be employed in the winter

----*-~
eT~-a-~-i~-~s
areabovemeansealevel.
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orographic cloud seeding demonstration program.
The control areas will be in close proximity
for higher correlation,
and upwind of selected
target areas. The experimental test unit is
expected to be 24 hours or shorter.

D. A_~5_~. - Specification
of the primary
direction
(azimuth) in which the site
open to moist flo~.
E. Mean winter-season precipitation.
Valu~-~-f~C~-~5~a~ precipitation
and precipitation
gradient along slope vector.

The primary response variable to be analyzed is the mean areal precipitation
(MAP).
Several levels of analyses pertaining to MAP
will be done. MAP computations will be made
for the control area, the entire target area,
and subareas within the target.
4.
4.1

Item A relates to the accuracy with
which snowfall can be measured. Items B, C,
and D, along with e|evation are controlling
factors which determine the quantity and
rate of precipitation
accumulation. Item E
provides predictive
information regarding
expected precipitation
quantities
and
regions of greates~ variation.
These classifications
should be defined
in quantitative
terms. Each gauge location
should be described by a set of classification values. This will allow a much more
meaningful analysis of precipitation
data.
Quantitative
characterization
of gauge sites
will lead to improved si~e selection and
larger interstatio~
correlation
between the
target and control.
The degree of protection for a given
site (Item A) is a particularly
important
factor.
Data fro~ poorly-protected
gauges
can introduce excessive noise into the computations of MAP(Goodison, 1978), and
possibly obscure the seeding signal.
Israelson (1967) states that improper siting
of snow gauges is the major cause of
measurement error. The effect of wind speed
on snow collectio~
is significantly
more
critical
than on rain collection.
Even with a
shielded gauge, win~ effects still
produce an
appreciable deficiency in gauge catch for snow
(Larson and Peck, 1974). With a 5 -I wind,
the gauge catch deficiency is about 13 percent
for rain, 30 percent for snow with a shielded
gauge, and 50 percent for snow with an unshielded gauge (Larson aqd Peck, 1974). Even an elaborate shielding system such as developed by the
University of Wyoming (Rechard and Wei, 1980)
was insufficient
to permit accurate snowfall
measurements in exposed locations (Sturges,
1984).
Significant
effort should be exerted to
find well-protected
sites.
Based on limited
comparisons of snowcourse and precipitation
gauge observations, Brown and Peck (1962)
suggested that a ~ll-~rotected
site would be a
forest opening, completely surrounded by trees
which subtend ang|es of 20° to 30° from gauge
orifice
with none greater than 45° . Further
studies to determine %he optimum clearing size
would be useful.

PRECIPITATIONGAUGE
SITING
MeasurementResolution

A high frequency of small precipitation
events occurs in the Basin. More than
35 percent of the days with precipitation
produce a water-equivalent
accumulation of less
than 0.25 cmt (Hartzell
and Crow, 1976). The
magnitude of the change in precipitationyield
due to cloud seeding on a seasonal basis is
expected to be on the order of i0 to 15 percent
(although the change may be much larger for
certain individual
events). Because of the
high frequency of small precipitation
events, a
resolution of 0.025 cm is desired.
4,2

Elevation Interval

As indicated previously,
most of the precipitation which is converted to runoff is
collected from areas primarily above 2800 m.
Therefore, most gauge sites will be above this
elevation.
The tree line in the Basin
generally is between 3400 and 3600 m. As
discussed in section 4.3, uncertainty in the
accuracy of snow catch increases significantly
in unprotected, wind-swept regions. Therefore,
gauges should be located in clearings in the
forest which limits their use to below about
3600 m. Some portions of the higher-water
yield areas of the UCRBhave little
tree cover,
and adequate precipitation
monitoring may be
impractical in these high altitude
zones.
4.3 Exposure
Exposure characteristics
must be carefully
considered in identifying
suitable sites for
the placement of precipitation
gauges. Exposure
is one of the most important factors in determining the rate and accumulation of winter precipitation
(Klazura, 1983). The pri~nary
exposure characteristics
are as follows:
A. Microscale site exposure . - The degree
of prot~t~6-~--~-~61~-~ion)
afforded
by
nearby objects {primarily
trees).

The proper gauge density for the demonstration program is a difficult
specification
to
determine. In ad~ition to other factors,
it is
dependent on the i~tegration
time (i.e.,
hourly, daily, memthly, seasonal, etc.) and
magnitude of the #recipitation
accumulations
(Huff, 1970), the type of precipitation
events
being sampled (Huff, 19~I), and the spatial
definition
required (Eddy, 1976). The costs

B. __~o__sc~a.l~__.sjt_e_.~po.~u_r
~. - Exposureof
measurement sites to the various moist flow
sources determined by the larger scale
topographic features including surrounding
barriers.
Slope. - Rate of change of elevation in
imm6diate area of the individual sensors.
---f~}-~c--~i~t-~-tion
depth.

amountsare equivalent water
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and logistical
aspects create additional
restraints
which cannot be ignored. The objective is to determine the minimum density which
will allow the expected precipitation
changes
to be detected and quantified
to an acceptable
level of confidence.
Molnau, et a~. (1980) analyzed data from
dense network of gauges located in a mountain
watershed in Idaho to determine the optimum
gauge density for estimating mean annual precipitation.
When the gauge density decreased
below one gauge per 12 km2, the confidence
interval
widened rapidly.
This suggests that
if an accurate estimate of MAPis required to
detect small changes in precipitation
due to
seeding, a density of about one gauge per
12 km2 may be required without the use of
covariates.
Since the integration
time is
planned to be about one day rather than the
entire year, and the terrain of the UCRBis
much steeper and more complex, the gauge density requirement would probably be greater.
Although not definitive
in itself,
it is
useful to consider what gauge densities were
considered adequate in past winter orographic
cloud seeding experiments with precipitation
changes that were statistically
significant
at
the 5 percent significance
level or better.
Mooney and Lunn (1969) reported on a fiveseason study which took place near Mt. Lassen,
California.
Seeding of a certain category of
cloud systems was found to increase precipitation by an average of 37 percent throughout the
target area, with a 57 percent peak occurring
between 8 and 18 km from the leading edge of
the target area. The gauge density used was
2.
one per 16 km
Hicks and Lunsford (1970) performed
detailed correlations
on actual precipitation
data used in a winter orographic weather modification
experiment in the Jemez Mountains in
New Mexico, and recommendedthat a minimum
density of one gauge per 65 km2 should be used.
Solak, et a~. (198~) recommendeda density
one gauge per 57 km2 in supportof a winter
orographiccloud seedingexperimentin the
Sierra Nevada Mountainsof California.
Analysesof data from two winter orographic
cloud seedingprogramswere performedin order
to arrive at a minimumgauge densitywhich
could be used in the UCRB demonstration
program.The first program scrutinizedfurther
was the Bridger Range Experimentconductednear
Bozeman, Montana. A re-analysisof this

experiment, employing control precipitation,
yielded strong statistical
evidence that
seeding increased the seasonal precipitation
by
about 15 percent (Super and Heimbach, 1983).
Seeding-associated increases of about 50 percent were found for certain categories of cloud
cases. The gauge density used was one per 24
2
.km
One-tailed Wilcoxon probabilities
(P-values)
and double ratios were calculated for individual gauges, and for subsets of all combinations of two, three and four gauge groups that
might realistically
be chosen to represent the
entire 310 km2 target area. This was done for
two ridge temperature partitions
reported by
Super and Heimbach (1983); that is, for experimental days colder than -9 °C and -13 °C,
respectively.
As the results were similar only
the former case, with I00 experimental days is
given in Table I.
Assuming the results with the network of 13
gauges are realistic,
the likelihood
of Pvalues degrading increases as the number of
gauges decreases. If the 12 combinations
yield reasonably representative
results of the
distribution
of P-values, then results suggest
that using two (three) gauges allows a reasonable chance of detecting a seeding effect
since all but one combination yielded P-values
of .04 (.03) or less. Use of four gauges
suggests a very good possibility
of detecting
the assumed effect.
Using only one gauge runs a serious risk of
showing no significant
effect as 5 of the 13
runs yielded P-values larger than .05. Four of
these ranged from .07 to .09, with the highest
value .35. Additionally,
Table i shows that
double ratios are reasonably stable if two or
more gauges are used, with the maximumrange
from 1.44 to 1.74 (44 to 74 percent increases).
Interestingly,
further analyses indicated a
single gauge which had a P-value of .35 was
responsible for most of the degradation. It
was a member of each combination of gauges that
yielded the highest group P-value. It also produced the lowest double ratio (1.21). It
not obvious why that gauge so affected the
results.
Its location in the bottom of a
steep-walled canyon may have been a factor,
possibly due to its relatively
low elevation,
or to local airflow channeling. Yet, at the
time of gauge installation,
that location was
not judged inferior
enough to select another
site. It is likely
that similar "errors in

Table 1. - P-valuesand double ratios for gauge combinationsfrom BridgerRange Experiment

No. of
gauges
13
4
3
2
I

No. of
combinations
attempted
1
7
12
12
13

P-values
Highest Mean Lowest
-.03
.07
.07
.35
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LO08
.013
.022
.023
.065

Double ratios
Highest Mean Lowest
....

.006
.004
.008
.001

1.71
1.74
1.66
1.98

1.56
1.59
1.58
1.56
1.49

-1.49
1.45
1.44
1.21

judgement," if that was indeed the case, take
place in the selection of some gauge sites in
any experiment. Even with adequate catchment
some sites will yield data with noticeably
higher variance than others due in part to
complex interactions
between storm characteristics
and larger-scale
terrain factors.
Assuming that the gauges within each gauge
group were well distributed
throughout the area
of interest,
a realistic
MAPvalue could be
estimated. Utilizing
these assumptions the
Bridger Range experimental data suggest that
three to four gauges over the 310 km2 target
area (one gauge per 78 to 103 km2) would be
adequate with the target-control
design and
control precipitation
as the single covariate.
However, many of the mountain ranges within the
UCRBare more rugged and will produce more
nonuniform precipitation
patterns than occur in
the Bridger Range. That area also offered
widespread forest cover with natural clearings
suitable for protecting gauges from windinduced errors. Many higher mountain ranges in
the UCRBhave large areas above timberline,
In
such terrain,
the only suitable precipitation
gauge sites may be on the lower slopes and
valleys where forests exist. This factor may
seriouslycompromiseattemptsto achieveproper
gauge spacing. The net result of these
terrain-feature
differencesmay be a higher
gauge densityrequirementin the UCRB.
Medina and Mielke (1985) have looked at the
gauge densityissue with use of a data set
collectedas part of the ColoradoRiver Basin
Pilot Project(Hartzelland Crow, 1976; Elliott
et al., 1978), a five-winter,randomizedcloud
seedingexperimentconductedover the San Juan
Mountainsof southwesternColorado.
Precipitationdata were availablefor portions
of the five winters(1970-75)for nearly 100
gauge locations,althoughareal coveragewas
not as uniformas desirabledue to logistic
retraints.Medina and Mielke employedthe use
of rerandomization
and multiple-response
permutationproceduresto study the roles and
interactionsof projectduration,probability
of detectionof known differencesand gauge
density.By the use of historicaldata with
the rerandomization
approach,essentiallymany
experimentscould be simulatedby inserting
known increasesin the precipitationvalues.
Such proceduresallow resultsto reflecta more
realisticimpact of the variabilityof precipitationfor a given area.
Resultsof their analysesindicatethat
approximatelyone gauge per 10 km2 would be
requiredfor a 95 percentprobabilityof detection of a 30 percentincreasein precipitation
in 200 experimentalcases with one-half
treated. A gauge density of one per 85 km2 is
requiredfor a 90 percentprobabilityof detection. By increasingthe number of experimental
cases to 240 (one-halftreated)and inserting
30 percentincrease,the requiredgauge density
is approximatelyone per 80 km2 for a
95 percentprobabilityof detection.The
ColoradoRiver Basin Pilot Projectachieved147
experimentalcases (71 treated)during the
5-winterprojectperiod or approximately30
cases per winter.At this rate, the 240-case
requirementwould lead to an 8-winterproject
period.

In consideringall of the precedingbody of
informationand evidence,it appearsthat a
gauge density of one per 50 to 80 km2 would be
a reasonableestimateof the minimumrequired
density. This assumes that a target-control
design would be used with control precipitation
as the primarycovariate.
4.5 Gauge DistributionPattern
If no knowledgewere availableregarding
the precipitationdistributionof the region,
the simple choice for gauge networkpattern
would be a uniformly spaced grid. The mean
winter isohyetalmap representsa body of
knowledgewhich providesfairly accurateinformation on where the precipitationpeaks and
gradients occur on a seasonal basis. It
appearsreasonableto distributethe gauges in
clusterscenteredon the expectedprecipitation
peaks. However, Kagan and Polishchuk(1971)
and Stol (1972) indicate that this will not
provide a better estimate of MAP. Chemerenko
(1972) provides a very strong, systematic argument for placing gauges in a uniform distribution. He shows how an increase in the number
of gauges does not necessarily decrease the
error. In fact, he showed how the MAP error
increases when certain regions are oversampled.
Ideally gauges should be located where the
daily MAPestimate variance is minimized.
However, adequate daily precipitation
data for
variance estimation is generally unavailable
for complex mountainous terrain.
Consequently,
available seasonal data may be employed to help
in gauge siting.
Corbett (1967) indicates that
a uniform distribution
of gauges is best for
determining areal amount and variability
of
precipitation
for areas of flat terrain,
but
that in mountainous areas the elevation and
aspect as well as area must be fully sampled to
derive accurate estimates of precipitation
over
a watershed (Wilm, ~t ~l., 1939; Kawabata,
1960). Hartze]l and Crow (1976) and Hanson
(1982) stress the importance of placing gauges
on different
facing slopes within a given
barrier in order to adequately sample the
upwind and downwind region.
Molnau, e~ a~. (1980) showed how better
estimates of mean annual precipitation
occurred
in a mountain watershed in Idaho when a higher
concentration of gauges was assigned to zones
with high precipitation
variability.
In their
case, this resulted in a nonuniform distribution of gages as a function of elevation.
They
subdivided the total range of elevation (1097
to 2195 m) into four zones of equal elevation
change. They found that 70 percent of the
gauges should be in the higher two zones, and
that 44 percent should be placed in the second
highest zone. They were able to identify
the
highly variable zones because a very dense
gauge networkwas installedand systematically
reducedto obtain an optimum densityand
distribution.
The approach taken by Molnau, mC ~. (1980)
in arrivingat the best locationfor gauges by
using data from a very dense networkis supported by others. Corbett (1967) states that
the best locationsfor a group of gauges can be
determinedonly by operatinga dense network
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long enough to provide a statistically
sound
data base. Eagleson (1967) supports this
viewpoint and emphasizes that the gauges must
be sited so as to randomly sample the catchment
elevation.
In all of these gauge-distribution
considerations,
the proper installation
of gauges
in well-protected
locations is the most important criterion.
Keller (1972) concludes that
it is better to estimate MAP for a winter
season from fewer, but better sited gauges than
from an entire gauge network which includes
some poorly exposed gauges.
The present plan for gauge distribution
in
the Upper Colorado River Basin is as follows:
A. The highest priority
gauges at well-protected
clearings in the forest.

will be to install
sites, that is,

B. To the extent possible, place gauges
in a uniform areal distribution.
C. Sample the full range of elevations
(about 2500 to 3600 m) and aspects (upwind
and downwind of barrier).
D. As possible, compensate for zones of
higher precipitation
variability
by
installing
more gauges there. The highest
terrain,
often consisting of rugged mountain peaks, may have the highest variability.
Unfortunately,
such terrain may not
offer suitable (well-protected)
gauge
sites. The highest elevations which have
suitable sites will be instrumented.
Most
of the gauges will be placed at elevations
above 2900 m (perhaps as many as 70 percent
of the gauges in the network). Further
analyses will be required to determine
whether or not the results of Molnau, et
al. (1980) which indicate that about
percent of the gauges should be placed in
the second highest quartile of the range of
elevations apply in the central Rocky
Mountains. The mean winter isohyetal map
for the region will assist in identifying
regions of high precipitation
variability.
A problemthat requiresfurtherconsiderationis the monitoringof precipitation
above tree line. Dependingupon the areas chosen for the demonstrationprogram,this could
be a minor or a major problem.
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VIDEO SCANNING
SYSTEM
T~iL 06JECTIVEANALYSISOF HAILPADSbSING A COMPUTERIZED
Thomas J. Henderson and Rand B. Allan
Atmospilerics Incorporated
Fresno, CA 93727
Abstract. Data reduction and analysis of hailstone impacts on a variety of materials
has always been a labor-intensive
procedure. In both hail research and operational
programs, questions of objectivity
also arise from the interpretation
of hail dents.
A new method has been developed for reducing and analysing hail impacts using a
computerized video scanning system. This new approach provides the user w~th a h~gh
speed analytical
system which reduces human error and is objective,
accurate, and
reproducable. The system is discussed, data reduction methods are shown, and analysis examples are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION

oped around funding at much lower levels.
On the other hand, many operations programs
de require
some measure of hail on the ground
and, for many years, the total kinetic
energy of
hailstones
integrated
over an event period has
been used as a measure of effect
within
these
programs.
The presumed relationship
between
kinetic
energy and crop damage led some investigators (Schleusener
and Jennings,
1960; Wilk,
1961;Decker and Calvin, 1961) to a development of
a passive
method
(hailpad)
of hailfall
measurement.
The hailpad is a simple device composed of a
flat horizontal
surface of semi-resilient
material such as styrofoam which, in its original
configuration,
was wrapped in aluminum foil.
More
recently,
some specific
types of styrofoam and
other materials
have been calibrated
and used
without
the addition
of aluminum foil.
The
impact of hailstones
on such surfaces produces
dents related
to impact,
size,
and shape.
Although a wide variety of hail sensors have been
developed and used in the field,
the hailpad
remains the only hail-measuring
instrument which
has been used for a sufficient
time to produce a
significant
sample of quantitative
hailfall
data.

Hail can produce extreme damage to property but,
from an economic point of view, it is far more
frequent and severe in terms of damage to crops.
In the United States hail damage to agriculture
is more than ten times the amount inflicted
on
property.
For more than 100 years, the surface characteristics
of hailfall
on the ground have been
examined by casual observations,
subjective
accounts from farmers, and general reports from
organisations
and groups of individuals.
During
the past 30 years, many areas of the world have
experienced
a renewed and major interest
in
attempts
to suppress hail
damage through the
application
of modern cloud seeding technology.
This technology
continues
as a high priority
subject,
particularly
in those areas subject %o
annual and repeated hail damage.
A major ingredient
for all hail suppresion
projects
is the collection
of surface hail data
that will
allow a practical
evaluation
of this
application
technology
in a minimum amount of
time. The methods of obtaining
surface
hail
information
have been related to the objectives
of the particular
program. For example, in the
agricultural
community, commercial and governmental hail insurance companies have compiled a
broad base of hail loss records (Changnon, 1966,
1972). Other investigators
in the past have also
used crop damage records in different
ways as a
measure of hail intensity
(Henderson,
1970).
However, some research work (Summers, 1960) has
suggested that crop damage is not a very precise
measure of hailfall
because of the large number
of crop variables unrelated to hail intensity.
Other programs have required
the actual
collection
of hailstones (Douglas and Hitschfeld,
1958; List,1961;
Carte, 1963). A few airborne
radiometric
studies
(Roads, 1973) have been
implemented to determine the areal extent of hail
on the ground. Additionally,
mobile vehicles
have been used in attempts to deploy a variety of
collection
devices
ahead of the storms
immediately after hailfall
(Summers, 1968; Morgan
1969; Renick, 1969, 1970).
A precise
and complete
description
of
hailfall
would require
an examination
of each
hailstone
which fell inside a study area. Such a
description
would include the time and place of
arrival,
shapes and sizes, crystal
structure
and
hardness, rotation,
and velocity
just to list
a
few of the more important
characteristics.
Although this may be a revealing
and important
undertaking within a hail research project,
it is
not practical
within an operatinns prc~ram devel-

2.0

REQUIREMENTS

Someof the difficulties
encountered in surface hail measurements include:
¯ The extreme variability
ters in time and space

of hailfall

in hailstone
¯ The wide Variations
(hardness, size, sphericity,
etc.)

parameproperties

¯ Abberations produced by wind and turbulence
¯ The hail
event

occurence

is

a relatively

rare

All of these considerations
have a strong
bearing on the important
requirements
for the
instruments.
Because hail is a relatively
rare
but potentially
devastating
event, instrument
dependability
and the choice of rather
large
areas within which measurements will be made are
two high priority
considerations.
The extreme
~oace variations
in hailfall
produce restrictions
u,, the required number of instruments within an
operations area and the sensing area of a single
instrument.
The variations
in hailstone property
and abberations produced by wind across the sensinq surface
oose additional
~nuirements
on
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Instr~Jment des~qn. Of course, it is not possible
to design a practical
and ~conomical instr~mcn’c
which is totally
responsive to all the desired
requirements.
However, the hailpad does meet a
significant
number of the requirements
so its
continued use has been a favored choice.
The advar, tages of the hailpad are numerous
and some of the primary points can be summarised
as follows:
¯ the hailpads
ence
¯

do indicate

a hailfall

¯ windspeed and direction
from the shape of the hail

The hailpad
Computerized
Video Scanning
System (CVSS) is an adaptation of existing
video
scanning components which provide a capability
for extracting
both qualitative
and quantitative
information
from all types of visual
images
(Henderson, 1985). The qualitative
information
of
can aid in comprehension and interpretation
the imagery.
The quantita-tive
information
can
define
the size, contrast,
brightness,
shape,
concentration,
and spatial
relationships
(distances
and positions)
of selected features
with the visual imagery.
The basic system components described in
this
paper were originally
developed
as a
bacteria
colony counter for use in the medical
profession
and later
expanded for use in the
analysis
of aerial
photo-graphs,
agricultural
maps, and certain
landsat
applications.
Video
imagery analysis
systems are becoming standard
"shelf items" from several manufacturers within
this industry.
In this particular
system, two
video cameras are used; one for imaging the
hailpad and the other for hailpad image editing.
By overlaying
the images from the two cameras on
a monitor, a light pen can be utilized
with the
second camera to edit out abberations
on the
hailpad image. The CVSS components also include
a color printer so multi-colored
hard copies can
be produced for any select data or image.
The "heart"
of the CVSS is an image
processor which uses simple controls with digital
precision
to divide an image (ie. the hailpad)
into 49,152 pixe]s
(picture
elements)
and
select
the resolution
(pixels
per unit area)
required
to define the image with sufficient
accuracy
and resolution.
Each image element
defined by a pixel can be further
defined by its
brightness
for up to 256 different
brightness
(density)
values. This is a particularly
useful
feature
in hailpad
data reduction
because it
allows the operator to rapidly
and objectively
edit a hailpad for minor scratches, imperfections
in the material,
and indentations
or other
markings not related
to hail impacts. Another
editing
tool is the light
pen which can be used
to erase the more extensive and severe non-hail
imperfections.
The image processor is connected
to a micro-computer which ultimately
receives the
image data and places it in a format defined by
the user. These data can then be analysed using
programs selected
by the user.
The hailpad
images can also be stored
on disk for later
analysis.
A block diagram of the CVSS is shown in
Figure i.

occur-

they are inexpensive and many sites
serviced in a short time period

¯ hailstone
concentrations
determined

3.0 SYSTEMDESCRIPTION

and sizes

can be
can be

can be estimated
dents

¯ vertical
kinetic
energy and momentumimparted by the hailstones
can be calculated
given the measurement of dent sizes and some
theoretical
values of fall speeds
The disadvantages include

such considerations

as:

¯ large numbers of hailstones
in short time
periods can produce overlapping dents which
are extremely difficult
to analyze
¯ the hailpad does not produce information
on
time of fall,
although coordinated
radar
information
and nearby recorded rainfall
records
often
help sort
out the time
problems
¯ hailstones
falling
under high wind conditions often produce impacts difficult
to
analyze
¯ the hailpad
can usefully
hailfall
incident without
visit

record only one
a required service

¯ the subsequent analysis of each hailpad
be tedious and time-consuming

can

It has been commonto note a requirement of
at least 35 minutes for one person to measure
(length and width) every hailstone
impact on
single hailpad and manually record the information in a format useful for subsequent analysis.
Longer times are required when total impacts are
numerous and the hailfall
patterns are complex.
When several hundred hailpads require analysis,
the time requirement can total several months.
Any system of hailpad
analysis
should
contain at least these three elements:
¯ it

4.0

When the hailpad is removed from the field
site,
the surface is rolled
with a soft rubber
roller
coated with black printer’s
ink. This
covers the total surface except for those areas
where hail
impacts
or extraneous
marks are
present, thus providing
a high-contrast
viewing
area. The hailpad is then placed on one of the
light tables or viewing areas and the hail impact
images are examined on the monitor.
Editing of
obvious scratches, bird pecks, or other non-hail
marks can proceed via the light pen, adjustments
in image density values, or black felt
tip pen.
The hail dent information
is then ready for scale

must provide a high degree of objectivity

¯ the system must produce accurate
able information
¯ it must substantially
intensive aspect of this

reduce
task

and repeatthe

HAILPADANALYS!S

labor

A recent development and subsequent applications have produced a much improved method for
basic data reduction and compilation.
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hailpad display 6t 55 hail impacts is shown in
Figure 2b.
The various software as developed by the
user is now ready for a variety
of hailpad
statistics
calculations.
Some general statistics
covering the hailpad display noted in Figure 2b
are presented in Figure 2a. This table includes
such information
as the individual
pixel size,
the number of hailstones,
their total
and mean
area, the range of areas from smallest to largest
hailstone,
and the standard deviation
of the
mean.
The software is organized to produce other
types of displays as well. For example, the data
graph presented in Figure 2d is a plot of the
numbers of hailstones of various sizes from 0.051
cm2 to 1.299 cm2 for all 85 hail impacts. Mode,
median,
and mean values are calculated
and
plotted.
The shortest
single vertical
line in
Figure 2d denotes one hail impact. Another type
of software output categorizes
the hail impacts
in various
ranges of sizes (bins).
Up to ten
separate
ranges are available.
An example of
this capability
for the same hailpad is presented
as a computer-generated bargraph shown in Figure
2c. The percentages of hail impacts within each
of the eight ranges are plotted
for the 85 hail
impacts.
Basic information used in the range bargraph
olot is also available
for computer printout.
Fhese data are presented below the bargraph in
.;igure
2c. Here we note the values for each of
~he eight ranges, the number of hail impacts
.~ithin
each range and their total areas, and the
actual
percentage
of the total
hail impacts
within each range. Not presented in this paper
is the capability
to print
out in different
colors on the hailpad
display
(Figure 2b) the
images of the actual
hail impacts which are
included within each range.
A final
output is the ability
to print out
the raw data values as obtained from the hailpad
image. These data are reported to the resolution
of the CVSS and are presented
in Figure 2e.
Thesedata, when stored on disk, are useful for
further
data processing at some later point in
time.
A few comments about the hailpads
and
surface impressions
which occur between site
visitations
are useful to observers and field
technicians.
First,
an experienced field
technician can almost always distinguish
between hail
impacts and extraneous marks and impressions.
For example, heavy rain leaves very smooth and
very shallow spherical impressions in the surface
of the styrofoam
material.
With the proper
choice of inking material, these rainfall
impacts
are blacked-out
when each hailpad
is treated
following removal from the field site.
Indentations
caused by birds pecking on the
hailpad surfaces are easily identified
and the
images can be quickly
removed in the editing
process. In most cases, the occurrence of bird
pecks are far less numerous when the styrofoam is
not covered with aluminum foil.
Inquisitive
residents
throughout a hailpad
area will occasionally
leave fingerprints
in the
hailpad surface,
or mark the surface with other
objects such as sticks,
nails,
or stones. Most
of these non-hail impressions are obvious because
it i s rare to find anyone who can make an
impression
on the hailpad
surface that looks
exactly like a hail impact. Very rare exceptions
are those cases when a person takes th.e time to

I
video
camera

~11 I table
ight I

image
processor

Color

printer

i

d!sk drives
keyboard

Figure 1. block diagram of the
computerized video scanning system

calibration
and tlna~ vloeo camera scannlng.
The image processor
will
operate on any
information
displayed on the video monitor. As
the hailpad is scanned, each piece of information
stored
in the graphic
memory has a numeric
(digital)
horizontal
and vertical
position value.
The screen is divided
into 192 rows and 256
columns, and the hail dents are displayed
at
various locations
related to the memory’s rows
and columns.
The intersection
of a row and
column defines a point with a specific
X and Y
coordinate
value; the smallest
graphic overlay
element being the pixel.
In order to measure the information
which
has been extracted
from the video display
appearing on the monitor, the number of pixels
for each hail impact are automatically
counted
and multiplied
by an established
constant
referencing
the size of each pixel.
All pixels
are square
and equal
in size.
The image
processor assumes that the input video signals
represent flat,
rectified,
geometrically
correct,
two-dimensional presentations.
Once the video scanning and digitizing
task
is complete within the image processor component,
the final image is then transferred
to the memory
of the microcomputer (IBM XT, Apple lie,
etc.)
and is then available
for printout
and further
processing.
A computer prinLr.,:t
of an act~’~!
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actually make some ice balls, or collects and.
refrigeratessome actual hailstones,then impacts
these on the hailpadsurface.
The relationship between hail and crop
damage is extremely complex and, in a large
measure, depends upon wind which accompanies the
hailfall. The CVSS analyses on hail impacts
which are produced during strong wind conditions
can be simplified by the objective analysis
approach itself. This is particularly true for
randomized programs where it might be assumed
that wind effects will equalize between random
choices. It is sometimes difficult to differentiate between the impact produced by an oblong
hailstone without wind and an impact produced by
a sphericalhailstonedriven by high winds.
In any case, when analyzing hailpads, it
must be understood that wind effects will
increase the number of stones having potential
for crop damage, increase the impact energy cf
the hailstones, and increase the calculated
hailstone volumes as derived from the volume of
each hailstone impact. Further, caIibration
curves which relate hailstone and impact diameters must be adjusted for wind, noting the
laboratorytests which have shown that the minor
impact axis is an excellent predictor of hailstone diameter.
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5.0 CONCLUSION
After three years of applying the CVSS to
(1) bailpads obtained from laboratory
tests
falling
spheres on a variety of resilient
impact
materials,
and (2) hailpads
obtained
from
randomized hail suppression operations program,
the following
tentative
conclusions
can be
stated:
¯ The CVSS produces good correspondence when
data from manually reduced hailpad measurements are compared with the measurements
produced by the CVSS. In fact, the evidence
suggests a much. higher lev.el
of repeatability
from the CVSS.
¯ A high degree of objectivity is associated
with the CVSS. Although there may be minimal measurement errors associated with the
CVSS, these errors are constant and not
specific to any group of hailpads, nor do
possible error sources change during an
analysis period. Therefore, analysis of
hailpads from seeded and nonseeded areas
could be expected to yield measurements of
equal quality.
¯ Normally the manual analysis of a hailpad
with 75-100 impacts will
occupy some 30-40
minutes, not including
graphics presentations
and analysis.
The CVSS allows
a
complete data compilation,
reduction
and
information
printout
in 5-10 minutes,
including
a variety of linegraphs and bargraphs.
¯ Another bonus has emerged from the use of
the CVSS system.
Once the hail
impact
images are completely edited, the original
hailpads can be discarded because the CVSS
can reanalyze the hail impact images stored
on disk or reanalyze
the actual
hailpad
display printout
just as accurately
as it
does from the original hailpad.
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MID~ESTEBRCOMVECTIVE
CLOUDS;

A REVIEW

Bernice Ackerman and Nancy E. Nestcott
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Champaign, Illinois 61820

ABST.RA_C_T.. Studies of midwestern convective clouds and precipitation spanning some 40
years have contributed information addressing many aspects of weather modification
experimentation and operation. In this paper we have focussed on the studies which
provide insight into the microphysical and dynamical characteristics of these clouds,
with a view toward assessing the state of our current knowledge and providing the
information base needed for the development of physical hypotheses for natural and
modified cloud behavior and for design of future experimentation.

1.

IRTEODUCTION

~rnitetop was a multi-year randomized seeding
experiment with a strong effort in basic cloud
physics research (Braham, 1966). Aircraft, radar,
and rainfall measurements were made in central
Missouri in the summers of 1961-65.

Convective clouds are the prime producers of
warm season precipitation in the United States
Midwest and thus have significance
for the
regional economy. A number of research studies of
midwestern convection and convective precipitation
have been carried out since the late 1940"s with
objectives varying from description of surface
rainfall to identification and understanding of
precipitation processes.
Publications stemming
from these studies have been reviewed with a view
toward establishing an information base pertinent
to the development of physical hypotheses for
natural convection and precipitation processes in
this region and for their beneficial modification.

METR~MEX had as its overall objective the
study of the inadvertent
modification
of the
weather by urbanization (Changnon, 1981). Extensive measurements were made in and around St.
Louis, MO during the summers of 1971-75, using
aircraft, radar and surface networks.
The Illinois
Precipitation
Enlumce~ent
Project (PEP); was a comprehensive program in weather
modification,
which included a field project
(Changnon, 1973).
Aircraft measurements were
obtained around the freezing level in convective
clouds over the rural areas around St. Louis during the summer of 1973. Supplementary data were
provided by METROMEX.

1.1 The information Source
Our review covered reports stemming from 11
projects and other assorted studies. They have
contributed
information
of interest for all
aspects of weather modification experimentation
and operation and are reviewed in detail elsewhere
(Ackerman and Westcott, 1985; Nestcott, 1985).
this paper we have focussed on the findings from
aircraft and radar observations of the physical
and dynamical characteristics
of convective
clouds. These have come primarily from six projects.

PACE (Precipitation
Augmentation
for Crops
Experinent)
is a long term, comprehensive weather
modification program (Changnou and Ackerman,
1979). Data were collected primarily at temperature levels around -i0 C, in convective clouds by
instrumented aircraft, on several flights in the
Midwest in 1978. A second series of high level
data collection in 1980 occurred during a period
of weather generally unfavorable for deep, convective clouds.

The Thunderstorm Project
(TSP) was a study
convective weather in Florida in 1946 and in Ohio
in 1947 (Byers and Braham, 1949, hereafter
referred to as B & B). The midwestern field
program included several instrumented airplanes,
radar, and a dense surface network of meteorological sensors.

There was considerable variety in the particular objectives
of these projects which was
reflected in the data collected and in the way in
which they were analyzed. In addition integration
of the reported findings was often complicated by
the way in which they were presented and by
diversity in measurement technique.
We have
attempted here to summarize those findings which
provide a physically consistent description of
convective clouds in the Midwest.

The Artificial
Cloud Nucleation
(ACN) Project
(Braham, et al., 1957), was directed toward
developing
an understanding
of the physical
processes governing the formation of convective
precipitation with a view toward testing the possibility of the modification of rainfall. Instrumented aircraft, including airborne radar, were
used to study cumulus
clouds
in Illinois
and Missouri
during
the summer of 1954,
unfortunately
a
year of severe
drought.
Some randomized,
cloud
seeding with dry ice and large water drops was
included.

1.2 The "Bpilding Block" ~f Midwestern Convectivq
Stg~ms
Byers and Braham (1948) proposed a conceptual
model of convective clouds composed of "cells",
i.e., dynamic units defined by a vertical velocity
field that evolved with time. This generalized
87

giant
particles
found by Johnson,
which serve
effectively
as "collectors"
(Johnson,
1982b; Ochs
and Semonin,
1979),
can initiate
the coalescence
process
early
in cloud development.

model has been confirmed
in many subsequent
studies.
Moreover
it has been found that
the semiorganized
cloud systems
which produce
most of the
rain during
the summer develop
as these
multicellular clouds merge into lines or clusters.

3.

The dynamic forces which cause these larger
systems to develop are complex and very poorly
understood. However it is generally accepted that
modification of precipitation at the current level
of technology can come about only through manipulating the physical processes of the smaller elements in the hierarchy of convective clouds. Thus
-the discussion below focusses on the morphology of
individual cells and multicellular clouds.

DYNAMICPROPERTIES

The vigor of a convective
cloud can be
estimated from the size and strength of its upward
motions and from the acceleration arising from
density differences. Both temperature (which provides an estimate of one component of the buoyancy
acceleration) and vertical velocity were measured
in most of the projects utilizing aircraft.
3.1. Updrafts

2.

CLOUD BASE PROPERTIB$

The velocities of updrafts measured at 5 levels during the TSP increased with height, but not
monotonically (Fig. I). The decrease in velocity
between 4.5 km and 6 km and increase above is suggestive of re-invigoration, in some clouds, of the
updraft due to the buoyancy acceleration caused by
the latent heat release in freezing. However.
given the decrease in sample size at 6 km, the
break in monotonic increase in velocity expected
from theory may merely be an artifact of sampling.

Most convective clouds have their "roots" in
the atmospheric boundary layer, the lowest I to 2
km, or feed on the air from this layer. Thus the
properties at cloud base, where condensation first
occurs, influence cloud development.
The temperature at cloud base determines the
maximum realizable amount of moisture in a rising
thermal, and also the distance the condensate will
travel as liquid before freezing can occur. in
the Middle West warm season cloud bases can vary
from about +2 to +24°C but are usually between 16
and 22°C (Johnson, 1982a). Temperatures at the
bases of deep convective clouds during PEP ranged
from 15.3 to 21.8°C, but were above 19.5°C on half
the days (Ackermane__t_ al., 1979).

100

Below-base updrafts are most easily detected
when the clouds are active congestus or thunderstorms, inflow areas tended to be of small diameter and short duration except when the cloud complex was well organized. In a sample of 69
below-base updrafts measured on 1~idays during
METROMEX, the strong~st was 7.1 ms and half were
greater than 2.5 ms- (Semonin, 1978). Consistent
with theoretical expectation, in-cloud updraft
velocities within a few hundred meters of the base
measured during TSP were_~enerally larger. The
strongest draft was 9_~s , with half the velocities greater than 4 ms (B & B).

~

I

1

I

8O

Daily average cloud-droplet concentrations
within 600 meters of cloud base measured during
METROMEX in clouds una~~e~ted by the city, were
between 350 and 550 cm_3 In. cumulus congestus and
between 280 and 666 cm
in small cumuli (Dytch,
1977). In individual small clouds (depths between
0.7 and 1.6 km), drop_~oncentrations averaged from
280 to nearly I000 cm
Cloud droplet concentrations in small cumuli (depths of 1 km or less)
during the~ACN project tended to be lower, about
300 per cm ~ (Battan and Reitan, 1957). This may
be traceable to differences in measurement technique but also could reflect the influence of a
particular weather regime.
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The average velocities in updrafts at 6 km
measured during PACE. (Johnson, 1980) agree with
those found during the Thunderstorm Project at
this level (Fig, 2a), for similar clouds. However
updraft velocities measured at about 4.5-5 km during PEP (Ackerman e__~t al., 1979) were generally
less than those given in B & B for this altitude
(Fig. 2b).
Although disparity in measurement
technique may be the cause, different parts of the
cloud population may have been sampled in the two
projects, since the PEP penetrations were near the
tops of growing clouds, whereas many of the TSP
updrafts at 4.5 km were deep within larger clouds.

The cloud droplet concentrations measured
near cloud base during METROMEX are consistent
with CCN concentrations in the same area, as measured with a technique which emphasizes small particles. However, Byers et al. (1957), also found
large chloride particles (dia.~ete.~ greater than
I0 pm) in concentrations of I0 m- at about cloud
base level when Gulf air was moving into the
Midwest. Moreover Johnson (1976) found aerosol
particles with diameters larger than IQ ~m in concentrations of 7500 m ~ and of 200 m-~ for those
larger than 30 pm. Both the chloride particles,
which, because of their size and hygroscopicity
can rapidly develop into large drops, and the

The dimensions of updrafts are estimated only
crudely from traverse distance.
They varied
between 2 and 2.5 km with no consistent trend with
height in the Thunderstorm data. They were narrower in PACE (average about 1.1 km), probably
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B & B indicate
a positive
relationship
between average echo ascent rate and the height ~
the echo top. Average ascent ra~s were 5.5 m s

2O

for tops at_~.5-7.5 km, 6.5 m s at 7.5-10.5 km,
and 7.4 m s
at 10.5-16 km. This trend was
indirectly confirmed by Battan_~1953) who found
average ascent rates of 3.8 m s for echg~s which
grew a total of 1.5 to 3 km and 4.5 m s , for
those which grew more than 3 km. The latter
tended to be the warmest when first detected.
Battan’s sample, with peak echo tops at 6 to 9 km,
came primarily from the smaller clouds in the TSP
data.
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It should be noted that the ascent rate of
the echo is not necessarily that of the visual
cloud. Changnon and Bigler ($957) reported average rates of 5.1 and 3.8 m s-% for echo and cloud
tops, resp., for a small sample of four clouds.
They also found that
echo tops started
to descend
while clouds
were still growing.
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ham, 1963, 1964; Braham and Dungey, 197~; ~nangnon, 1976). The largest percentage was for a sample of echoes with initial depth of less than I
km.

I

I

I
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N = 185;
-1
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_
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-1
"
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¯ _
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The thermal buoyancy, which is a major component of the acceleration to which the updraft is
subject, is given by the deviation (~-T) of the
in-cloud virtual temperature (T), a measure
a~r denslty, from the mean vzrtual temperature
(T) in the surroundings.
e

3\

Thermal buoyancy
was positive at all levels
over some part of the updrafts penetrated by TSP
aircraft during the building and early mature
stages of the thunderstorm cell. with 4 C the
largest value reported (Table I). Average values
of maximum buoyancy (peak T -T.), exceeded I C for
both the ACN (unpublished)Cand~ PEP (Ackerman et
al, 1979) traverses. About 11Z of the c~iLs, on
PEP penetrations were more dense than the surrounding environment throughout but not all contained updrafts.
B & B also reported some
instances in the later stages of the cell life
cycle when updraft areas were entirely colder than
the environment. A positive correlation (coefficient of 0.7) was found between thermal buoyancy
and updraft velocity in the PEP data and both
tended to increase with increasing cell size and
deeper clouds.

-

>10
> 15
UPDRAFT
SPEED(m -1)

-- I
> 20

> 25

Figure 2. C,~mu~ative ~kequency distributions of
updraft spee~ (~) at approximately -8 to -10°C,
and (b) around the freezing le~)el. (Fnom tabulations in ~yers and Braham, 1949; Joknson, !980;
and Acke~an et al., !979.)
because higher spatial resolution available in the
measurement permitted the breakdown of broad areas
of upward motion into segments.
The average
dimensions of the cloud cells traversed at 4.5 km
during PEP was about 2 km. This is an upper limit
for updraft width since in some cases the updraft
did not extend through the whole cell. in both
PACE and PEP, peak updraft velocities tended to be
larger in the larger updrafts (cells).

Table !. Average values, and ranges of maximum
buoyancy, ATx, (maximum c -mean Te).
Project

3.2 Ascent Rate of Radar Echoes
The top of a radar echo changes heigh~ due to
morphological changes in the cloud particles as
well as by advection of those particles. However
the ascent rate does provide an indicator of cloud
vigor. Moreover B & B reported relatively good
correspondence between the daily means and maxima
of updraft speeds measured by aircraft at 6 and
7.5 km and of the ascent rates of radar echoes
passin~ through these levels, with the latter I to
2 m s-~ smaller. However only 38 to 68% of the
echoes analyzed grew after detection, the percentage varying between studies (Battan, 1953; Bra-

(°C) Aver.

N
(L~TE<O)

Range

N

--0.1-1.7
0.3-3.6
0.3-4.0

1
4
2
i0

0
0
0
0

’rsP(Updr.) +17
+8
0
-8

+0.9
+0.8
+1.9
+2.1

ACN(Trav.)

0

+1.2 0.2-2.9

20

0

PEP(Trav.)
PEP(Cells)

0
0

+1.4 -0.5-5.1
+i.i -1.0-5.1

140
276
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4.

CLOIID=OI~D~I~SAT~

Cloud condensate
has been measured in
midwestern clouds by both bulk means (i.e., those
that provide only the amount) and by detailed
89

microphysical means (i.e., those that provide
detailed information of the size, concentration
and/or phase of the condensed vapor). Although
the latter is generally preferred, measurements by
bulk methods have been more plentiful and have
provided
crucial
information
about
cloud
processes.

Table 2. Peak cloud water content (CWX) as
function of updraft width (PACE) or cell size
(PEP). N gives total sample size.
Size
(kin)

N
a.

-< 1

-3)
CWX (gm
1-2

> 2

PACE Updrafts

4.1 Liquid Water Contents
<0.5
0.5-1
>i

The reported liquid water contents fall into
two categories, usually dictated by the project
in s trumentation.
I. Cloud water content (CW), the amount
contained primarily in drops with diameters less than 50-70 microns, was measured
using the Johnson-Williams liquid water
content meter (JW) in both the PEP and
PACE Projects.

263
107
li5

80~
58%
26%

15%
29%
44%

5%
]3%
30%

41%
30%
24%

26%
47%
65%

b. PEP Cells
<1.5
1.5-3
>3

2. Total liquid water content (TW) which
includes all drop sizes, was measured during PEP using an evaporator and in the ACN
Project using a conductive paper tape.

153
96
37

34%
23%
11%

cloud cells (Ackerman et al., 1979). During the
ACN Project, peak TW equalled or exceeded the AWC
on one third of the penetrations, (Figure 4;
Draginis~ 1958). In every case when this was
true, the penetration was through a cloud which
contained, or subsequently
developed, a radar
echo. In the remaining cases, only one cloud
developed an echo before dissipating. For the
non-echo clouds in Draginis" sample, the ratio
TW/AWC decreased with height, as has been found
elsewhere.

The measured water content is frequently compared
to the adiabatic water content(AWC), i.e., the
amount of vapor condensed in an undiluted parcel
ascending from cloud base to the altitude at which
the measurement was made, assuming a purely adiabatic process. In the discussion below, reference
is made b~th to AWC and to a cloud water content
of 1 g m- which is a criterion used in making the
seeding decision during FACE.
The cloud water content at -8 to -I0 C (PACE)
was generally lower than that recorded in PEP
around the freezi~§ level (Fig. 3). However the
CW exceeded 1 g m frequently at both levels, not
only in cells and updrafts, but on cloud penetrations as well (80% in PEP and 75% in PACE).
both levels, the probabiJity of the cloud water
content exceeding 1 g m- increased with the width
of the cell or updraft (Table 2).

4

The CW never exceeded the adiabatic water
content on the PEP penetrations but the TW reached
values greater than the AWC in about half the
mo i~.~

80

i

I

I

I

I

I \
~’~
T~. ~

~ .

Curve PEP Cloud Units,

o Non-echo clouds
~ Clouds that develooed echoes

N=190

¯ Radarechoclouds

O PACE;All Updrufl:s, N=485
¯ PACE; Updrafts ~ 0.5 km, N=222

~

1
2
3
-3)
PEAKCLOUDWATERCONTENT
(gm

+ PACE; Updrafts ;~ 1 kin, N=115 -¯

~

160--

Fiqu-~e 4

4

Peak iicuid water content m~asuned

~di~babic water content. (From ~,ad.~,n~s, 1958. )

0

>I

>4
>2
>3
MAXIMUM CLOUD WATER CONTENT (g

>5
m-3)

In both th_~ACH and the PEP data the peak TW
exceeded 1 g m on most of pen~rations, and
often reached several grams/meter . In PEP the TW
exceeded the FACE criterion over more than half
the cloud t_r~verae 95% of the time and was greater
than 2 g m over this distan~ 85% of the time.
However the CW exceeded 1 g m over more than
half the cloud traverse only 35% of ~e time (Fig.
5). In PACE. the CW exceeded 1 g m over more
than half the length in 45% of the updrafts longer
than 0.5 km.

>6

/’~ig~ne
3. C.’..~m.’.~/.~ztive
frc.q:..~ency
d’istribz~tion
of
peak c’lo~d watch content meas~red d~rin~,’. PEP an~
PACE. (From t~abu.lations in A,~kerman eta/,., i979
an.d Johnson,19!~0.)

9O

Koenig (1962. 1963), examined the Whitetop
data from 226 traverses at 0 to -4 C through 84
clouds with summits between 4.6 and 6 kin. He
detected no precipitation-size particles on 42Z of
the initial penetrations (32~ of the clouds).
Liquid precipitation-size drops were found in most
of the 57 remaining clouds and 60Z of these (34
clouds) contained solid hydrometeors at some time
and place during their lifetime, in over half
of
the latter,
ice developed
subsequent
to traverses
on which only liquid precipitation particles were
observed,
and
30~
contained mixed-phase
hydrometeors on the first penetration. From 7
case studies, and the large sample statistics,
Koenig deduced that rapid glaciation was characteristic of relatively small cumulus congestus and
small Cb Calvus clouds in the Midwest, with liquid
to solid phase transition spreading through the
cloud volume within I0 or 15 minutes. When large
concentrations of ice developed in a comparatively
short time, it was preceded by precipitation-size
liquid drops (~iameters up to I mm) in concentrations of 50 m-~. Moreover he found that in mixed
phase volumes of small cumulonimbi, the largest
liquid and solid hydrometeors were similar in
size, suggesting that the solid phase built on the
size structure achieved by the liquid phase prior
to glaciation. In addition Koenig found evidence
of secondary-ice production which he proposed was
a by-product of the freezing of water drops.

I00

80

-3
(CW>
) 1am
2O
All UD

I

0
0

> 20

/

I

I

> 40
> 60
PERCENT TRAVERSE

I
> 80

> 100

Fi!?ure 5. Cumu~tati~)e ]"requency of clo~d
tra,’.)erses(PEP) or .~:pdnofts(PACE) on which
and .total 7,iq~id water content exceeded ! on 2 g
m- "’ ove r i ndi c,a ted .,rencenrageof the penetra tion
distanoe. (After Acke~_~an et ~l., i979 and
Johnson,198,0.)

Many of Koenig’s case-study clouds were small
(though all extended above the freezing level) and
developed rain showers before the ice phase was
present at -~ C. 1n an eighth case study of a
vigorous cloud which grew from 5.7 to 9 km in 10
minutes, Koenig (1962), found large numbers
supercooled water drops in the interior of the
cloud throughout its active life while small, dry
solid particles were found on the edges. When the
cloud started to decay, the mixed phase spread to
the interior.
The PACE microphysical observations, obtained
with the PMS probes, (Johnson, 1980) lend support
to the general pattern deduced by Koenig although
they were from larger and more vigorous cloud systems and at slightly colder temperature. ~e
presence of significant amounts of supercooled
water inferred from "streamers" (associated with
shedding of liquid water from the probe tips) was
frequently noted. The onset of glaciation, usua11y as frozen drops or graupel, was most often
found to occur in the later passes through a
cloud, as the updraft began to weaken. On occasion, as the updraft
died, a "shower"
of
millimeter-~zed ice pellets in concentrations of
over I000 m were detected with little or no evidence of supercooled liquid water.

There is strong evidence from these projects,
that the liquid water c~ntent is very frequently
greater than the I g m- criterion in midwestern
convective clouds. However the PEP measurements
also indicate that the cloud water content
represents
only a fraction of the condensate
around the freezing level. The cloud water fraction, CW/TW, (ratio of the average CW to average
TW) was less than 0.25 in half the cloud cells,
and less than 0.5 in 94Z of the cells. Moreover,
the findings from PACE and PEP suggest that the
cloud water content decreases with height above
the freezing level.
5.

Ml CROPHYSICAL ~ta-~stS

Measurements of the detailed microphyeics in
midweatern clouds have been fragmentary. They
ganerally have been limited to a particular size
range.
Cloud droplet
concentrations
measured 1.6 to
2.1 km above the bases of small cumulus congestus
varied cloud-to-cloud,
and day-to-day, during
METROMEX (Dytch, 1977~.
Daily averages were
between 355 and 549 cm- . The cloud droplet concentrations reported by Battan and Reitan (1957)
in small cumulus congestus
(measu.r~ement
level unknown) were somewhat less;
250 cm-J. for clouds
that
did not develop echoes and 188 cm -~ for those that
did.

The evolution of glaciation appeared to be
different in convective elements embedded in stratiform layers which were observed on two PACE
flights. Between active cells there were large
numbers of millimeter-sized crystals and/or aggregates which appeared to mix into the convective
cores growing up through the stratiform layers.
In the convective cores, the crystals showed evidence of riming, eventually producing large pellets, with no serious depletion of the cloud
liquid water content. Koenig (1962) found similar
hydrometeors in embedded convection, with some of
the cores containing no ice while they remained
above the general layer. Solid hydrometeors were
a mix of small pellets and flake-like solids
which, Koenig hypothesized, were loose aggregates
of rimed crystals.

On the basis of data from 133 traverses
through 58 deep cumulus congestus and small
cumulonimbus during Whitetop, Brown and Braham
(1963) concluded that nearly every cloud of this
type contains large particles (d > 250 pm) in the
upper levels at some point in their evolution.
Over 40Z of their sample developed la_r~e particle
concentrations
of at least 100_3m
and 20Z
developed concentrations of I000 m or more.
There was also significant horizontal variability
in concentration,
particularly
for very large
par-
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PRECIPITATIO][ IIIITIATIOIi:

and thus colder, than those in isolated systems.
Evidence of meso- end macro-scale influences is
also found in da~-to-dsy differences
in FEs.
Johnson and Dunge~ (1978) found that the daily
average top heights of Nhitetop and METROMEX FEs
varied between I0.@00 amd 22,000 ft (3-6.7 km;
Fig. 6). They also found that colder first echoes
occurred on days with more echoes, which is most
likely to occur with convective organization.
Similarly the dail7 average temperatures of FE
tops reported b~ ~attan varied between -5.1 and
+6.9 C, and of basss between +4 and +14.7 C (Fig.
7). The variation~ im =he daily mean FE temperatures reflected shifts in the sample distributions
and were not due ~o rare events. However days
with the warmest
~irst
echoes
had the narrowest
distributions, wi~ almost all of the FEs originating entirely below the freezing level.

RADARFIRST ECHOES

The aircraft measurements indicate that precipitation may be initiated in Midwestern convective clouds by an all-water coalescence mechanism.
This is supported by radar studies of first echoes
(FE), i.e., initial detection of clouds by radar.
In a landmark paper, Battan (1953) reported that
the majority (56%) of FE’s detected during TSP
were at heights totally warmer than 0 C, a third
straddled the freezing level, and only a few percent were totally colder than 0 C. Results from a
number of subsequent studies have been in general
agreement with these findings, although not necessarily in detail (Table 3).
Table 3. Location of first echo formation.
(Taken from information In Battan, 1953;
Braham, ]964; and Braham and Dungey, 1978).
MMX (R) and }~1X (S) refer to subsamples
composed only of rural echoes (R) and only
of FEs less than 1 km in depth (S).

Numerical simulations of warm cloud processes
also have indicate,[ that dynamic influences are
important
in determiming
the level at which

a. Percent of First Echoes

Pro~_e
ct _
TSP
WTP
~IX
Y~IX(S)

Totally
_.~_._ Warm
112
20001
4553
486

56
50
40
69

Tota].ly
Cold
]I
10
7

2O
Straddles
0°C

=
N

33
40
53

b. Average Temperatures

]_~r%i.e
c__:_t__
_N__
TSP
97
M~X
4553
b~IX (R) 3413
~MX (S)
486

Top
oC

Base
oC

Dep th
km

0.4
-2.0’
-2.3
+2.02

I0.0
]i.0
10.8
6.4

1.7
2.2
2.2
0.7

20
15
HEIGHT(K ft)

10

Flexure6. .r’~:,~.’~g~cncy
distnib:~ion
dailya;.’.era;:~
co;z:: top heif~7"~ts
w’[ th ~one~h~ 2<) e.:~ko~s ,::f~rin.(~
and ME2R()~Vi;’X.~Ja.h~onand
1978.)

]Sample size not given, estimated from other
informat~on.
2Value of -2°C in paper is believed to be an
error in sign.

I

Temperatures at the tops of FEs detected in
the TSP, Whitetop, and METROMEX averaged between
0.4 C and -2.3 C and those at the bases were
between I0 and II C. However. the temperature
range for both tops and bases were very large: 24
to 26 C in the Thunderstorm data (Battan,1953)
and, in a very large sample, about 45 C in the
METROMEX data (Braham and Dungey, 1978). This
variability is due in part to the scan rate (time
between observations), customarily around 3-4
minutes. In most cases, a cloud will still be
developing and expanding when first reaching radar
detectability, so top and base temperatures will
depend in part on when during the scan interval
the FE was observed. Battan’s data had scan rates
which varied between 15 sac and 3.25 min. His FEs
tended to be warmer and shal lower than the
METROMEX FE which had scan rates of 3-4 min (Table
3). Braham and Dungey also found that the shallow
FEs in their sample were totally warmer than 0 C
more frequently than were the deeper ones.

I

~ ~"l--]-"-l
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I

I

I

i
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-]- I
I
i
I
I"--I
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I
I
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~ " ![
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OFFIRSTECHO

J._.._l...
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However, there is also evidence that meteorological factors may be responsible for some of the
variability
in FE heights and temperatures.
Changnon (1978) reported that FE bases and tops
organized storms in METROMEX were markedly higher,
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I _~.~... .1.__L.J._.~_~__.

.°. he, i,2.ht~of
to~>sand basesof .ci~stechoesan~:~t;h<.
,’~ 72 su~en~faysin Ohio.
the 7h~eezin;r~
i~::~),si,
.£r>:
The daily sa~,~.:~e .si~:s~s gioen above the date.
(Based on tabztl:,:~ionsin Battan, 1953.
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water drops freeze into graupel particles, at
temperatures of -5 to -I0 C within i0 to 15
minutes, proceeding very rapidly once initiated.
Riming and secondary ice particle production
are also features
of glaciation.

precipitation-sized
drops
will
first
develop
(Johnson and Dungey, 1978; Ochs and Semonin, 1979;
Johnson, 1982b). These model results indicate
that. with a stronger updraft, not only is the
echo top height increased, but the bases also
occur at greater heights, both because of the time
required for development of precipitation sized
drops through coalescence
and because of a
decrease in "sedimentation" of larger drops.

*

SUMMAltY

7.

The evidence cited above indicates
that
coalescence is an important precipitation mechanism in midwestern convective clouds, resulting in
the development of large water drops relatively
low in the cloud and without the involvement of
ice. This has been confirmed by theoretical calculations. Moreover the large drops thus produced
influence cloud glaciation, playing a dominant
role in cloud glaciation at relatively warm temperatures and apparently also determining, or at
least strongly influencing, the characteristic of
the early ice particles.

Review and distillation of the findings from
many studies of midwestern convective clouds have
led to a physically consistent picture of some of
the dominant features.
These are summarized
below. There remain many unknowns and many of the
deduced
characteristics need
confirmation.
Nevertheless we believe that, in most instances,
there is sufficient evidence for the development
of conceptual models and/or experimental designs
based on these features.
Most of the significant rain in the Midwest
comes from semi-organized lines or clusters of
energetic, non-severe, convective clouds. These
are composed of cells which undergo dynamic evolution from growth to dissipation in approximately
30 minutes. They grow in depth and breadth as new
cells develop adjacent to, or join with, preceding
ones. Individual clouds may last 1 to 2 hours, or
more as new cells develop and undergo their life
cycles.
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During the stages when there is visual evidence of active growth, well defined midwestern
convective clouds have the following internal
characteristics.
*

Cloud bases usually are at altitudes of I to
2 km and temperatures usually between 16 and
22 C.

*

Vigorous, buoyant, updrafts have dimensions
generally between I.~ and ~-5 km. Velocities
average about 2 m s-~ at cloud ~se
increasing with height to 9 m s _tat 7.5
km. They may reach 15 to 20 m s in some
instances. Peak thermal buoyancy ranges up
to 5 C with population average of 1 to 1.5 C.
Updraft velocities and thermal buoyancy tend
to be larger in more extensive updrafts.

*
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SOME CHARACTERISTICSOF RADAR FIRST ECHOES IN THE HIGH PLAINS
James R. Miller,Jr., and Paul L. Smith
Instituteof AtmosphericSciences
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
501 East St. Joseph Street
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701-3995

Abstract.Radar first echoes identifiedin northeastColoradoand
~outhwesternNorth Dakota convectiveclouds are examined.The first-echo
temperaturesin Coloradoappear relatedto thermodynamicenergy in the
soundingrather than to seedingeffects,when comparedto earlierSouth
Dakota studies. Mean first-echotemperaturesin North Dakota are related
to model-predictedmaximum updraft speeds.New echoes developingnear
existingradar echoes have lower temperaturesthan ones developingfar
away from existingechoes. These results suggest that cloud dynamics
play an importantrole in the temperatureand height of first-echoformation. About one-third of the first-echotemperaturesare higher than
-5°C, which suggeststhat collision-coalescence
rain processesmay be
importantin High Plains clouds.

1.

INTRODUCTION

First radar echoes in convectiveclouds have
been a subjectof study throughoutthe historyof
weather radar. In the early 1950’s, Reynolds and
Braham (1952) discussedthe significanceof initial radar echoes. The temperatureat which the
first echoes appear is importantsince it likely
reflectsthe primaryprecipitationformation
mechanismworkingin a young convectivecloud.
Battan (1953, 1963) interpretedthe observations
in terms of precipitationprocessesand subsequentlyrelated first-echoheightswith cloudbase heights. He found a significantrelationship, but only 23% of the varianceof first-echo
heightswas explainedby the cloud-baseheight.
Heightsof vigorousconvectivefirst echoes were
reportedby Browningand Atlas (1965);they also
summarizedpreviousfindings,includingthose of
Ackerman(1960). More recently, Braham and Dungey
(1978) and Ochs and Johnson(1980) noted again
that first echoes in the centralUnited States
tend to occur mainly below or around the O°C level
in the atmosphere.
First echoes in the Dakotas were discussed by
Dennis and Koscielski (1972) and Koscielski and
Dennis (1976). In the Dakota studies, temperatures at which seeded and natural first
echoes
appeared were compared. These studies suggest
that modified clouds produce first
echoes earlier
and at higher temperatures than untreated clouds.
Examination of the North Dakota Pilot Project
first-echo
data indicates that the primary precipitation
formation mechanism is an ice process,
but a sizable fraction of the first
echoes
appeared at temperatures higher than -5°C. The
time needed to grow sufficient
numbers of ice
particles large enough to be detected by typical
weather radars is on the order of a few minutes.
The updraft speeds and related vertical
echo
growth rates in typical High Plains convective
storms suggest that first
radar echoes detected at
or below the -5°C level are not likely
due to an

ice-phase process unless some kind of particle
recirculation
mechanism is involved. Along with a
lack of sufficient
natural ice-nuclei
active at
high temperatures, the frequent presence of high
temperature first
echoes suggests that the
condensation-coalescence or warm rain process may
be active in many High Plains convective clouds
This follows Battan’s (1963) finding suggesting
an active coalescence process in many cold or
supercooled clouds.
The purpose of the present study was to
examine first-echo
data from convective clouds in
northeast Colorado and North Dakota. This study
continues the search for explanations for observed
first-echo
temperatures. First echoes were tabulated from radar scan data collected during the
National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE)
Colorado and the North Dakota Cloud Modification
Project (NDCMP).
2.

NHRE FIRST ECHOES

An S-band, 10.7 cm radar with 1° beamwidthand
associatedprocessingequipmentdescribedby Foote
et al. (1976) was used to collectand preprocess
the northeast Colorado data. Representative
soundingdata were used to obtain environmental
temperaturescorrespondingto observedfirst-echo
heights. These sounding data were selected,
analyzed,and tabulatedby Fankhauseret al.
(1976).
A total of 188 first echoes were identified
and their heightstabulatedusing the 1973 and
1974 microfilmoutput of raster scan data: 41 in
1973, and 147 in 1974. To minimize the effects of
beam spreadingand radar sensitivityvariations
with range, only echoes within 80 km of the radar
were tabulated.The threshold reflectivitycontour
of the microfilm output was 25 dBz. The NHRE
first-echodata were discussedin Breed and Miller
(1981). A mean first-echoheight of 6.7 km MSL
for this two-yearNHRE data set resulted.
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Histograms of the first-echo
heights (FEH) and
temperatures (FET) are shown in Fig. I. Data
Fig. la and b summarize 41 first
echoes within the
primary NHREtarget area during times when cloud
seeding operations were being conducted (Sanborn
et al., 1976). Data in Fig. ic and d summarize
122 no-seed-day echoes and seed-day echoes which
occurred prior to any release of seeding agent.
All first
echoes occurring following the seeding
period were omitted from the no-seed category
because of possible contamination, which explains
why the total of 163 first
echoes included in
Fig. I is less than the total of 188 observed.
Means and standard deviations of the
first-echo
heights and corresponding environmental
temperatures are shown in the upper corner of each
panel in the figure.
A comparison of the mean
first-echo
temperatures and heights shows that
those echoes within the seeding period were
slightly
higher and colder than first
echoes on
no-seed days and seed days prior to the commencement of seeding. The difference
is opposite to
what one would expect from glaciogenic seeding,
and these results are diametrically
opposed to
the results of Dennis and Koscielski (1972) and
Koscielski and Dennis (1976) using data from
South and North Dakota, respectively.
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Table 1 shows the results of a t-test
used to
compare seed and no-seed, first-echo
characteristics,
with the probability
of a larger difference in FET being only 0.01. There are several
possible explanations for the observed seed/
no-seed differences
in first-echo
heights and
temperatures. Seeded convective elements might
experience an increase in updraft speed and convective circulation
as liquid water is changed to
ice, releasing the heat of fusion earlier in the
life of the updraft. A one-dimensional convective
cloud model suggests such a possibility
(Chang,
1976). That could carry the ice particles
to
higher altitudes
before they grow to radardetectable sizes. Orville
and Chen (1982), using
a 2-D, time-dependent cloud model, have also shown
slight changes in updraft speeds and the heights
of computed reflectivity
values in "seed" model
runs as compared to unseeded cases.
Another possible explanation is that a
difference was found between sounding parameters
on NHREseed and mo-seed days. More potential
energy, greater instability,
and greater low-level
moisture were found on seed days compared to noseed days (Crow eL al., 1979). Table i also shows
some comparisons between sounding parameters on
the NHREseed and no-seed days with first-echo
data. They indicate differences
similar to those
found by Crow e% al., but the only quantity
showing a possibly statistically
significant
difference between seed and no-seed days was the mean
thermodynamic petential
energy (m = 0.09). However, our analys~s of data from North Dakota
(Sec. 3) suggests that updraft speed computed
from a cloud model could be a more useful indicator of differences
among soundings. All of
these possibilities
imply that dynamical as well
as microphysical considerations
may influence
the occurrence of first
radar echoes.
The seeding techniques and procedures used on
the NHREproject were primarily
aimed at existing
echoes. It is likely
that the first
echoes called

-

TABLEI
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Mean Seed an~ No-Seed First-Echo Characteristics
and Mean Sounding Parameters on Days with
First Echoes (1973-74 NHREData)

Seed
No. Days with Observations

11

26

No. First

41

122

16.2

15.6

Echoes

Mean F. E. Time (hr MD1)
Mean F. E. Height (km)
Mean F. E. Temperature (:C)

0
HE!GHT(km)OF
FIRSTECHOES

0 -5 -I0 H5 -20 -25 -30 -35
TEMR(°C)
OFFIRSTECHOES

Fig. I: Histograms showing distributions
of:
a) First-echo heights for seeded NHREstorms;
b) First-echo temperatures for seeded NHREstorms
c) First-echo heights for non-seeded NHREstorms;
d) First-echo temperatures for non-seeded NHRE
storms.

6.81

6.58

t-test
Pr Level

0.08
0.09

-17.5

-14.7

0.01

~ F.E.H.

(km)

7.5

7.3

0.27

Min F.E.T.

(oC)

-21.1

-19.2

0.25

500 mb Temp (~C)

-9.4

-8,8

0.35

-~-.T.

-2.8

-2.2

0.21

(°C)

Therm, Energy (J/g)
Low-Level
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No-Seed

Moisture

(g/kg)

0.72

0.54

0,09

8.3

7.6

0.13

"seeded" in this study may wel| have been, for the
most part, natural first
echoes. It is also
possible that the seeding as practiced in NHREwas
ineffective
in inducing early glaciation
in the
clouds (e.g., Linkletter
and Warburton, 1977;
Stith et al., 1986). If either is the case, then
the appearance of higher and colder first
echoes
in the small "seed" sample would most likely be
due to the greater available potential
energy
(stronger vertical
air motion) on those days.
any event, the "seeded" first
echoes in northeast
Colorado did not follow the same trend as those
in the Dakotas,

seeded and non-seeded first
echoes (Table I), with
the former tending to occur slightly
later.
This
might favor lower first-echo
temperatures in
seeded clouds since storms tend to become more
organized later in the afternoon and the nearstorm environment results in stronger cloud
dynamics (e.g., reflected in stronger vertical
velocities).
3.

During the summer of 1982 an Enterprise WR-IO0
5-cm radar with 2° beamwidth was used to collect
data on convective storms in southwestern North
Dakota. Volume scans were made in I ° elevation
steps from I ° to 12° with a typical scan cycle
requiring
about 5 to 6 min. Data between ranges
40 and 140 km on twelve days resulted in identification
of 333 first
echoes. Those first
echoes were studied to gain some further insight
about the microphysical mechanisms at work in
North Dakota convective clouds.

In another study of NHREfirst
echoes in which
no separation was made between seed and no-seed
echoes, Breed and Miller (1981) found little
relationship between FET’s and various other cloud
base or sounding parameters. They also found no
correlation
between the height of the first
echo
above cloud base and any of those quantities.
"The comparisons of first
echoes and cloud base/
sounding parameters showed those data to have
little
or no value in predicting
or explaining
first-echo
characteristics."
Such a conclusion
would be consistent with the dominance of ice
processes in the development of precipitation.

First-echo heights were determined by taking
the height at the strongest portion of a firstobserved radar echo. For the most part, this was
just at or above the middle level of the echo.
Temperatures corresponding to the observed first
radar echo heights were taken from the closest (in
time) rawinsonde data for Bismarck, North Dakota..
Following the usual practice in such studies, no
correction was made for possible higher in-cloud
temperatures. Histograms of the first-echo
temperatures are shown in Fig. 3. Seeding was conducted in the NDCMP,but no separation of seeded
and unseeded echoes was made in the data because
only a few echoes could be identified
as having
been seeded prior to appearance.

A plot of mean first-echo
height versus time
of day (Fig. 2) shows that the first-echo
height
peaks in the late afternoon and begins to decline
in the evening hours. This might be expected
since the strength of convection is related to the
daily radiation
budget. There was a slight difference between the mean time of occurrence of

I

1

NDCMP
FIRST ECHOES

Examination of the 1982 NDCMPfirst-echo
data
in Fig. 3 shows considerable scatter in the temperatures. Approximately 38% of the first
echoes
form at temperatures ~ -5°C. These results are in
agreement with the study of first
echoes by
Koscielski and Dennis (1976) using unseeded 1972
North Dakota data. There is very little
chance
that ice-forming nuclei are the direct cause of
first
echoes at temperatures ) -5°C. It is more
likely
that giant condensation nuclei or other
warm precipitation
formation processes are

I

7.5--

N : 163

4.5
I000

1200

14.00
1600
1800
HOUROF DAY(MDT)

2O00

Fig. 2: Mean NHREfirst-echo
heights as a
function of time of observations.
The extended
vertical lines indicate standard deviations.

Fig. 3: Percentagefrequency distributionof
NOCMP first echoes vs. temperature.The median
first echo temperaturewas o8.2°C.
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as a function of the distance to the nearest
existing radar echo. These revealed a tendency
for lower first-echo
temperatures when the first
echo was nearer to an existing radar echo. Dayto-day correlation
coefficients
(r) varied from
-0.19 to +0.42 with a mean of 0.18. Though weak,
this suggests that first-echo
temperatures are
lower if the echo is developing in close proximity
to existing echoes. When all days’ data were
combined, the correlation
coefficient
was only
0.13.

responsible for these first
radar echoes. Another
possibility
is that recirculating
ice particles
grow to detectable sizes in subsequent updrafts;
this possibility
would be supported if highertemperature first
echoes were found in new growth
regions close to existing echoes.
Table 2 shows a day-by-day summary of the mean
FEH’s and FET’s, including the number of first
echoes identified
on each day. The overall mean
FET is about 6° higher than that found in the NHRE
data (Fig. i), but the NHREobservations were only
from days declared to be potential
hail days.
Examination of these data suggests considerable
variability
among days and within days. One day
(6 July) stands out as having conspicuously high
first-echo
temperatures together with low. standard
deviation.
First-echo
temperatures vary from
+13°C to -43°C, and individual
case studies would
likely
show evidence for recirculation,
warm-rain
processes, ice-phase processes, and mixed-phase
microphysical processes all at work. Such
variations suggest that investigating
relationships to other meteorological variables should
point toward further understanding of the firstecho observations.

Figure 4 shows the distribution
of the number
of observed first
radar echoes as a function of
the distance to a previously existing echo. Most
first
echoes appear close to existing echoes,
where the atmosphere is already supporting mature
convection. This suggests that supporting mesoscale or local-scale
forcing functions (i.e.,
established convergence patterns) are more conducive to new convective growth and development
than the surrounding atmosphere. The first
echoes
were then classified
as close (<i0 km) to a nearby
echo or far away (>i0 km) from the nearest echo,
a division that split the sample roughly in half.
Cumulative frequency distributions
of FET’s were
then generated and are shown in Fig. 5. Nedian
FET’s were -10.3°C for 150 "nearby" echoes and
-6.5°C for 179 more distant echoes. This behavior
is counter to that expected if recirculation
processes were important. These data again suggest a dynamic effect on FET, and indicate that
the updraft velocitiesof convectiveactivity
developingclose to existingconvectionmay be
much strongerthan those in convectiondeveloping
some distancefrom establishedradar echoes.

An earlier attempt using the NHREdata (Breed
and Miller,
1981) failed to identify
any definitive FEH/FET predictors,
but an effort was made to
continue the search using other quantities as
possible predictors.
First,
scatter plots were
generated showing observed first-echo
temperatures

TABLE2

The lowest-temperature
first
echoes, those
below -30°C, occurred close to existing echoes
(within I0 km) and during the time of peak surface

Summaryof DickinSon
1982FirstEchoesby Day

DATE

N

FE---~- SD*

FE’T

June I0

31

4.3

i.I

- 9.8

7.3

June II

49

4.3

I.I

- 9.7

7.3

June 13

28

5.5

I.i

-13.0

7.7

June 14

36

4.7

1.4

- 8.5

8.7

June 15

21

5.4

1.4

-13.2

8.6

June 22

8

5.5

1.6

-10.2

9.9

4O
0
z
3O

Z

June 23

26

5.5

1.6

- 9.5

June 26

36

4.9

1.2

- 7.0

7.0

June 28

25

5.3

1.5

- 8.4

9.5

July 5

20

5.8

2.0

- 9.1

14.9

July 6

19

3.5

0.7

- 0.4

4.4

July 8

34

5.9

1.7

-12.9

11.3

4.99

1.50

- 9.3

9.4

TOTAL/MEAN333

50-

SD*

/i X/l~

20

//

i0.I

/,

,////1:
10-

~///,

0
0

20

40

60

DISTANCE
TO NEAREST
ECHO (km)
Fig. 4: Frequency distribution
of NDCMPfirst
radar echoes vs. distance to nearest existing
echo.

*SD = Standard
Deviation
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80

DICKINSON

temperature (1400-1600 MDT). This is in agreement
with other studies of first
echoes in strong convective situations
(Changnon and Stout, 1964;
Browning and Atlas, 1965). These and some other
first
echo studies are summarized in Table 3.
First echoes in severe storm environments are
often found to occur at very low temperatures,
< -30°C.

1982

lOO

8o

A plot of mean FET versus the distancebetween
the first echo and the nearestexistingradar echo
is shown in Fig. 6. Although the scatter about
the means is large (standarddeviationsare about
10C°), the data furthersupportthe indications
that the near-cloudenvironmentis very important
in explainingFET’s. The curve in Fig. 6 suggests
that the strengthof convectionin the 20 to 50 km
distancefrom existingechoes may be somewhat
suppressed,and there is just a hint that convection is slightlystimulatedin the 50 to 80 km
range. In a future study, mesoscale factors
should be consideredto refine these suggestions.

20-

10

0

-10

-20

-30

-40

FET(<’C)

The search for predictors for FET’s continued.
Rawinsonde data taken at Dickinson were used as
input to a one-dimensional, steady-state cloud
model (Hirsch, 1971). Soundings in 1982 were
typically
run at 0900 MDT(1500 GMT) each day and
subsequently at 3-hourly intervals
until 1800 MDT
if convection was likely
or in progress. Cloudmodel predictions of maximumupdraft velocities

Fig. 5: Cumulative frequency distributions
of
NDCMP
first-echo
temperatures for "nearby" echoes
(distance to nearest echo (<i0 km, solid line)
and more distant echoes (distance ()I0 km, dashed
line).
Median FET was -I0.3°C for nearby echoes
and -6.5°C for more distant echoes.

TABLE 3
Summaryof First-EchoStudiesin ConvectiveClouds

Location
New Mexico
Massachusetts
Ohio
Arizona
Arizona
t
Illinois
t
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Natural
Agl Seeded
Salt Seeded
North Dakota
Natural
Seed Days
NE Colorado(NHRE)
Natural
Seed Days
North Dakota
All Data

No, of
First Echoes
12
2
123
357
294 bottoms,
289 tops
I
3

FET I°C)

FEH (km)

-10"(-13top)
MISG
+5(+11.7botton,+2.1 top)
-1(+4.4bottom,-7.2 top)
-3.7(+4.1bottom,-11.6 top)

6.7
4.3
3.7
5.2
MISG

Workmanand Reynolds(1949)
Hilst and McDowell(1950)
Battan(1953)
Braham(1958)
Ackerman(1960)

10.7
8.7

Changnonand Stout (1964)
Browningand Atlas (1965)
Dennis and Koscielski(1972)

<-40
-30

78
34
60

-14.8
- 7.4
- 3.1

6.2
5.4
4.9

40
93

-10.8
- 5.3

5.2
4.4

122
41

-14.7
-17.6

6.6
6.8

333

-.9.3

5.0

Source

Koscielskiand Dennis(1976)
(1973-74data)
(1982data)

*-10°C value is from "extrapolationof radiosondedata for the base of the cloud to the point in
question,using pseudo-adiabatic
lapse rates" (Workmanand Reynolds,1949, p. 142).
@These data from severe-stormconvection.
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were generated and compared with those FET observations relatively
near in time to the sounding
time. Table 4 shows the dates and times of available sounding data, the numbers of corresponding
FET observations, the mean FET for each sounding
period, and the model-predicted maximumupdraft
velocity (Wmax, m s-I).
(A 2-km diameter updraft
was assumed for the model calculations.)

Fig. 7: Plot of model-predicted maximumupdraft
velocity vs. mean observed first-echo
temperature.
4. DISCUSSION

Figure
7 shows a plot of model-predicted Wma
x
versus mean FET. The correlation
coefficient
of
0.82 suggests that such cloud-model output statistics
may well prove to have stronger predictive
potential than other traditional
meteorological
quantities.
It also provides a further indication
that a supposedly "microphysical"
quantity, firstecho temperature, is strongly influenced by
dynamical factors.

Examination of the data in Table 3 shows that,
in most cases, the first-echo
temperatures indicate a preponderance of evidence for ice-phase
processes to be working in continental convective
clouds. However, sufficient
data exist, in the
Ohio and Arizona studies at least, to indicate
that warm-rain processes are also important, in
agreement with Reynolds and Braham (1952), and
must not be neglected in the study of microphysical cloud/precipitation
processes. Additional
evidence in the distributions
of FEH’s and FET’s
reveals that from 25% to near 40% of northern
High Plains first
echoes (in South Dakota and
North Dakota studies) suggest the possible
importance of warm-rain processes as well.

TABLE4
Summary of First-EchoTemperatures
and Model Maximum Updraft Speeds

This study of first echoes suggeststhat:

Date

~

Sonde
No.
Time Echoes

Mean
FET

Times
of FE’s

T~?T

~

~

(m -~
)

22 June

1800

8

-10.1

1544-1725

26.4

23 June

0900

i

-12.5

1549

21.5

23 June

1200

12

-11.2

1154-1428

14.9

23 June

1500

7

- 8.0

1447-1548

12.3

23 June

1800

6

- 4.7

1633-1830

5.6

26 June

1500

36

- 6.0

1414-2051

9.5

28 June

1200

3

- 5.1

1922-2021

7.5

29 June

1100

22

- 7.6

2047-0424

13.7

4 July

1800

ii

-16.8

2350-0118

24.9

5 July

0900

9

- 3.9

0244-0327

10.9

6 July

0900

19

- 0.6

1538-1713

8.1

8 July

1500

24

-13.5

1446-1629

26.7

8 July

1800

i0

-12.2

1641-1942

14.3

TOTAL....

a)

Cloud Model
Wma
x

Early precipitation
formation zones
are higher in clouds which form in
the near vicinity
of existing
convective storms.
Cloud dynamics set the stage for
subsequent microphysical processes,
and may well frustrate
attempts to
follow such processes using simple
first-echo
observations or periodic
aircraft
penetration measurement
techniques. Development of improved
radar and other remote sensing equipment and techniques that will be able
to distinguish
among particle
types
may be necessary to give more
definitive
answers.
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c)

One-dimensional, cloud-model-predicted
updraft speeds show potential
for use
as predictors in helping to explain
observed early echo development in
Northern Plains convective storms.

d)

Weather modification
research and
operations should take account of

the nearly one in three clouds
whose first-echotemperatures
suggestwarm-rainprocessesat
work.
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T~q~TERTLME CHARAC~fERISTIC~ OF SUPERCOOLED LIQUID
WATER OVER THE GR~ND ~SA OF WESTERN COLOR~DO
Bruoe A. Boe and Arlin B. S _uper
Bureau of ~clamation
Montrose Skywater Office
Montrose, Colorado 81401

Abstract. Wintertime st~oercooled liquid water (Sl],l) observations have been made over the
Grm~d ~sa of Colorado from early ].983 through ~nrch 1985. Measurements were made with
aircraft, microwave radiometers, and tc~ger-mounted icing meters. Results of analyses of
this large data set are stmmmrized. It was found that SIA ~ was produced largely when 70 kPa
-1,
winds measured by Grand Junction rawinsondes were southwesterly and in excess of i0 m s
and ~]en the air approaching the 5~sa at the s~m~e level was near saturation. Aircraft
n~.asurem~nts indicated that SLW was primarily limited to above, and just upwind of the ~sa,
except during some periods of prolonged synoptic-scale cloudiness. Highest SLW contents
were generally recorded at the lowest levels sanpled. Over a five m~nth period, micrc~zave
radiometers recorded SI}~ over the ~Vesa 29% of the time, in a total of 1].5 episodes. Hourly
averages of vertically integrated SLW were as high as 1.07 ram, but the median was 0.08 ram.
Half of all episodes lasted less than 3 h, while 12% lasted longer than 12 h. Eighty percent
of the hours with positive average SI]~ were contained within episodes of 5 h duration or
longer. ~ne SI~$ flux, if converted to snowfall over a 10 km distance, w<]u!d be approximately
half the natural precipitation.
1.

Utah State Uhiversity (USU). Both units operate
at the 20.6 and 31.65 <~]z bands. Blowers were
implemented to keep the radiometer ref].ectors
clean. The Bureau unit was used dinting the
months of Nov~r and Dece~ber 1983, end the USU
unit was used from Jantu~ry dnrou,oh March of 1985.
Both units were operated in the verticallypointing mode near Island Lake, just south of and
about 120 m below the ~~sa top (Fire. I). Thus,
measurements represented the ve_<tically integrated
supercooled liquid water from the surfaee to cloud
top. The two u~.its were operated side-by-side
during May 1985. The resulting liquid water
measurements agreed well and were consistent,
even during periods of con%~ction.
Airborne measurement~ of liquid water were
made during portions of the months of January,
February, November, and Deoember 1983, by the
university of North Dakota’s Citation II cloud
physics aircraft. Data from a Johnson-Willi~mms
(J-W) hotwire sensor and a N~semount icinm rate
meter were suppl6mented by integrated FSSP data.
Additional SLW measurements were obtained by
a tower-meunted ~osemount model 87].CB1 icing rate
meter. The icing rate meter consists of an exposed metal rod, upon which ~irborne s ~upercooled
water accretes, h’hen a given mass (determined by
wind tunnel calibration) has accreted, the sensor
"trips", heating sufficiently to shed the ice.
The icing rate n~ter was affixed at the 70 m level
to a tower atom the Gr~nd 5~sa, and yielded data
throu~% the winter of 1984-85.

I~F ~ODUCI’I
ON

The importance of supercooled liguid water
(Sl]~) to wintertime orographic weather modification
potential is well recogr/zed (Gr~mnt and Kahan,
].974; Cooper and ~arwitz, 1980). As part of the
assessm=_nt of wintertL~e seeding potential over
the Grand 5~sa of west-central Colorado, the Bureau
of Reclamation’s Colorado _River Augmentation
Demonstration Program (C~\DP) has been monitoring
liquid water and other parameters of interest on
and near the Mesa during the winter months since
early ].983. ~]]is paper sunmarizes this work, some
of which has appeared in conference preprints, and
much of which is documented in Bureau of Reclamation internal memmranda.
~l~e ultimate goal of this applied research is
to inprove the wintertime orographic seeding technology applicable to the Upper Colorado River
basin. Demand for water within the Colorado River
Basin is anticipated to exceed present supplies
early in the next century, due to rapidly expanding
population, and increasing useage by ind[~try and
agriculture (Lease, 1985).
’lhe Grand Mesa is a high, flat-topped barrier,
averaging about 3200 m msl. Upper air flow is not
blocked by upwind barriers for flow from the north,
west, or south. The top is accessible year-around
by an all-weather highway. Airport facilities at
Montrose and Grand Junction allow prompt access by
aircraft.
Measurements of SI~~ have been made over the
Mesa by aircraft-borne sensors, and on the Grand
5~sa by microwave radiometers and t<x4er-mo[mted
icing rate meters.
2.

3.

~%TEOROLOGICAL CdNDITICNS THAT P~ODUCE SLW

A number of ~amic and ther~oc~amic variables were examined to define those meteorological conditions most likely to result in the
production of si%n%ificant sr~9. Data obtained by
National Weather Service (~4S) ram~insondes released from Wa.U~er Field (G/F) near Grand
Junction, Colorado, were utilized to obtain the
70 kPa winds, temioeratures, and dew points.
Additional wind data collected at tlne 70 m level
on a tower atop the .,Mesa, as well as tempe~ rature

INST_~J~fATION

The primary sensor ~ed in the measurement of
SI]{ over the Grand Mesa has been the dual-charm.el
microwave radiometer. Z~o similar units of the
type discusse~ by Hogg, et al. (1983), have been
used at different times on t/~e Mesa.
One radiometer was that c~ned and operated by
the Bureau of Rec]_amation, the ot]%er was owned by
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Fig. i. Colorado River Augmentation Demonstration Program (CRADP) field site on the Grand
Mesa of western Colorado.
trough passages, and the other 6 were with low
pressure centers closed at the 70 kPa level.
Nineteen of the episodes were linked to 70 kPa
winds from the south or southwest, while only
3 were concomitant with northerly or northwesterly
winds.
The vertical motions associated with the
upper air features frequently confined with
orographically induced motions to produce substantial SLW episodes. In the absence of the
troughs and lows, significantly less SLW was
observed, if any was detected at all.
Infrequent exceptions to this were some
convective cases, which were observed in the
absence of significant winds or upper air features.
b~mentary peaks of SLW near i. 0 ~n were occasionally recorded, but the hourly averages in such
cases were invariably an order of magnitude less.
Often, the above parameters were at or near
their required values, but little or no SLW was
detected by the radiometer. Precipitation
records from a nearby gauge were examined, only to
find that many of these "enigmatic" cases were
periods of significant, even heavy Drecipitation.
In plots of hourly averages of SI]{ vs crossbarrier wind flow (not shown) , scatter was
greatly reduced by excluding periods when precipitation rates atop the Mesa exceeded

and precipitation data from near the Grand Mesa
Observatory (GMO) were also used (see Fig. l).
release point of the COT rawinsondes is 44 km west
of the GMO.
The distribution of winds recorded by the CJT
soundings was exantined for 417 h when the average
SLW recorded by a microwave radicmeter was
->0.01 ram. Virtually all hours when SLW was
detected had 70 kPa winds frc~ between 195 and 315
degrees true. Within this 120 degree window, 154
of the hours (37%) occurred with winds between 210
and 240 degrees. The mean speed of the SLW-I
producing
.
winds was 10.4 m s
A second important ingredient for SLW production was, not surpl~isingly, moisture. Significant SLW was seldom observed when the GJT 70 kPa
temperature-dewpoint depmession was > 5°C.
Virtually no SLW was observed when ~ratures atop the Mesa were colder than -14°C,
though 18% of all hours during the 5 month period
were at least this cold. The greatest SLW production was always coincident with Mesa top temperatures in the -4 to -10oc range.
In addition, SLW production on the Grand Mesa
is linked to the passage of short-wave troughs or
low pressure centers. Of the 23 heaviest SLW
episodes recorded during the winters of 1983-84
and 1984-85, 17 were associated with short-wave
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0.15 nm h-I. A large number of hours during which
little SI.~ was obse~red concomitant with significant cross-barrier wind were thus eliminated from
the plots. However, over 50% of the high-SLW data
were also eliminated, which demonstrates that much
SLW was often present even during periods of significant natural precipitation.
Rauber, et al. (1984), found that in the Park
Range of the northern Colorado ~ockies, intense
storm periods with hea~y precipitation had little
liquid water. This appears at times to be true
also over the Grand 5~sa, but the large number of
exceptions implies that, unlike the Park Range,
significant SIA~ may exist even during some periods
of hea\q~ natural precipitation¯
4.
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Liquid water measurements recorded by aircraft
flights over the Grand .Mesa were classified as
either along-axis (southwesterly winds) or crossaxis (north or northwesterly winds), based upon
aircraft-measured winds in free air upwind.
Flight altitudes were normally 3.7 km msl, 300 m
above the highest terrain, and sometimes at 300 m
increments above that level ~en cloud depths
warranted. Headings were normally parallel to the
free air winds.
For each kilometer along each pass over the
Mesa, liquid water anounts were averaged and
classified as either: (a) no liquid water, (b)
trace to 0.2~ m-3, (c) >0.2 to 0.4 g -3, or
(d) > 0.4 g -~. These values were derived
prink%rily from the J-W probe data, which suffer
from zeroing errors and other problems (Strapp and
Scheme_nauer, ].982) and hence have only semiquantitative validity. The distribution of
liquid water for along’axis cases is sh~4n in
Fig. 2. Based on about 35 passes at 3.7 to
4.1 km msl, the highest liquid water contents
(LWC) were found above t_he Mesa top, from the
soutJ~wester~ edge to about 30 km downwind. Of
the 15 passes made at 4.4 km and above, the
greatest LWC was observed near the upwind edge
(Holroyd and Super, 1984). Coincident measurements
of SI]~ made by the radiometer were in reasonable
agreen~nt with the aircraft values.
Since the greater amounts of SLW were most
often recorded on the l~4est passes, the possibility ~xists of clouds being too warm to seed
with silver iodide (AgI). Surface temperatures
recorded during SI]{ episodes were m~st often
between -4 and -10oc, and a cloud 300 m thi~
(the height of the lowest passes above the highest
terrain on the Mesa top) would likely be no colder
than -6 to -12oc. In the warmer cases, seeding
with dry ice might be required.
The cross-axis distribution of I]4C varied
depending on the cloud type over the Mesa at the
time of sampling. November and December ]_983 were
typified by orographic cap clouds (Fig. 3) , and
much narrcxger distribution was observed with an
attendant lee wave cloud downwind. J~nuary and
February. 1983 were dominated by synoptic-scale
cloudiness (Fig. 4) , and significant LWC was
found both upwind and downwind of the M~sa. Subsidence dramatically reduced the I~C within 7 km
of the southern edge of the Mesa top in both
periods.
Wind roses (not shown) were constructed from
data collected ~y sensors 70 m and 16 m agl at the
GMD for periods of SI/4 production. Whereas the
mean GJT 70 kPa wind vector for this period was
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210 degrees at 12.4 m s-1 , the vector recorded by
the 70 m sensor w6u~ 180 degrees at 7.9 m s-i, a
rotation of 30 degrees. ~ne 16 m sensor recorded
a vector of 165 demrees at 5.2 m s-I which is
perpendicular to ~ne .Mesa axis at t~he C/JD. Some
turning of the winds was obser~ved in the aircraft
wind data, which also suggested deceleration
(dam~ing) on the ~ind side, and acceleration
the lee.
Thus, a southwest wind upwind of the Mesa
will likely become a southerly, or even southeasterly wind at lower levels over it. SLW
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periods of liquid water were <0Oc 98% of the time;
therefore, the liquid water recorded by the radiometers can be considered supercooled.

CROSS-AXIS LIQUID WATER
SYNOPTIC SCALE CLOUDINESS

10
0

5.1

The distribution of SLW amounts is shown in
Fig. 5. The nt=~lian value is 0.08 nm. Only 5% of
the 958 h were >.50 ram, while 57% indicated .i0 m
or less. The greatest hourly average was 1.07 mm
(Super and Holroyd, 1985).
To put these amounts into perspective, consider a hs~othetical environment that is shearfree, with the wind speed from the surface u~ard
being constant and equal to that measured by the
sensor 70 m agl at the ~40. The SI]’~ flux frcm
the radiometer to cloud top and perpendicular to
the wind would then be the integrated SLW multiplied by the wind speed. If one assumes that all
the SLW flux might be precipitated uniformly
within a i0 km distance (approximately the crossaxis width of the Mesa), an upper limit on seeding
potential can be estimated.

~m
SE

NW
0
Fig. 4.

2O

m

Cross-axis distribution of
liquid water observed during
~rtherly flow cases with
predominantly synoptic-scale
cloudiness. Passes were made
at 3.7 and 4.1 km msl.
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generated in such cases probably does not remmin
over the ~esa as long as Fig. 2 suggests, but
rather passes over the Mesa in a n~re direct
fashion. Similar effects were observed on the
north side of the Mesa; the lower winds became
perpendicular to the _Mesa as they approached it.
Even southwest flow entering the "convergence
notch" between the arms of the Mesa probably
crosses the Mesa and descends on the north side
relatively quickly. This rapid transit and
descent may pose a targetting problem, as the
time available for newly nucleated crystals to
grown in an SI~-rich environment will be relatively short, on the order of 0.5 h given an
-I
average
.
cross-barrier wind component of l0 m s
None of the aircraft LWC data were oollected
during any of the 23 previot~sly-identified
episodes of heavy SI]{, though two flights were
made in conditions that later developed into major
episodes. Most of the heavy SLW episodes occurred
with GJT 70 kPa winds from more southerly directions than sampled by the aircraft. Significant
icing did occur on several occasions, and in one
instance a flight was terminated due to heavy
icing, which suggests that research aircraft may
not be able to remain on station during the
heaviest SLW episodes.
5.

Distribution of SLW Amounts

0
0.0
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Fig. 5. Distribution of 1 h avera~e~
of supercooled liquid water
(SI]4) recorded by micrewave
radiometer for 958 h during
November and December 1983,
and January through 5~rch
1985.

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF SLW

For the January through March 1985 period
during which the 70 m wind sensor was in operation, 423 h with average SLW ->0.01 nm were
recorded. As measured by a high-resolution precipitation gauge near the radiometer, 275
of precipitation actually fell during these three
months. The maximum additional precipitation
that might be obtained by conplete precipitation
of the SLW flux within I0 km is 127 nm (Fig. 6).
This amounts to an additional 46%, most of which
would be derived when SIA,~ anounts of 0.30 mm or
less were recorded by the radiometer. The
higher SLW anounts did not generally contribute
significantly to the total flux. The exception
was a single 5 h period in late 5~arch during
which SI]{ between . 80 and .90 mm was recorded,
which accounted for 15% of the total flux.

Radiometer data were recorded as two-minute
averages, and subsequently averaged to the nearest
0.01 r~n for 1 h intervals for the periods of
November and December 1983, and January through
March of 1985. Periodic tipping curves were constructed to maintain proper calibrations. The
radiometers were always operated in a verticallypointing mode. In the absence of liquid water,
the liquid values recorded were slightly negative
or zero. Thus, any positive 1 h average represented the actual presence of liquid water.
Over the five months, valid data were
recorded for 3351 h, or 92% of all possible hours,
of which 958 h (29%) had average liquid water
ar~unts of 0.01 ma or more. Surface ter~eratures
recorded at the GMD (elevation 3290 m) ~ring
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Flux of superoooled liquid
water (Si~?) distributed evenly
over a i0 km distance downwind
of the radiometer. C~%lculations
were based on integrated SIM
measured by micro.4ave radiometer,
and winds recorded 70 m agl atop
the Gr~nd Mesa during January
dnrough Fmrdn ].9 85. The 12 7 ~n
of precipitation calculated was
46% of the 275 ~m dnat was
actually recorded by a nearby
high-resolution gauge.
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~,.~ile over 50% of the episodes
were less than 3 h duration,
80% of the hours of SLW were
recorded within episodes
longer than 5 hours.
might be considerably less, as the
annt~nts in any given episode frenot occur at the episode onset~ but
hours later.

Rose]mount Icing Rate 5i~ter

Distribution of SLW Episodes
Wind tunnel calibrations sh~ed that the
Rosemount icing rate meter would "trip" at a~n
average loading of 0.09 g. Approximate values
of liquid water concentration (i~qC) were ca!culated from the nmnber of trips in 1 h, using
the formula:

.An episcde of SLW ~aus defined as the continuous presence of SLW as ~easured by the radio_meter, uninter~pted for longer */n~n 2 h. If SI}~
was again detected within 2 h, the episode was
considered to be contim~us. Using this somewhat
arbitra~ definition, many hours usually pa~sed
prior to the onset of another episode. Periods
of missing data were ignored. Hours of valid data
i~mediately preceding or following missing data
were not evaluated due to episode length ambiguity.
The c~mulative distribution of the 115 SLW
episodes recorded during the 5 .month period is
sh~.an in Fig. 7 (solid line). Fifty percent
the episodes were < 3 h in duration, while only
12% were 12 h duration or lon_qer. The longest
episode was 41 h.
If one considers not the number of episodes,
but rather the num[~r of hours contained in the
episodes of any given duration, the perspective
changes considerably. For ~<a~ple, Fig. 7 show~
that 50% of all Si~.~ e~isodes were 3 h, but the
number of hours contained within episodes of 3 h
and less was only ].4% of the total hours of SI]4!
Thus, the cumulative distribu%ion of hours of SLW
shows that 50;}~ of all hours of SI]4 were contained
in episodes 15.7 h and longer (Fig. 7, dashed
line)
The SL}; episodes longer than 5 h comprised
80% of ~<e total ho:~Ts, so the time available for
mn effective seeding response was often greater
than originally thought. A 2 h time lapse from
the detection of SLW to the onset of effective
nucleation (by see~J_ng) would result in 210
(24%) being "missed". q~ne impact in terms

u~c= (nm)/(c~s)

(i)

where n is the n~ber of trips in 1 h, m is the
mass loa~iing constant, herein 0.09 g, c is the
number of seconds in 1 h, A is the cross-sectional area of the pl~]be (i. 77 ~2), and s is the
wind speed in m s-I . Simplifying,
i~gC ( g -3) =0.]_41 n/s

(2)

This value is an hotmly average and caution
must be used in its interpretation. In some
cases a portion of t/~e ice accreted prior to a
trip may have been deposited during the previous
hour. This is b.i_chly prcbable, especially in l~.z
icing rates.
%~e icing rate meter tripped during ].03 h of
January, FebruarF, and Mar~h ].985. This is just
7.8% of the total hours in the 3 m~nth period,
and less than one-third the fre~uen~y of events
reoorded by the radiometer during the same priod.
The radiometer often detected ST_.W when the icing
rate meter did not, especially when win~s were
from the south or southwest. It is ~..robable
that the SI]{ was being naturally depleted prior
to reaching the icing rate meter, as the ~ is
less than 2 km frf~m the radiometer, and at a
higher elevation. ~re likely, the st~gereooled
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cloud simply lay above the 70 m sensor height,
which was thus not exposed to the icing ~onditions.
This has been observed by personnel atop the Mesa
in some cases.
A serious drawback to the icing rate meter is
that it senses at a single point and relies upon
the wind, whereas the radicmeter sample volume is
a slender cone and independent of the wind. This
suggests that such meters should be installed as
far above the surface as practical, so that they
are subjected to the maximum number of events.
In addition, anounnts of rime below the instrument
threshold of detection may accrete and later sublimate, and thus never be recorded.
In northerly flow t/~e radiometer normally
recorded SI~ concomitant with icing by the
F~oseao[mt sensor. However, the icing rate meter
did record significant icing in northerly flow
during 9 h when the radiometer detected no SI~.
Subsidence of the cloud on the south side of the
Mesa may have contributed to the discrepancy
(see Fig. 3). If subsidence associated with
northerly flc~ is occasionally sufficient to
eradicate the SLW prior to its pa~ssage over the
radiometer, it is possible that greater seeding
potential exists for these cases than is otherwise
indicated. Conditions were correct for hoarfrost
formation during 4 of the 9 hours, which may have
contributed to the icing in tho~e cases.

The seeding potential over the Grand Mesa
appears quite prc~ising, based on radiometer and
aircraft data from two winters. ~k~re needs to be
learned about the flow patterns over and aro~md
the Mesa, which are proving to be complex. These
patterns are of considerable importance in
properly answering questions dealing with
targetting of seeding material and the resulting
ice particle trajectories.
Transport and diffusion studies, as well as
some seeding tests, are anong the topics scheduled
to be addressed in the near future on the Grand
Mesa.

The analysis of aircraft data by Edmond W.
Holroyd III, which aided greatly in the development of this paper, is gratefully acknowledged.
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6. DISCUSSION
The majority of the SLW episodes recorded on
the Grand ~sa during the winters of 1983-84 and
].984-85 occurred when moist air flowed over the
Mesa from the southwest at speeds of i0 m s-I or
more, and the Mesa surface temperature was wa~er
than -14°C. Usually, an upper air feature
(trough, low) was present also, at least in the
c~ses with the greatest SI~.
SLW was most often concentrated in the lower
levels above the Mesa top, and usually diminished
sharply as the air subsided on the lee side.
Because the surface temperature during SLW
episodes was normally between -4 and -10°C, the
liquid water zone might be too warm for effective
silver iodide seeding in many cases.
In cases of southwest flow as defined by
GJT 70 kPa winds, the SI~ profile was found to be
continuous along the Mesa axis. However, because
the ic~ level winds over the Grand Mesa tended to
be perpendicular to it even when flow upwind was
not, transit times were limited near the surface.
An ice crystal on the upwind side of the Mesa
would be e .xposed to SLW for about 0.5 h, given a
i0 m s-I wind.
Aircraft data are lacking for high-SLW cases
in southwesterly flow, but as earlier suggested,
flight may becc~e difficult in such cases due to
air frame icing.
Half of all SLW episodes lasted less than 3 h,
but those short episodes contained only 14% of all
hours of SI~. Even if response to SLW detection
was no faster than 2 h, over 75% of the hours of
SLW could still be seeded.
In a few northerly flc~ cases, icing was
detected by the tower-mou~.ted Rosemount icing
rate meter but no SLW was recorded by the radiometer, which suggests that subsidence beyond the
south rim of t/~e ~sa may significantly reduce
the SLW detected by the radiometer. Sc~ewhat
greater seeding potential in northerly flow c~ses
may exist than indicated by existing radiometer
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Abstract. An armored T-28 aircraft
was used to make observations of the interiors
of
T~-~ss hailstorms during the summers of 1982 and 1983. The main objective was to determine the presence of any accumulations of supercooled raindrops in the so-called "Big
Drop Zone." The principal
finding was that extremely few supercooled raindrops were
found in the Swiss storms. On the other hand, concentrations
of ice particles,
principally
in the form of graupel, were of the order of 103-105 m-3 . Since there were so
few supercooled raindrops, attempts to glaciate them by seeding in order to reduce the
potential
for hail do not appear to be appropriate.
The observations strongly suggest
that an ice process is the predominant precipitation
mechanism.

I.

INTRODUCTION

2.

Operational hail suppression programs i.n the
Soviet Union have persistently
claimed substantial
damage reduction for many years (Burtsev, 1985).
The seeding method involves rapid introduction
of
quantities of glaciogenic material into certain
regions of the clouds by means of artillery
shells
or rockets. Those regions are thought to contain
large quantities
of supercooled raindrops. The
Soviet programs are nonrandomized and have relied
upon historical
or target-control
techniques for
evaluation, with the result that the claimed
reductions are difficult
to substantiate
satisfactorily.

2.1

THE BIG DROP ZONE
Radar criteria

The BDZ was identified
by 3-cm radar measurements in a range height indicator
(RHI) mode.
First,
the maximumequivalent reflectivity
factor
above the O°C level (Z m) was determined. When
45 dBz < Zm < 55 dBz, the radar-identified
BDZ
was that region above the -5°C level where the
radar reflectivities
were > (Z m - 10 dB). If
Zm > 55 dBz, the BDZ was that region where the
radar reflectivities
were ~ 45 dBz above the -5°C
level. In addition,
the BDZ could be extended
into any overhang region identified
in the radar
data, even if the reflectivities
there were less
than the above-described limits.
Thus, the BDZ
can be a region of high reflectivity
aloft
and/or a weak echo region in the storm.

Accordingly, a closely analogous, but
randomized, test of the Soviet approach was
carried out in Switzerland as Grossversuch IV
(Federer etal.,
1979). In that experiment, radar
methods similar to those devised by the Soviets
were used to identify
the so-called "Big Drop
Zone" (BDZ) in the clouds, and rockets of Soviet
manufacture were used to seed those zones.
Effects of the seeding upon hailfall
were then
evaluated using radar and hailpad networks
(e.g., Federer etal.,
1982b).
The principal
indication
that the hypothesized
concentrations of supercooled raindrops might
occur -in Swiss storms came from the frequent
occurrence of frozen-drop embryos in the hailstones (Federer et al., 1982a). In order to
obtain more direct evidence about the microphysical characteristics
of the BDZ’s, a series
of observations of the interior
characteristics
of
Swiss hailstorms was made with the T-28 armored
research aircraft
(Johnson and Smith, 1980) during
the summers of 1982 and 1983. The main objective
was to determine the presence of any accumulations
of supercooledraindropsin the ~DZ. Other objectives includedgatheringinformationto increase
our understandingof the basic cloud physicsin
the mechanismof hail formationin the Swiss
storms.
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The above method was used routinelyduring
GrossversuchIV for conductingthe seeding operations with rockets which were aimed at the BDZ’s.
The same techniquewas used to identifythe target
region toward which the T-28 was vectoredto
investigatethe characteristicsof the BDZ. The
formal GrossversuchIV randomizedseedingexperiment had ended by the time the T-28 investigations
began, and becauseof the possibleflight hazards
associatedwith the rocketsnone of the storms
investigatedby the T-28 were seeded.
2.2 Sample
An example of a T-28 penetration of a highreflectivity
BDZ on 13 July 1983 is shown in
Fig. I. The penetration
(No. 3 on this flight)
was along almost the same direction
as the RHI
section shown in the inset. The area of the BDZ
at the T-28 altitude
was estimated as approximately I0 km2 in this case. The time period
during which the T-28 encountered the BDZ at the
-9°C level, about 25 seconds, was characterized
by updrafts and cloud liquid water, which at times
exceeded 15 m s -l and I g m-3, respectively.
The

"REVIEWED"
storm maximumreflectivity
factor during the time
of the T-28 flight
exceeded 50 dBz.

13. 7.
1983
1532H

30-40 ....
45-50---

PPI
EL=5.5

2.3

15!

0
40

~

50

of BDZ’s

Nine research flights
were made during the
two field seasons, including a total of 54 storm
penetrations.
With the exception of one fast
moving storm (Smith et al., 1983), all of the
storms were relatively
small air-mass-type storms.
The best flights
during which radar-identified
BDZ’s were penetrated occurred on three days as
indicated in Table i. Those days were characterized by cloud base temperatures in the range
from +4 to +II°C; low-level mixing ratios from
7-11 g kg-L; weak to moderate instability;
and
weak vertical
wind shear (Smith et al., 1984).

TIME
153153
101

Penetrations

60

’ 1’~---~ ;o ’ ~;o ’ ~o’ ;o
DISTANCE EAST (km)

To actually pass through the BDZ, which is a
transitory
target that varies in size and location, proved to be something of a challenge. The
BDZ was still
identifiable
at the time the aircraft passed through the storm on about two-thirds
of the penetrations;
in about two-thirds of those
cases, the aircraft
actually went through the BDZ
as intended. [The flight
tracks were determined
by a separate high precision tracking radar.]

Fi~. 1: Radar views of a BDZ penetration
on
13 July 1983. Slant PPI view (lO-cm) has aircraft
flight
track superimposed, with squares representing minutes after 1500 SDT. RHI section
(3-cm; contours I0, 20, 40, and 45 dBz) along the
direction
indicated shows position where T-28
crossed the RHI plane, which is almost along the
flight
track.

TABLE 1
Summaryof Basic T-28 Data from Storm Penetrations
of Radar-ldentified
Big Drop Zones

Date

Pen

Type*

Time in
BDZ
~

16 Aug 82

I
2
5
6

0
0
H
H

40
55
40
25

0.5
0.5
0.5
3.0

-10.9
-11.0
-13.3
-12.3

25
29
16
II

3.1
4.4
1.4
1.6

23 Jun 83

5
6A
6B
7
9A
9B
I0
II

H
H
H
0
0
0
0
H

2
35
10
I0
20
2
20
20

3.0
0
0.5
3.0
2.0
0.5
1.0
0.5

-

7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.6
7.6
7.8
7.6

23
12
12
4
9
17
8
I0

1.2
0.4
0.9
0.2
1.3
1.6
0.8
0.I

13 Jul 83

2
3

H
H

15
25

1.0
0

- 8.9
- 9.0

10
21

0.7
1.2

Accuracy**
(km)

*0 - Overhang; H - High Reflectivity.
**Distance

to BDZ center.
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Temp
~

Max in BDZ
Updraft
LWC
(m -~
)
~

This resulted in 14 penetrations on the three days
which passed through some portion of the BDZ’s.
The observations from these penetrations of the
BDZ form the basis of the rest of this paper.

the absence of any ~ignificant
effect of the
seeding upon the hailfalls,
in the confirmatory
statistical
evaluations of Grossversuch IV
(e.g., Federer et al., 1982b).

3.

There may be so~e question about the timing of
the T-28 observatioms, because it obviously
requires some time ~o fly the aircraft
through the
BDZ after it has been identified
by radar. On the
other hand, it wo~l~ also take some time to launch
the rockets, dispense the seeding material in the
BDZ, and nucleate amy liquid particles
therein.
Moreover, on at least two occasions, the radar ~DZ
signatures persiste~ for three successive T-28
penetrations spannimg 20 minutes or more, and yet
no evidence was foumd of appreciable quantities of
supercooled raindrops.
Thus, the likelihood
that
such drops contribute significantly
to the hail
growth process seem~ to be very small.

SUMMARYOF BDZ CHARACTERISTICS

The sizes and concentrations of precipitation
particles in the storms were measured with a
Particle Measuring Systems "2D-C" optical array
probe (Knollenberg, 1981), a particle
camera
(Cannon and Woltz, 1977) and a foil impactor.
The camera provides clear indications
of particle
phases, and inferences about phase can also be
drawn from the 2D-C image data.
The principal finding of this research is that
there was no evidence of accumulations of supercooled raindrops in the region constituting
the
BDZ. In fact, extremely few raindrops were found
anywhere during the penetrations.
Even when they
did occur, they were accompanied by substantial
concentrations
of ice particles.
Estimated concentrations of liquid drops of 3precipitation
sizes
were no more than about 0.1 m- , while the accompanying ice particles
had concentrations ranging
between approximately 103-105 m-7, The latter
concentrations of ice particles were typical of
all the BDZ’s penetrated, and concentrations were
typically
higher in the BDZ than outside. Graupel
was by far the most commonice crystal habit
observed. Most of the BDZ’s included particles
up
to centimeter sizes, which is consistent with the
high reflectivities
therein.

The large amomnCsof ice observed in these
penetrations strongly suggest that an ice process
is the predominant precipitation
mechanism. The
most probable hail growth mechanism in these
storms appears to imvolve the growth of ice particles through the accretion of cloud liquid
water; this is also the hail growth mechanism
identified
in hailstorms of the High Plains of
North America (Knight and Squires, 1982). Such
mechanism is certaim|y adequate to grow hailstones
to the sizes observed with the T-28 in the Swiss
storms. Some other seeding approach will evidently be needed to mitigate the production of
hail by those storms.

The BDZ’s were usually updraft regions; in
fact, the updraft maximumfor the penetration was
often located in the BDZ. The largest updraft
speed observed was about 30 m s -z. The penetrations of the BDZ were also characterized by substantial
amounts of cloud liquid water, typically
ranging between 1-2 g m-3. The droplet spectra
were maritime in character, in that they often
showed the presence of large cloud droplets
(>45 ~m in diameter) in a generally broad
distribution.
4.
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IMPLICATIONSFOR HAIL SUPPRESSION
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THETHEMATIC
DIMENSION
IN WEATHER
MODIFICATION,
PAST AND FUTURE
WallaceE. Howell
36 S. Mt. VernonCountryClub Rd., Golden,Colo. 80401
ABSTRACT
Weather
modificationresearchis considered
as taking placeon the contingency
planedefinedby a theoretic
axis on whichmathematical
andlogical operationstake place, anda phenomic
or empirical axis on which
experimentaloperations(including observations)on natural phenomena
take place. Themannerin which
theseoperationsare organizedandcombined
in the framingandtesting of hypotheses
is strongly influenced
by a third dimension
called thematicby Holton,in whichpremisesor postulatesoperatethat are not directly
either verifiable or falsifiable. Thethematicpremisethat hasmoststrongly influencedweathermodification
researchfor almost30 yearsis that physicalunderstanding
of eachstep in the precipitation process,natural
andmodified,is a prerequisitefor aneffective technology.
This premisewill be examined
in the light of alternative themas
operatingin other sciencesandof Nelson’s
principle of insulation. This admitsof empiricparameters
at onelevel of understanding
that maylater be
theoretically deduced
froma deeperlevel. It is suggested
that a different themais emergingin weather
modificationresearchrelated to interpretationsof empiricalevidence,whichmayinsulatea podionof this field
fromwhathasbeendescribed
as its greatcomplexity
anddifficulty.
1. THETHEMATIC
DIMENSION
conjectureunderthe rules of logic derivedfromAristotle. Empirics,
being the experiencesof human
beings in their exploration of the
universe, eachday discoversthings not conjecturedin yesterday’s
systemof beliefs. Theoriesare often provenwrongandabandoned
(e.g. phlogistonandthe geocentricuniverse).Empiricaldiscoveries,
oncewell substantiated,are morestubborn.

1.1 Characteristics
The thematic dimensionin science complements
~heoretic and
empiric (phenomic) dimensions. Theoretic hypothesesinvite
experimer~talverification; empiric hypothesesinvite theoretic
explanation. Togetherthey define what Holton (1973) calls the
contingencyplane, wheretheory andempiricisminteract. He points
out that activities in this planeare greatly influencedbythematic
premises,alonga third axis, that by their nature can be neither
verified nor falsified but whichinspire andorganizethe workof
individualsandgroupsin a scientific endeavor.

As background,two sciencesmaybe contrasted in the thematic
dimension.For high-energyphysics, Figure 1 showshowan empiric
thema,onceit hadestablishedthe observablecharacteristics of the
physicalworld, gavewayin the mid-19thcenturyto a theoretic thema
whichstill leadsthe way.Early scientists spokeof andexploitedthe
"electric fluid", assuming
it to becontinuous.Theoreticalphysicists
postulatedthe electron and subsequent
particles long before they
were observedin experimentsthat have characteristically been
indirect, by methods
not accessibleto ordinaryexperience.

Evengiven a common
bodyof theory andexperience, different
peoplewill godifferent waysunderthe influenceof different thematic
premises.Einsteinsoughta grandunification of theoriesthat would
reveal newlaws (Davies, 19B0); Langmuir"challengedhimself
explain basic phenomena
in terms of the knownlaws of science"
(Suits, 1962). Other themas that have worked within the
contingencyplanein entirely different waysinclude treatmentsof
historic relationships among
ideas, artistic andcreative aspects,
relationshipto social circumstances,
amdmanyothers.

In medicine,on the other hand,pressingneedsto treat diseases
andinjuries placedthe focus immediately,underthe handandeye.
Thethematicorientation has emphasized
empiric investigations of
diseases and their remedies such as surgical and chemical
treatmentsof cancer, while theoretic studies haveplayedmainlyan
ancillary role. The direct empiric experienceof patients and
symptoms
remainsessential even whencomplemented
by indirect
inputs. Discoveriessuchas AIDSresulted fromobservation,not from
previousconjectures.

A fundamental
difference between
the theoretic andempiricaxes
maybe pointed out by analogyfrom the observationby Whitehead
(Price, 1954)that "Literature mustin somesensebe believable,
whereas
the experiences
of human
beingsin fact developbeyondall
powersof conjecture."Theory,like literature, mustin somesensebe
believable. Thetheoretic axis is the creationof human
thoughtand
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sets oneabovethe other in its powerto seekthe truth or extendthe
frontiers of science. Thedangercomeswheneither pretendsto a
dominance
that impedesthe other.

theoretical explanationuntil after somemajor empiric conclusions
have beenreached about the phenomena.

1.2 In meteorology
Meteorology
apart fromweathermodificationhas beenhistorically
an almostentirely empiric science, andit remainsso today. The
rotation of stormswasestablishedempiricallylong beforeBuys-Ballot
explainedit theoretically. Onthe contingencyplaneof scientific
weatherforecasting, theoretical studies nowbeingdirected to such
mattersas the generalcirculation derive their inspiration fromthe
needfor better empirical performance
andowetheir selection to
heuristicappraisalof their relevance
to that purpose.
A recent review of the activities of the National Centerfor
Atmospheric
Research
(Hess,1985)illustrates this point. Its mission
to "Initiate, plan, andconducta broad-based
researchprogram
in the
atmosphericsciencesthat will contribute to increasedknowledge
and understanding within the atmospheric sciences" has been
carriedout principally by a seriesof large-scale"experiments".
These
werenot experiments
in the usual senseof controlled manipulation
of selectedvariables, but rather programs
of detailed observation
directed to selected topics such as acid rain (APEX)and the
properties of single, isolated cumulusclouds (CCOPE).Models
developedin connection with these programshave beenvalued
primarily for how they accorded with previously observed
characteristics, and only secondarily for predicting as yet
unconjectured
properties.
2. PRINCIPALTHEMAS
IN WEATHER
MODIFICATION
2.1 Theoretic thema
Twocontrasting thematic premises have dominatedweather
modification
for almost40years.Thefirst, whichI shall call theoretic,
has givendominance
to the theoretic axis of the contingencyplane.
It hastendedto seekfirst a theoreticfoundation
for expected
effects,
andto makelaboratorystudies andfield experiments
contingenton
theoretical expectations. Lacking a comprehensivetheory of
precipitation processes,it has goneforwardon a pieceworkbasis,
suchas trying to calculate the optimum
concentrationof ice-forming
nucleito converta cloudto precipitation,in effect takinganatomistic
view of the phenomena.
Awidelyaccepted
corrolaryis that noempiricfindingof a statistical
or probabilistic nature is acceptableuntil it is supportedby a
completely understood and verified chain of physical theory
connecting the act of seeding with the consequence
of altered
precipitation. In the wordsof Hobbs(1975), "Effects should
attributed to artificial modificationonly if a logical sequence
of
changes,of a predictable type, are documented
from the clouds to
the groundduring a predicted period of effect of seeding." The
sameattitude has beenexpressed
repeatedlyby other adherentsto
this thema(e.g., AdvisoryCommittee
on the Applicationetc., 1965;
Public Law 85-510, 1958; National Academy
of Science, 1962;
Nickerson,1981; Braham,1985).
Over the past two decades, the theoretic themahas become
increasingly dominantin U.S. Government
weathermodification
experiments:the National Hail ResearchExperiment(NHRE),the
Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE), the High Plains
Experiment(HIPLEX),and the Sierra CooperativePilot Project
(SCPP)are examples.It wasalso evident in the planning and
conductof the WorldMeteorologicalOrganization’sPrecipitation
Enhancement
Project (PEP)andis strongly reflected in the official
statements on weather modification by the National Science
Foundation, the AmericanMeteorological Society, and the World
Meteorological
Organization(WMO).
It is epitomizedin the statement
by the SecretaryGeneralof WMO
that "no operationto producerain
artificially shouldbeattempted
at this time"(Obasi,1985).

ProjectCirrus (Schaefer,1950)wascharacteristic of the empiric
thema.Its thrust wasto expandthe phenomic
indications of cloud
modificationthat hadbeendemonstrated
on a small scalein the cold
box. It relied on phenomicidentification of colloidally stable
supercooledclouds as experimentalunits, that is by seeing them
remain supercooled rather than by measuring ice-crystal
concentrationswithin them. It assessedthe results from phenomic
evidenceof the destruction of the colloidal stability, such as
temporary,local convectionfollowedby subsidence
of the cloud top
andappearance
of optical ice-crystal phenomena,
rather than by
measurement
of ice-crystal andwater-dropconcentrations.Mostly, it
avoided any need for randomization by producing effects so
distinctive that uncertaintywaseliminated,suchas the figure-4 and
gamma
patterns drawnon a cloud "blackboard". In retrospect one
mayargue about the links andnodes, whetherthe ice seedsgrew
principally by sublimationor by collection; but pragmatically
this did
not matter: the colloidal stability of the cloudswasdestroyed,and
theydissipated.
Somepeople, adherents of the empiric thema, movedfrom
confirmationof the experiencetowardits explanationrather than
expectingtheoryto lead the way.As Langmuir
(1950)put it, "After
the statistical proofof the significanceof the 7-dayperiodicities,then
andonly then is it profitable to discussthe mechanism
underlyingthe
periodicities."
This themadominatedthe work of the Advisory Committeeon
Weather
Controlin the early 1950’s,leadingto its finding (1957)that
seedinginfluenceswerereal. It is evidentin manyprograms
carried
out abroad,notablyin Russia,Australia, Israel, France,andIndia.
Manyexamplesare to be found in a recently published atlas and
catalogof worldwideweatherrnodification projects(HowellandTodd,
1985), which also contains references to the projects mentioned
subsequently
in this work.
3. THETHEORETIC
THEMA-- ACTIVITIES ANDACCOMPLISH
M ENTS
Oneof the majoractivities inspiredandorganized
by the theoretic
thema has been developmentof two classes of computational
modelsof cloudsandprecipitation andcalculation of the expected
effect of seeding on them. The first class is microphysical,
correspondingto the "static seeding"concept(Silverman,1984a),
anddescribeshowdroplets and ice crystals formand growandare
eventually transformed into precipitation. The secondclass
comprisesdynamic
models(Orville et aL, 1984),concernedwith the
air motionswithin cloudsthat result fromthe redistributionsof heat
and massby the microphysical processes(including the fall of
precipitation throughthe cloud) andby external processessuchas
exchangeof air betweenthe cloud and its environment. Some
attention has beengiven recently to combiningthem, but the
resulting complexityhas madea generalizedexploration slow and
difficult (e.g. Orvilleet aL,1985).
Investigationswith modelshaveled to manyinsightful conjectures
not likely to havearisenotherwise,suchas that dynamic
heatrelease
within a stratiform cloud maylead to strongervertical currents and
more supercooledwater than previously supposed.Manymodel
results have been used to specify numerouselements of
experimental design, such as the seeding aim of 100 cm-3iceformingnuclei in a convectivecloud,andin structuringthe designof
evaluationsfor majorexperiments.

2.2 Empiric thema
Thesecondthematicpremise,whichI shall call empiric, has given
dominanceto the empiric axis, with theoretic investigations
contingenton questionsraised by experience.It hastendedto take
a holistic viewof cloudsandprecipitation,focusingattentionfirst on
replicable phenomena
associatedwith cloud seedingthat are broadly
opento direct observation, and tending to defer the hunt for
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Thetheoretic themahas led also to important developments
in
instrumentationto measure
cloud andprecipitation states alongthe
cause-and-effectchain predicted by models.Theseinclude doppler
radars, microwave
radiometers,andaircraft equippedfor inertial
navigationanda widevariety of cloud-microphysical
observations.
The combination of extensive modeling, of hypothesesand
experimental designs based on them, and of advancedtechnical
equipment
has tendedto makeflagship experiments
in the theoretic
themaincreasingly complex,time-consuming,
and expensive,andin
someinstancesnarrowlyfocused.Eight yearsof HIPLEX
culminated
in three monthsof field experiments,with 12 seedand 8 control
events. Theyshowedgreat skill in successfully coordinatingmany
activities. However,
the results did not follow the chainfar enough
to

Thereis as yet no serviceable theory respecting long-term or
wide-areaeffects of cloudseeding.Fromthe earliest experiments
in
1949by Langmuir(1962)to current questionsby Bigg(1985), these
matters have remainedexclusively in the domainof the empiric
thema.

reachanyconclusionconcerningeventsmorethan five minutesafter
the time of seeding.Evenso, a leadingcloudphysicist has declared
it "an outstandingsuccess"(Braham,
1985).
Modelscreatedunderthe theoretic themahavegreatly increased
the specificity with whichexpectationsare expressedas to the
sequenceof events within natura~ and seeded clouds. These
expectationshave beentranslated into hypothesesgoverningthe
design of experiments, and to the conduct of the experiments
themselves.In the exampleof HIPLEX
I, microphysicalmodelsled
experimentersto expect that small isolated supercooledcumulus
seededwith a specified dosageof dry ice wouldproducea certain
density of ice crystals whichwouldsubsequently
growby riming and
become
graupel morequickly than in natural clouds. Observations
showedthat ice crystals formedin greater numbersthan expected
andgrewby accretionrather titan by riming.

5. DISCUSSION
Thematicpremises,as describedin the openingparagraph,can
by their naturebeneither verified nor falsified. Many
thomas
maylive
within a single science. In somesciences, muchsynergistic
interaction amongthemas has emerged,certainly desirable.
Computer
science(almost the sameageas weathermodification) has
engendered
themasof pure mathematics
coexisting with others of
human
psychologyandsuchconceptsas artificial intelligence. The
cooperative interaction among them has promoted rapid
development
of the science.

This example
illustrates an importantlimitation of thesemodels.
Theytypically follow a single Hobbsian
chain of processes
linking a
sequence
of nodes(states)fromaninitial to a final state. In reality,
however,there is no uniquechain, only a networkwith multiple
loops. Identification of a "chain" is a conceptualventurebasedon
mentalimagesof nature, not natureitself. Thereare of coursegood
reasonsfor seekingeventchains. Thereis also goodreasonnot to
be chainedto them.
Masteringthis networkhas beenconservativelydescribedas an
extremelycomplextask (e.g., Silverman,1984b).Furthermore,for
now, description of each node and each process can be only
approximated
by computermodels,using arbitrary simplifications.
Theunavoidableconsequence
is a substantial uncertainty in the
output of each processand in the description of each node. In
general,itemssuchas electrical forcesbetween
particles (obviously
present in thunderstorms)have beenneglectedand the. models
have beenparameterizedor otherwiseforced into agreementwith
selected laboratory or field data. Thusthe modelstend to become
incestuously related to, and may becomeconfused with,
observationsof the things modeled.

Theobstacles to the application of innovations that Morison
(1966) pointed out apply to weathermodification: sourcesof the
practical technology
lackingin authority;disbelief in the magnitude
of
reported effects; reflection on the competence
ot those supposed
to be in charge of developing the technology; the effects of
personalities; and lack of a fundamental definition of the
effectiveness of the institutions involved. The WeatherBureau’s
missionwasto forecasttheweather,
not lo modifyit.

Unfortunately, the influence of a strong themacan lead to
distortions of reasoning.Anexample
appeared
in a recent chronicle
of Project Stormfury(Willoughbyet aL, 1985), whichconcludedthat
"Observationalevidenceindicates that seedingin hurricaneswould
be ineffective because
they containtoo little supercooled
waterand
too muchnatural ice" for seedingto produceeither microphysicalor
dynamic
changes.
This statementis sustainableonly if the necessary
conditionsof supercooled
waterandnatural ice contentfor effective
modificationhadbeenaccuratelydetermined,andalso howthey had
to be distributed in the storm.Thesame
article makes
clear that the
statementdepends,in this aspect, not on any demonstration
but on
untested and substantially uncertain modelexpectations. The
4. THE EMPIRIC THEMA-ACTIVITIES ANDACCOMPLISHMENTS infeasibility of hurricanemodificationwasthus affirmed,not onthe
basis of experience as claimed, but on the basis of models.
Manyearly weather-modifi~ationexperimentsin the U.S. were
Foreclosureof further experimentationhas beencounseledon the
basedon expectations
sufficiently broadto be called empirical. The
basis of a misrepresented
premise.Perhapsin the light of fuller
principal newfeature of Whitetop, SantaCatalina, CLIMAX,
Wolf
knowledge
the decisionwouldbe justified. Perhapsit is justified
Creek Pass, CRBPP,and RAPIDprojects was application of
today by the needto conserve scarce resources available for
randomizationto the evaluation rather than experimentaldesign
experimentation.
It is not justified in the manner
stated.
dictated by a particular theoretical expectationmoreelaboratethan
simplythat average
precipitationin the target areawouldbe affected.
The chronicle also stated that "none (or perhaps only one:
Elsewhere
in the world, the great majority of researchprojects has
dynamicfeasibility) of the five conditions for development
of an
followedpredominantly
empiricdesigns,including thosein Australia,
operationhurricaneameliorationstrategy could be met." Thefirst
Israel, Tasmania,SouthAfrica, Bulgaria, Russia,and India. The
wasthe willingness of Governments
to acceptthe risk of a seeded
overwhelming
majority of these havereported strongly positive
hurricanedevastatinga coastal region. Doubton this point hasbeen
results (ToddandHowell,1985).
overblownby the themaof public caution: a different attitude has
beentaken by other governments,and by the U.S. Government
in
Several of the experimentalprojects designedfor evaluation
other situations of risk. Thesecondwasthe state of development
of
accordingto strict pre-established
statistical designshavebeenreinstrumentationandpersonnelto do tl~e seedinganddocument
the
evaluated post hoc underthe empirical thema. Oneof the more
results: if only the endresults wererequired1o be documented,
the
successfulempiric re-evaluationsapplied synopticanalysis to the
technologyis heretoday. Thethird wasmicrophysical,the presence
CLIMAX
randomized
experiment(Grant et aL, 1972). Eventssorted
of enoughsupercooledwater; andthe fourth wasdynamic,a vortex
by wind directions andtemperaturesaloft differentiated sharply
sufficiently labile for human
interventionto affect it: bothhavealready
betweenreported increases and decreasesin precipitation. [he
beencommented
upon.Thefifth wasstatistical: the experimenthad
Atlas andCatalogof reportedweathermodificationresults (Toddand
to be repeatable and the results distinguishable from natural
Howell, 1985) and summariesof results groupedaccording to
behavior.In this regard,the keyrole of timing of the seedingevent
selected weatherconditions (Todd andHowell, 1984; Howell and
andthe changes
in hurricanestructurewasentirely passedover.
Todd1985a,1985b)illustrate other kindsof explorationsthat canbe
conductedunderthe empiric thema.Theyconfirm the existenceof
Whenthe several policy statementsapprovedby the Council of
effects at the endpoint of the seedingeffects chain,whichhaveled
the AmericanMeteorologicalSociety are examined,1hat on weather
in turn to newconjecturesproposingtheoretic explanations(e.g.
modification stands out. It is not hortatory, like that favoring
Howelland Todd,1985b). Fromtheseand other evaluations, there
establishmentof an independent
Federal agencyfor the atmosphere
hasevolveda bodyof adhoc but nevertheless
useful explanationfor
andthe oceans.It is not empiric anddescriptive ~ike mostof the
a variety of cloud-seeding
effects.
others, suchas that on weatherradar (Amer.Meteor. Soc., 1981,
renewed
in 1984). Unlike the statementon forecasting, il doesnot
A major contribution of the empiric thema has been the
notesupportof efforts alongthe theoretic axis for empidc
forecasting
experience accumulatedfrom more than 400 project-years of
skill (without insisting onthe necessityfor a complete
understanding
practical weathermodificationapplications1orwhichspecific results
of atmospheric
motionsbefore a forecast technologycan be said to
havebeenreported.Thevitality of theseactions wassustainedby
exist). Thelatest, on mobilehomesandseverewindstorms(ibid.,
business judgementscomparingthe risk of pursuing perhaps
1985), doesnot insist that an adequate
theoretical understanding
of
ineffective meansversus the cost of foregoing a reasonably
downburstsis essential for protecting mobile homes.This is in
expectable and often quite valuable benefit. Someof the
contrast to the thema of the statement on the atmospheric
conclusionsderivedfromthis bodyof data werereportedat the First
environment(ibid., 1984) that "On the other hand, in weather
EuropeanConferenceof the WMA
(Todd, 1985).
modification,
despitethe practicalbenefitsof a reliabile capabilityfor
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enhancingprecipitation or suppressinghail, these benefits have
remainede~usive for morethan 30 years due to insufficient
understanding
of precipitation processes."Thekey wordshere are
"insufficient understanding",
sincesufficiency is only in the eyeof
the beholderandthe elusiveness
of practical results is arguable.

For knitting the two togetherinto a single discipline? Whatis the
definition of effectiveness?
Cooperationandsynergismwill comeabout whenthere is frank
acknowledgement
by the leaders in eachthemaof the validity and
accomplishmentsof the other and an end to unreasonableand
logically unsupportable
insistenceonrestrictive viewpoints.Onecan
treat empiricexperiments
in weathermodificationwith rigor equalor
superior to that being devotedto chain-of-effects experimental
designs.As to the role of proof, Vannevar
Bush(1971)reminds
that "Unanimityof opinionhasno status in this field of proof. The
great majorityof scientists haveoften beenwrong."

What constitutes sufficient understanding or adequate
knowledge
of a technologyis exploredby Philip Nelson(1985):
Newton’s
lawis perfectlycorrectwithinits rangeof validity, and
we wouldno morediscard it than wewould hydrodynamics,
eventhoughweknowthat fluids are not really continuous.
Underlyingthe successof the heirarchical scheme
is an idea
that wecancall the principle of insulation: succeeding
scales
are insulated fromoneanother,makingit possiblefor us to
understandone scale without understandingall the deeper
ones. Instead, each level of our understanding can be
described by theories containing a finite numberof
parameters,for example
the massdensity andviscosity of a
fluid in hydrodynamics.
Theseparametersappeararbitrary
and are determinedby experiment.Whenthe next level of
understandingis uncovered,however,in this caseperhaps
the kinetic theory of gasses,the previouslygiven parameters
become
computable,
usually in terms of a smaller set of new
parameters describing a world of shorter distances
(Avogadro’s
number,
for instance).In other words,the details
of the deepertheory are encapsulated
in a small numberof
quantities; these becomethe arbitrary parametersof the
’effective’ theory,whichis thusinsulatedfromthe manyother
details of the underlying
theory.

A majorstep will the cross-thematic
acceptance,
examination,and
organizationof evidence.This means
mainlyempiric evidence,since
there has beenno bar to considerationof theoretic evidence.This
corresponds
to addinga lateral flow of information aboveNelson’s
(1985) insulation level. Thereis a large amountof empiric data
containinginformation, for example,aboutthe relatioship between
cloud types and cloud-seeding results, that is lying unused.
Systematicexploitation of it has begunto yield results (Toddand
Howell, 1985) and promisesmuchmore. An exampleof a timely
empirical project is a follow-up of Bigg’s (1985) report
unexpectedlypersistent effects of silver iodide seeding,lasting
apparentlyfor daysandperhapsfor months.Thereexists a wealthof
datain additionto that hehastreated.
Discussingevaluation of practical operations, the Panelon
WeatherModification o1 the National Academy
of Science(1964)
remarked
that "Thestratification analysisdoessuggestthat stronger
evaluationtechniquesthan the simpletarget-control regressionare
possible, evenwhenrandomizationis impractical. Specifically,
climatological target-and-control relationships could be
supplemented
by synoptic-meteorologicalfactors to increase the
statistical probabilityof target-areaprecipitation." Examples
of such
analyseshavebeenpresentedby ToddandHowell(1984).

Some
of the key parameters
of weathermodificationstill appear
arbitrary. Although cloud-physics models suggest certain
concentrations
of ice-phase
nucleias ideal for rain stimulation,at least
one recent empirical study (Howell and Todd, 1985) finds
difference in reported outcomebetweenheavyand light seeding
rates.

Anempiric orientation is likely also to sharpenthe focus on
weatherappliedweathermodificationas a distinct objective. Much
of
the researchdonein the name
of weathermodificationhas advanced
career vectors with only weakweather-modificationcomponents.
In
its report onprogress,the staff of the weathermodificationresearch
project of RAND
Corp(1969)said that, "left to his owndesires, any
individually fundedcompetentresearcherwill spendmost of his
entire time carrying forwardhis ownresearchprogram.Only rarely
can sucha personor groupof suchpeopleafford the time or have
the inclination to act as generalists andconsiderthe problemof
weather
modification
in its entirety."

Official U.S. policy on weathermodification is ambiguous.
One
Department
has stated it as to "help alleviate shortagesof food,
water, and energy" (U.S. Dept of Commerce,
1979). This was
parapolicy,statedbut not carried out. At the time, the policy of the
Departmentof State was to discourage inquiries from abroad
concerningweathermodification by characterizing it as unproven,
controversial, andunreadyfor application. AIDpolicy belongsto an
empiric thema, makingthe best use of existing technology and
"learning by doing", while NSFpolicy belongsto the theoretic thema
of delaying application until the technology is "proven" by
confirmatoryexperiments.
Further inconsistencycomesfrom the unpublishedminutesof a
conferenceconvened
in 1963to reconsiderState Department
policy
on weathermodification. "Any National Academy
of Sciencereview
(it stated)--- will essentiallyconfirmthe Weather
Modification
Advisory
Boardconclusionsregardingthe technical status andoperationaluse
of weathermodification---. Thepassageof time andcontinueduse
of currentseedingpracticeswithoutnatural disasteror adversecourt
judgements
is important. By continuedacceptance,the degreesof
freedomfor decision-makinghave expanded
(emphasisadded)."
other words,the de facto existenceof a technologyin being for
morethan 30 yearsis recognizedwithout disparagement
but seenas
not available
for incorporation
into official policy.

In proportion as it is a world leader in weathermodification
research,the U.S. has receivedrequestsfrom foreign countries for
technical assistance. Theserequests, whetherfrom "developing"
countries or moreadvancedones, have almost all beenconcerned
with practical mattersof watersupplyor agriculturalproduction.From
the viewpointof future effective assistanceto a client state, the
appropriateresponsewill haveto do with the probablebenefits and
costs o! using weathermodification in the present state of the
technology. The policy question is one of decisionmakingunder
uncertainty. Apart from Olympianstatements about "weather
modification" there is a needto review and assessexperience
relevantto theparticularsituationof theclient.
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Abstract.
The transfer
of technology
in the field
of weather
modification
has suffered
from a long series
of misunderstandings
and
misconceptions.
Included in these misconceptions are the actual definitions
of
technology and methodology. Attempts are made to clarify
some of the present
uncertainties
related to the terms, identify
some of the technologies which have
actually
been transferred,
and once again emphasize the need to bring the
scientific
community and user groups closer together
in planning for future
weather modification programs.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The precise origin of technology transfer
is not specific
but it has certainly
been with us
for a very long time.
One of the earliest
examples of technology transfer was probably best
illustrated
in the introduction
to the film,
"2001, A Space Odyssey". You will
recall
the
opening
early-man
scene where one of the
creatures
was poking around in a pile of old
bones when, by a marvelous
experience
of
serendipity,
he discovered the ability
to break
one bone by striking
it with another. The next
scene shows he and his colleagues,
each with a
good size
piece
of bone, advancing
on a
neighboring
group,
ultimately
producing
substantial skull fractures.
The origin
of "weather
modification
technology
transfer"
is less clear.
Even the
term itself
suggests a multiplicity
of concepts.
Should an idea by itself,
spoken to another
person, be considered a transfer
of technology?
Probably not, even though the idea may lead to
the development of a technology,
and even to its
practical
use. What about specific
thoughts
which evolve to the production of a scale model
of some particular
instrument.
Is the showing of
the scale model, and the description
of its
possible use, a transfer
of technology? And how
about an improved weather forecasting
scheme, or
conceptual
cloud model, passed along to an
applications
group. Is this technology transfer?
Obviously
there are some grey areas so a few
definitions
may be useful.
I believe we all recognize and accept that
technology is a branch of knowledge that deals
with industrial
arts,
applied
science
and
engineering.
From this bas.ic concept perhaps we
can agree that:

Some strong
development are:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

examples

of

technology

club
hammer
knife
.45 automatic
computer
nuclear powered submarine

The concept of a club in the film "2001"
was not a technology in itself,
but shaping the
bone and demonstrating its use was certainly
the
development of a technology
and a very rapid
transfer.
2.

TECHNOLOGY
ANDMETHODOLOGY
For the purpose of these introductory
comments on the transfer
of weather modification
technology,
I will
make a distinction
between
technology and methodology as specified
above.
The key to this distinction
is "material
objects"
in the case of a technology,
and "methods,
principles
and rules"
in the case of a
methodology. Of course, if we were exploring the
history
of a technological
development and its
transfer,
we could not ignore a persons original
thoughts which led to the development of some
useful material
object,
ultimately
conveyed or
transferred from one place or person to another.
What are some of the subjects not included
in this concept of technology and its transfer.
generalideas, dreams,aerodynamicprinciples,ice crystal
growthrate equations.
¯ weather forecasting

"the technology of our society is the
sum of the ways in which the social
groups provide themselves with the
material objects of their civilization".

schemes

¯ cloud models and their
¯

Technology should not be confused
with methodology -- a set or system
of methods, principles
and rules for
regulatinga given discipline.

guidelinesfor mobilizinga cloud
seedingprogram.

¯ seeding opportunity
¯
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application

recognition

operationssuspensioncriteriaand
and safety considerations

¯ .applicationof nucleationtheory

This observationis largely the reason why
some of us have been working so hard to bring
the researchers and operator/user groups much
closer together, especiallyin the initial phases
of new programs. The closing of this gap may be
the single most important aspect of all future
weather modification efforts in the United
States.

¯ program operationsplans
These, and many other similar subjects,
more appropriately fall into the category of
"methodology". Much of this methodology comes
from a broad range of very serious scientific
investigations, and even some non-scientific
discoveriesthrough serendipity,but none can be
transferredas a "technology".
Some of the subjects which clearly fall
into the technologycategoryare:
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¯ silver iodide ground generators
-- both manual and radio controlled
¯ airbornesilver iodide generators
¯ pyrotechniccloud seeding devices
aircrafthardwarenecessaryfor the
transportand deliveryof pyrotechnics.
¯
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3. CONCLUSION
It is customary to either begin or end a
series of comments with a blockbusterstatement.
This one is saved for the end. It is:
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Control. Howard T. Orville, Chairman,
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to the President
of the
United States, Washington, DC, December
1957.

"Most of the weathermodification
technologytransferduring the
past 35 years has been from the
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to the
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Abstract.
Drought
is a recurrent
problem
and water scarcity
a
worsening
dilemma
in some of the fastest
growing
parts of the
United States.
As weather
modification
tends to be used in
conjunction
with drought,
there is need for policy which embraces
weather
modification
and drought.
But what is such policy
to be?
Who is to say? And how is it to be formulated?
To help answer
these and related questions,
a case history
of recent attempts
by Colorado
to deal with the interplay
of weather modification
and drought
has been prepared.
This study highlights
not only
a problem in weather
modification
and drought,
but issues at the
intersection
of atmospheric
science and public policy generally.
A drought
is not the most propitious
time to apply weather modification techniques,
or make long-term policy.
But, the time
immediately
following
a drought
may be an optimal
time to get
policy improvements
for weather modification
and drought on
the governmental
agenda,
thereby turning
a period of recovery
into one of long-term
policy preparedness.

a drought may be an optimal time to get
policy improvements
for weather modification and drought
on the governmental
agenda.
Also, our study of Colorado
points up the fact that the period for
long-term
policymaking
aimed at preparedness is relatively
brief.
Return
to
per. ceived "normalcy" in weather means
normalcy
in politics
for weather
modification
and drought.
For weather
modification,
this means controversy;
for
drought,
this generally
means apathy.
Neither promote
rational
decisionmaking.

I.

INTRODUCTION
One of the ironies
of weather modification
and drought is that the political requirements
that make weather modification’s
use most likely collide
with
meteorological
realities
that minimize
its utility.
Droughts
present
relatively few opportunities
for seedable
clouds.
A technology
based on cloud seeding
is
obviously
limited.
Yet drought
periods
are just the times when the demand to
use weather
modification
is likely to
be greatest.
The pressure
for emergency
programs c.an be enormous.
Frequently,
the junction
of political
and scientific
reality
serve neither the interests
of
weather modification
nor those of drought
mitigation.
The technology
is perceived
as ineffective
and the problem is not
alleviated.

The dynamics
behind this circumstance are rooted in "who" is active
"when" in weather
modification
and
drought.
The policy
participants
change
over time and, quite literally,
"fall"
in the policy hierarc~y as time passes.
Political
leaders are active at one
point, top administrators
at another,
and scientists
on the technical
ievel
at still another.

Drought
is a recurrent
problem
and water scarcity
a chronic
and worsening dilemma in some of the fastestgrowing parts of the United States.
There is a need for policy which embraces
weather
modification
and drought.
But
what is such policy
to be? Who is to
say? And how is it to be formulated?
To help answer these and related questions we have studied intensely
the
efforts of one state, Colorado,
to deal
with weather
modification
and drought.
The story of one state is hardly the
story of all states, much less national
policy
in general.
However,
it does
highlight
issues in weather modification,
drought,
and the intersection
of atmospheric
science
and policy making.
A
drought
may not be the most propitious
time to apply weather
modification
techniques
or make long-term
policy,
but the period immediately
followin~

In considering
the recent situation
in Colorado,
we have organized
our
information
in terms of a sequence
of
events (or stages) surrounding
and
fo].lowing any major drought experience.
Initially,
there is the onset of the
drought.
Then comes the response
to
drought.
This is followed
by the
recovery
period.
Finally,
there is
normalcy--or
the perception
of normalcy.
Recovery
can mean simply an effort
to go back to where the affected
area
was prior to the drought.
Or, it can
mean a special effort to mitigate
the
problems
revealed
by the experience-to "do better"
next time. In that
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sessing
the capabilities
of state agencies to address
these impacts.
The use
of weather
modification
as a possible
mitigation
option was discussed,
but no
decisions
were made.

case,
recovery can be akin to
preparedness.
Or perhaps
preparedness
can be called a stage between
recovery
and normalcy.
Either way, it is potentially a critical
period for policy
innovation
in weather modification
and
drought.
The Colorado
experience
is
important
because it illustrates
a
situation
in which there was an effort,
at ].east at a preparedness
stage.

Three days later, on January
22,
a Saturday,
the governor
met at his
mansion with his Advisory
Council on
Science
and Technology
and numerous
experts
from within the state who were
knowledgeable
about drought and weather
modification.
Both the problem and the
possible
responses
were discussed.
There was general
agreement
that water
conservation
was fundamental.
In addition, means of augmenting
supply were
considered,
among them being weather
modification.
There was a general
feeling that weather modification
was no
"solution,"
but that it might help.
The
issue was how much?

Overall,
this case history
covers
the period 1976-1985.
Changes
in
weather
and climate
are paralleled
by
changes in the nature of policy, and in
who influences
the process.
Weather
and policy
do interact.
One impacts
the
other.
They do so over stages that are
roughly
separable.
As the issue falls
in public prominence,
it becomes less
one of concern
to policy makers,
and is
sustained
by interests
at the scientific
and technical
level.
Those at the technical level--the
scientific
community-who wish to influence
policy must do so
during these brief preparedness
stages.
These are "windows
of opportunity,"
when
the politicians are listening.
Usually,
that is when the drought
and the problems
it caused them are still on their, minds.

On January 25, shortly
after this
discussion,
Lamm made it known that he
had decided
to proceed with weather
modification
(The Leadville
Herald
Democrat).
A few days later,
armed
with a quickly
developed
proposal
for an
emergency
weather
modification
program,
the governor met with ].egislative
leaders. He told them this would be the
first step in a three-year
weather modification
program.
It would cost
$150,000
to fund seeding in three key
areas of the state.
The areas expected
to be part of the proposal
included
the
San Juan Valley,
the Climax-Leadville
area, and the northern
Rockies.
The
governor
emphasized
that steps had to be
taken immediately
because
there were no
signs the drought
was going to end.

2.

ONSET
As winter arrived
in 1976, it became gradually
obvious that Colorado
and much of the western
United States
was entering
into a period of drought.
Colorado
is a semirarid
state, with less
than 14 inches of precipitation
in an
average
year. Much of this precipitation
comes in the form of snow. A winter
drought for Colorado
thus could be a
major disaster
for the state.
Not only
coul@ it impact on agricultural
and
ranching
interests,
but also on the
state’s important ski industry.
It was
representatives
of these economic
interests who alerted Colorado
policymakers
to the seriousness
of the drought,
and
need for governmental
action (Sherman,
1980).

On January 31, a bill appropriating
nearly $190,000
in state funds for an
emergency
cloud seeding
program
was
introduced
in the Colorado
House.
The
bill set aside $[89,200
for a proposed
$251,200
plan to seed clouds to stimu].ate snowfall in four areas of the state.
The remaining
$62,000
was to come from
local water conservation
districts,
the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
and the
City of Aspen.
After its hearings,
the
committees
voted favorably
on the bill.
There was practically
no opposition
at
this time.

On December
28, 1976, Governor
Richard Lamm requested
the U.S.
Secretary
of Agriculture
and the President to declare
16 Colorado
counties
as agricu].tura] disaster areas.
"The
governor’s
request was predicated
upon
an Agricultural
Stabilization
and Conservation
Service (ASCS) report that
showed significant
crop and livestock
losses in the counties for which the
declaration
request was made" (Gray,
1979, p. 23).

Thus, on February
2, Western
Weather
Consultants
began applying
for
permits
in proposed
seeding
sites.
Before administrative
hearings
on the
permits
could take place, the Colorado
Senate acted on the bill.

The drought grew worse in January.
Ski resorts
were suffering.
On January
19, 1977, the governor held a cabinet
meeting
to discuss
the crisis.
At the
cabinet
meeting,
the Division
of Disaster
Emergency
Services
(DODES),
of the
Department
of Military
Affairs,
was
charged with identifying
the probable
impacts
of drought in Colorado and as-

On February
4, the Senate voted
favorably,
26 to 3. The same day, the
House accepted
a minor amendment
and
voted in favor,
52 to 5. Still that
same day, the bill went to the governor
and he signed it into law, in a form
essentially
as he had proposed.
The
legislation
not only provided
fnnds
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ments about the weather modification
program
produced
premature
(and possibly
unwarranted)
optimism
from the governor
and seeders.
This bothered
CSU scientists, but there was little they could
do about the situation.

($251,200
for seeding,
$30,000 for evaluation),
but also made it clear that the
state, its officials,
and employees
were
immune from liabilities
resulting
from
weather
modification
actions approved
or conducted
by them (LeCompte
and Grant,
1977).

While CSU and the private seeders
were dealing with the program of 1977,
there were others who were worrying
about what to do if the drought continued the following
winter.
As early
as March 29, the Drought Council--a
high level policy advisory
body to the
governor--discussed
what to do about
next year. Sherman
commented
at this
meeting
that the existing
activity
had
not yet been evaluated
and, hence, its
results
could not be determined.
Although a budget for a second year’s
seeding could be formulated,
he felt
the need to first evaluate
the effectiveness
of the ongoing program
before
making recommendations
for a follow-on
effort (Drought
Council,
1977).

3.

RESPONSE
with the signing
of legislation,
implementation
was officially
under way.
The legislation
placed Department
of
Natural. Resources
(DNR) in charge of the
program.
The director,
Harris
Sherman,
had sensed a conflict
of interest
with
his role as the state’s
chief regulator
of weather modification.
Hence, he had
delegated
the responsibility
of running
the program to a semi-autonomous
subunit
within DNR, the Colorado
Water Conservation Board.
By the second week of February,
the
permit process
was completed
for Western
Weather
Consultants
and another
Coloradobased cloud seeding firm, Colorado
International
Corporation.
Colorado
State
University
(CSU) now entered
into agreements with Western
Weather Consultants
and Colorado
International,
as subcontractors,
to plan, oversee,
and manage the actual
seeding.
The state
authorized
the program
to begin at the
first seeding
opportunity
after February
15. As of this time, when seeding
commenced, approximately
70 percent
of the
snowpack
season
had passed.
The governor, nevertheless,
was pleased to see
implementation
start.
It was not just
the added snow; it was also the political
effect.
On February
21, Lamm declared
that:
"In politics movement is action,"
and cloud seeding
is "a way to dramatize
to the people that there was a drought"
(LeCompte
and Grant, 1977).

On April 7, George Lamb, the governor’s specially
designated
drought
coordinator, wrote to Sherman:
"The
need for legislative
consideration
in
this session is self-evident;
a complete program has planning
and execution requirements
which occur in the
late summer and fall, l. ong before the
next legislative
session."
On May 15, 1977, the weather modification
program
came to an end. Lewis
Grant, the Colorado
State University
scientist
in charge of the project,
was
quoted as estimating
that the seeding
increased
snowfall
13 to 19 percent
over what it would have been without
seeding.
As for continuing
the program,
he was clear that it should be run the
following
winter (Lang, 1977).

As the program
evolved
in ensuing
weeks, problems
in administration
and
communication
surfaced
and were worked
out as best as possible.
One of the
issues
that was a continuing
difficulty
arose from the fact that Colorado
International
received
its forecast
from another private
firm, Geophysical
Research
and Development,
rather than having
"in-house" forecasting.
This made consultation
with CSU on the daily meteorological situation
awkward,
since Colorado
International
did not have forecast
materials on hand during the daily discussions.
This resulted
in two forecasts and occasional
differences
of opinion regarding
future operations
(LeCompte
and Grant, 1977).

Meanwhile,
Governor
Lamm had been
lobbying
with other western
governors
to get federal assistance
for state
drought
response
activities.
On May 4,
1977, these efforts were rewarded
when
President
Jimmy Carter signed legislation providing
several
million dollars
to western states in emergency
drought
relief.
Much of this money was relatively flexible
in the sense that it
could be used in accord with a specific
state’s needs.
On May 20, Lamb sent Drought Council. members a first draft of state
legislation
for both an overall
drought
program
and a special weather
modification element.
This weather
modification
activity
was by far the most expensive
(Gray,
1979).
Once again, the legislative process
moved swiftly,
and the
governor
got essentially
what he proposed.
On June i0, Lamm signed
the
second weather
modification
bill into
law, thereby
authorizing
$350,000
in
state funds.
At the same time, a com-

Another issue was the ill-defined
responsibility
with respect
to the
seeding program
(LeCompte
and Grant,
1977). Perhaps
the most intractable
issue concerned
the question
of whether
or not the program
was effective
in
producing
more snow. The media’s
thirst
for immediate
(and newsworthy)
state-
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cautionary
rhetoric
from the governor
in
his State-of-the-State
address.
There
was ~he fact that, when the governor
had
first broached
the subject
with the
legislature
in January
1977, he had
spoken of the need for a throe-year
effort.
But time had passed
and so had
the drought,
for most of the state.

panion bill was signed into law appropriating $46,000 to the Office of State
Drought
Coordinator.
This bill also
provided
a statutory
base for the Drought
Council and set membership.
The second year’s program was planDue
ned to be far larger than the first.
to the increased
size of the second
weather
modification
operation,
the state
contracted
with a member of CSU’s Department of Atmospheric
Science to work fulltime at the Water Conservation
Board implementing
the program,
rather than
splitting
time between weather modification and university
duties.
On October
12, the Federal Bureau of Reclamation
approved
a request from the Water Conservation Board for an additional
$600,000
for state weather modification,
bringing
total funding for the second year winter
cloud seeding program to $950,000.

The legislator
who had sponsored
the original
cloud seeding
bill was
willing
to introduce
legislation
to keep
the weather modification
program going.
In mid-March,
he authored
a bill to
continue
the winter cloud seeding program another
year at a cost of $250,000.
However,
he found that the governor
was
apparently
less interested.
The governor’s closest advisers
reportedly
saw
the program as an emergency
measure,
and
did not wish to continue
the same type
of effort under non-drought
conditions.
The bill was allowed
to die.

The weather modification
program ~an
smoothly
as the winter began. The major
concerns
expressed
at the Drought Council
meeting were not with the Colorado
program, but rather with the fear that seeding programs of other states might interfere with the one Colorado was running.

On April 30, 1978, the state-run
weather
modification
program officially
came to an end. The Drought
Council
and some drought operations
other than
weather
modification
continued
through
the summer, but Colorado
was recovering.
By fall 1978, virtually
all droughtrelated activities
ended, and the state
drought program officially
ceased to be
(Gray, 1979).

At the beginning
of December,
it
appeared
to those involved
in the seeding program that they were baying a considerable
impact.
At the time permits
were issued, lack of snow was the problem.
In early December, however, the
snows began to fal’l harder and more constantly over the Rockies.

5.

PREPAREDNESS
EFFORTS
In the wake of the drought,
there
was stronger
realization
on the part of
various
Colorado
leaders
that the state
was extremely
vulnerable
to climatic
variability.
There was talk about the
need for a state policy that would anticipate future water problems
and prepare the state for the time when those
problems
were exacerbated
by drought.
There were those who recalled
a severe
drought
in the 1950’s,
the repeat of
which could be horrendous
in a state far
more developed,
populated,
and thus
possibly vulnerable.

On December 5, the seeding generators were shut down.
Under the permits,
seeding had to stop when snowfall topped
200 percent of normal as of January 31.
There was no state order to shut down,
but those operating
the program felt they
were getting very close to excessive
snowpack
and wanted to check the situation. It was indicated
that the program
definitely
would continue
in certain
areas, while being placed on hold in
others.
By the turn of the year, 1978,
Colorado
had plenty of snow in its mountain areas amd considerable
business for
its ski resorts.
There were few alarms
now being sounded by farmers, who anticipated enough water in the spring from
run-off.

For some, preparedness
included
weather modification
as a potentially
useful tool.
For others, weather modification
was the one too] they did not
want used. For still others,
weather
modification
was not yet a "too].,"
any reliable
sense.
The possibility
of
policy
action
brought
reaction.
All the
traditional
debates surrounding
weather
modification,
muffled
in the onset stage,
virtually
absent during emergency
response, now began being heard as the
recovery
period phased into a debate
about the role of weather
modification
in long-term
preparedness.

Optimism was growing that the
drought
was ending.
Governor
Lamm, who
was receiving
meteorological
advice, was
not yet ready to say the drought was history. Yet it was difficult
for legislators and others to think about lack of
precipitation
when the snows continued
to be heavy through January and February.

Thus, an active political
process
focused around drought,
weather modification,
and preparedness
for long-term
water scarcity
was ensuing.
It had been
triggered
by the experience
of drought.
Those who most keenly felt the need for

4.

RECOVERY
In March 1978, those involved
with
the program began asking about next year.
There was still a Drought Council and
state drought coordinator,
and there was
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drought,
and potential
ing more heated.

a positive
state policy for cloud seeding
were a number of existing
large weather
modification
users.
These included
the
ski industry,
certain segments
of the
agricultural
industry,
and major municipal water suppliers,
such as the Denver
Water
Board.
They were disappointed
when
the state decided
against a third year of
state-sponsored
seeding.

drought,

was

grow-

The polarization
was symbolized
by
a confrontation
between
the Colorado
Cattlemen’s
Association
(anti-weather
modification)
and a coalition
of weather
modification
users.
DNR avoided
taking
sides, and said the state was attempting
to settle the many major issues affecting the subject of weather
modification,
including
issues involving
use of the
technology
in drought versus more "normal" situations
(Johnson,
1979.) 4 In
mid-December
1979, DNR called an informal
meeting
of various
legislators,
representatives
from Denver Water Board, the
Northwest
Colorado
Conservancy
District,
and several members
of the State Advisory
Committee
on Weather Modification.
Sherman
told those he assembled
that he
was getting
increasing
complaints
from
many sources
in affected
areas about
private
weather
modification.
It was
not just the cattlemen.
Those attending
agreed that new legislation
was needed.
The alliance
of users had grown to 22
major entities.
Each had contributed
$i,000 to an effort by Western
Weather
Consultants
to draft a state program
(Western Weather Consultants,
Inc.,
1980).

Seeding
did continue,
however,
under
private
and non-state
auspices.
Opposition arose from certain San Luis Valley
interests.
They complained
to the state
legislature
about "illegal"
seeding in
their area, seeding
they perceived
to rob
them to benefit
others.
Sympathetic
legislators
responded
by proposing
and
eventually
passing a law imposing
harsher
penalties
on those caught seeding
without a permit.
On January 18, 1979, Sherman
temporarily
halted the "legal"
private cloud
seeding program
underway
in mountain
ski
resort
areas. He stated
that there was
so much snow falling that there might be
hazardous
conditions.
Harris
said several problems
had surfaced
in the previous
week.
One involved avalanche dangers
as outlined
by the State Highway Division. Another
came from the Division
of
Wildlife
which indicated
the heavy snows
were creating
hazards
to wildlife
("State
Calls Halt to Cloud Seeding,"
1979).

On January
31, 1980, DNR filed
legislation.
It was modeled
in one
respect on the program
proposed
by the
user interests.
In another respect, it
was quite different
from what they
wanted and in line with what their
opponents
demanded.

A month later, the seeding
halt
became an indefinite
suspension,
as it
became clear that a record snowpack
was
developing
in Colorado
and there could
be danger of floods when the run-off began in the spring ("State
Authorities
Fear Floods,
Halt Seeding
Indefinitely,"
1979).

Thus, the bill called upon the
state to sponsor
a $1.4 million research
and evaluation
program
of winter snowpack augmentation.
The program
would
extend
seven years.
However,
the bill
also called for a halt of all commercial
operations
during this seven-year
period.
Where necessary
(e.g., drought),
operational
programs
could be run. But these
would be under state control and sponsorship.

Summer 1979 came and San Luis Valley
farmers and ranchers
continued
to complain that there was illegal seeding
taking
place. By fall 1979, the state
was feeling
pressures
not only from
differing
weather
interests
within the
state, but also from federal sources.
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
(BuRec)
was raising the possibility
of a multiyear, multi-million
dollar demonstration project
in mountain
winter seeding.
BuRec’s
interest
was in augmenting
runoff to the Colorado
River, an interstate
river of huge significance
to the southwest.
BuRec had been authorized
to plan
a demonstration
by Congress
in 1977, a
time when the western drought
made Washington more receptive
to such a largescale activity
(Silverton
Standard
and
Miner, 1979).

The DNR bill made weather
modification a state monopoly
for a period of
seven years.
The emphasis
would be on
resolving
issues,
rather than enhancing
snow for its own sake. The moratorium
on private seeding
would hopefully
also
keep down controversy,
so the state
could concentrate
on fundamentals.
In mid-February
1980, Sherman left
DNR to go into private law practice.
With Sherman’s
departure,
much of the
push behind
the bill went. As policy
momentum
diminished,
opposition
to the
bill grew. The bill went to the House
Appropriations
Committee
where it died
in spring 1980 (Welles,
1982).

Now, in 1979, with planning
underway, BuRec was beginning
to press
Colorado
for cooperation.
The state
government
was cautious,
seeing benefits
to other states, with impacts being felt
in Colorado.
Meanwhile,
the intrastate
debate over weather modification
and

snow
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Colorado
had enjoyed another
good
year. The debates
over weather

relative
lack of snow in the early winter, he asked the director
of the DODES
to coordinate
an interagency
planning
effort
specifically
on drought.
He
ordered
that there be provided,
within
90 days, a plan for an improved
method
of decision
making
for drought.
If
Colorado
was to be subjected
to drought
on a recurrent
basis, the governor
felt
it should develop
a standard
operating
procedure,
rather
than react through
crisis decision
making.

modification
policy had taken place in a
context of diminishing
urgency about
precipitation
problems.
Those public
and private
interests
who wanted legislation were not aided by weather
and
climate.
Nor were they helped by their
own lack of unity.
The same user forces who had pushed
for a state weather
modification
program
in 1979-1980,
and who had seen their
views amended by DNR in ways they could
not tolerate,
were ready to try once
more in 1981. Their interest
was, again,
in a long-term
state program
involving
research,
demonstration,
and evaluation
to advance
the technology.
Private
seeding,
however,
would continue
because
its members
had a continuing
need. DNR
agreed to go along with theirposition
this time.

On May 15, a p~an prepared
by the
interagency
task force was compZeted
and sent to Governor
Lamm, who adopted
it as policy
the following
day. Under
this plan, there would be two distinct
administrative
systems
that would operate in tandem to support
the state government’s response to drought.
One
system would supervise
the assessment
of drought
conditions
and the other
would manage the state’s response.

On February
17, 1981, a bill was
introduced
that reflected
a compromise
between the weather modification
users
and previous
DNR position.
The program
was to commence
during the winter of
1981-1982
and be completed
no later than
June 30, 1988 (Welles,
1982).
The previous requirement
for a moratorium
on
private
seeding
was omitted.
The bill
was amended in the legiSlature
and the
appropriation
reduced from $650,000
per
year for seven years to $325,000
for each
of the seven years, with an equal amount
($350,000)
to be raised from other
sources before any of the appropriated
funds could be spent.
It was also
ameuded to read "no other weather modification
projects
that could affect
winter storms shall be carried out in the
state of Colorado
during the period that
such research
and demonstration
program
is in progress."

The administrative
groups would
be composed
of state and relevant
regionally-based
federal
agencies.
They
would focus, in terms of response,
on
municipal
water, wildfire
protection,
agriculture,
commerce
and tourism,
wildlife, the economy,
energy, and health.
Specific
methods of drought
mitigation,
such as cloud seeding,
were not designated.
While not a prediction
system
per se, the assessment
mechanism
that was
set up was seen as a potential
early
warning
system that could make use of
whatever
predictive
capability
was available. At minimum,
it would help bring
together
previously
scattered
information
about water avaiIability
in the state,
so the governor
would have better and
more current
information
about the
status of a developing,
or receding,
drought.
A new Water Availability
Index was a tangible
result of this
assessment
effort.

In this form, the bill was passed
by the substantive
committees
and
sent to the House Appropriations
Committee. By April 1981, it was clear that
the Appropriations
Committee
was not
going to move the bill forward.
The
reason was now due to a serious state
budgetary
problem and desire to avoid
any new programs.
Whatever
opportunity
weather modification
might have had
earlier was not there in 1981.

6.

NORMALCY
The drought plan was adopted--and
weather
modification
program
rejected-at a time when the precipitation
situation of Colorado
was perceived
as returning
to normalcy.
Normalcy
meant
successive
years with plenty of snow.
With the Reagan administration
budget cutbacks
taking full effect at this
time, BuRec was hard-pressed
to keep
ongoing
programs
alive, much less start
the new one in Colorado
it had proposed.
There was now no state legislation
being pressed
in any serious
way. It
was more of the same in 1983, in the
sense of bountiful
precipitation
and
minimal policy.

Partial progress
in drought
planning
Weather
modification
and drought
were linked in the response
period,
and,
in the minds of many, during the recovery/preparedness
phase of policymaking.
However,
in the interest
of some progress, there were others who saw it best
to "unlink" the two.
After all, there
was much that could be done to better
prepare for drought
that had nothing to
do with weather modification.

There was some activity
in the
scientific
and technical
community
of
Colorado.
Drought
assessment
(i.e.,
water availability)
mechanisms
continued
to be developed
and refined.
They had

~his, apparently,
was the view of
the governor,
who had let DNR take the
lead on weather
modification.
On
February
5, 1981, stimulated
in part by
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yet

to be tested

by a drought,

however.

Preparedness
makes sense.
Weather
modification
tends to be used, if only
because people get desperate
and politicians
feel compelled
to act to show
they are trying to alleviate
suffering.
It is irrational
not to develop weather
modification
technology
so it can be a
better policy
option.
As such, seeding
could take place at the meteorologically
best, rather than worst times for precipitation
augmentation.

There was some linkage of drought
planning
with weather modification
within
the state government.
However, this
linkage
was in the minds of individuals
well below those with power to make
policy.
In 1984 and 1985, normalcy
continued.
The winter
drought
of 1976-78
now seemed ancient history.
7.

CONCLUSION
The interplay
of weather
modification, drought,
and public policy in
the recent Colorado
context
has been
discussed.
This case points
up the
relation
of policy to weather
and
climatic
variation.
In the absence
of
pre-planning,
the event itself--a
serious drought--tends
to be greeted as
a crisis and policy makers react with the
tools at hand. Weather
modification
frequently
is an option.
Choices
are made
at the highest
political
levels,
and
they are made for substantive
reasons
(possible
mitigation)
and political
effect (dramatizing
action).

What is needed is a weather modification
program
that relates
to longterm water development
needs and extreme
variations
in weather,
particularly
drought.
Such a program
would have to
be designed
to be intergovernmental,
since the federal, government
is responsible for research
and development,
and
states are where the impacts
(and politics) of weather modification,
drought,
and water scarcity
are felt most keenly.
States are users and potential
codevelopers.
The optimal time to bridge the gap
between the science and public policy of
weather
modification/drought
is in the
recovery
period, where some political
consensus
as to problem is present
and
those with proposals
to do better next
time may get a high level hearing.
This
is the window of opportunity
for change,
which can convert
recovery
into a
potential
preparedness
period.
It is
open, but briefly.
Thinking,
strategy,
and cooperation
among concerned
parties
must take place prior to the next
drought,
however,
to make the most of
the opportunity
when it comes.

The window of opportunity
for doing
better by drought
and weather
modification comes in the recovery
period, when
"weather
policy" has attention
of state
policymakerso
The drought
may be over,
but it remains a recent reality
and,
hence, a trigger for more considered
policy action aimed at preparedness
for
the next crisis.
In Colorado,
there was
forward
motion in drought planning,
and
new interagency
mechanisms
for assessment
and possible
response
established.
But
for weather modification,
the opportunity
to use the recovery
period for enhancing
the viability
of the technology
as a
potential
tool was lost. Those in favor
of weather
modification
could not unite,
while those against
the technology-relatively
silent at the onset and during
the drought--were
extremely
vocal.
After
a while, however,
as what was perceived
as normalcy
returned,
weather
modification and drought were placed on the backburner
of state decision
making.
Significantly,
over time, the level of
action involvement
fell from the governor
and legislature,
to administrators,
to
scientists
and technical
people with
substantive
knowledge,
but little policy
authority.

FOOTNOTES
I. An earlier
version
of this paper was
presented
at the ninth conference
on
Weather Modification,
Park City, Utah,
May 21-23,
1984. The research
was
sponsored
by NSF Grant No. ATM-8210146.
The advice of Stanley Changnon,
Richard
Dirks, and Hassan Virji on the report
from which this paper derived is gratefully acknowledged.
The views expressed
here are those of the authors,
and not
necessarily
those of NSF or the
individuals
mentioned.
2.
The Maxwell School, Syracuse University, and Science and Technology
Policy
Center, Syracuse
Research
Corporation,
Syracuse, New York.

8.

IMPLICATIONS
While it is difficult
to generalize
from one case history,
events in Colorado
do have implications
of national
significance.
The case reveals
the large
gap between
those who are sensitive
to
the vagaries
of weather and those who are
responsible
for policy.
There is a
serious
problem in merging
the long-term
perspective
of scientists
and professionals with the short-term
perspective
of
policymakers.
Droughts
recur.
That may
be true meteorological
(as contrasted
with political
perception)
normalcy.

3.
Science and Technology Policy
Center, Syracuse
Research
Corporation.
4.
Several matters concerned the
cattlemen.
These included:
I) the additional cost of putting
cattle on full
fee~ early in the season,
since regular
pasture land was buried in snow; 2) the
costs of snow removal and building
repairs; and 3) the state had authorized
commercial
seeding despite
the protests
of the cattlemen
that it would have the
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adverse

effects

it did

in fact

Problems
DC: NAS,

have.
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"NON-REVIEWED"

HOWCALIFORNIAHANDLED
TWOWEATHER
MODIFICATIONPERMIT
APPLICATIONSFROMNEVADA,AN ADJOININGSTATE
Maurice Roos
Department of Water Resources
Sacramento, California
95802

In 1978 the CaliforniaLegislaturepassed a
new law regulating weather resources management
(commonly known as cloud seeding). The law
became effective in 1979 for the 1979-80 water
year; it established a detailed system of
licen-ses for individuals, and of permits,
notices, record keeping, and reports for each
project. The 1978 law superseded a law which
basically required only a notice of intention
before an annual license was granted to conduct a
weathermodificationproject.
By 1984, the detailedprovisionsseemed like
unnecessaryregulationand the State Legislature
repealed many of them, including the need for
licenses and permits for weather modification.
However, project sponsors still must notify
people in the project area and file annual or
biennialreports.
During the 1980-84 period when California
was actively regulating weather modification
activities with a permit program, a total of 14
permits were issued. Two of these went to an
adjoiningstate -- Nevada.
Californialaw required(and still requires)
compliance with the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA). For example, local public
agencies had to pre-pare an EnvironmentalImpact
Report (EIR) on proposed weather modification
projects. The regular EIR process was not applicable, however,to agenciesof anotherstate.
During this period of regulation,the Desert
Research Institute of Nevada (DRI), on behalf
the water users of that state, applied for two
permits. One was for the Lake Tahoe-Truckee
River Basin; the other was for the Carson and
Walker Rivers. The location of these two
projects is shown on Figure 1. In both of these
areas, most of the water supply originates in
California while most of the water need and use
is in Nevada. Average annual natural runoff of
the Truckee River, including Lake Tahoe, at the
stream gaging station at Farad, near the stateline, is about 580,000 acre-feet (AF). The
Carson River basin runoff from its two forks is
about 360,000 AF. The Walker River furnishes
about 370,000 AF of natural flow at the two
primary gaging stations. The sum of natural
flows in all three river systems at their
respectivemajor gages is about 1,310,000 AF per
year. Estimated depletion due to water use in
California is rather small, around 120,000 AF.
Over 90% of the naturalrunoff flows into Nevada.
The procedure for handling permit applications is illustrated by Figure 2. Normally, an
EIR was required under CEQA before a permit could
be granted. However, the weather modification
law had one important exception--a"grandfather"
pro- vision which specified that if an existing
project had been operated continuously for a

FIGURE

LOCATION

MAP

TRUCKEE, CARSON, AND WALKER RIVER BASINS

TAI

WALKER

period of ten years, a permit would be granted
automatically. Since this provision did not
allow the Department of Water Resources discretion on whether to grant the permit or not, CEQA
did not apply.
The first permit application,that for the
Tahoe-Truckee basin, was filed in October 1979.
The stated purpose was to investigate the
feasibility of weather modification and to
attempt to produce increases in the wintertime
snowpack. The Desert Research Institute was able
to show that some kind of operations towards
their expressed purpose in essentially the same
geographic area had taken place each year from
1969-70 through 1978-79. Hence they qualified
for a 10-year "grandfather" permit which was
subsequentlyissued in late Novemberof 1979.
During 1979 and early 1980, the Department
of Water Resources staff had been working on
obtainingcertificationfrom the parent Resources
Agency for use of a functionalequivalentprocess
in lieu of an environmental impact report in
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Walker river basins. DRI did a good job of
explaining their proposed project and the
environmental effects in the application. The
material was sent to the interdisciplinaryreview
committee and other agencies with potential
jurisdiction. Subsequently, a committee meeting
was held near the end of January; the application
was discussed, and approval was recommended,
subject to a better description of evaluation
methodology. DRI quickly furnished a better
explanation of evaluation methods and the permit
was granted on February 2. There was no opposition; in fact, we had a resolution of support
from Mono County, one of the mountain counties in
the Walker Basin. Joe Warburton and others did a
good job of meeting with CaliFornia mountain
county people before the applicationwas Filed to
answer their questions. This advance public
information did much, in my opinion, to allay
fears about the proposed Carson-Walker Project
and forestall potential opposition and protests
which could have delayedthe project.
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regulation of weather resources management by
non-public sponsors. This authority was finally
obtained, after an initial rejection, in March
1980. The functionalequivalentprocess requires
the same environmental infor ation as a report,
but is much speedier. For weather resources
management permits, the application is reviewed
by a seven-person interdisciplinary panel who
recommends action to be taken. Their work
includes consideration of review comments
received from other agencies who are sent a copy
of the applicationimmediatelyafter it is filed.
The seven disciplineswere: (I) weather resources
management,(2) meteorology,(3) flood management
engineering,(4) biology,(5) economics,(6)
and water use analysis,and (7) law.
Under CEQA, public agencies sponsoring a
project have to do their own EIR on that project,
following the EIR process. The FEP avenue was
set up originally for the purpose of handling
private applications.However, the definitionof
public agency in the weatherresourcesmanagement
regulations read as follows: "any state agency,
board or commission,any county,city and county,
city, regional agency, public district, redevelopment agency, or other political subdivisionof
the State of California".Note that an adjoining
state or state agency is not included in this
definition;hence a Nevada applicationwas a nonpublic applicationunder our regulationsand the
FEP pr6cedurewas applicable.
In early January 1981, a second weather
resources management project application was
received from DRI. This was for the Carson128
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PRELIMINARY
DATA ON REPORTED
WEATHER
MODIFICATION
ACTIVITIES
IN THE U.S. FOR CY 1985

National

Harold A. Corzine,
PDC
Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Administration
Rockville,
MD 20852

INTRODUCTION
Public
Law 92-205,
enacted
in 1971, requires
that all nonfederally
sponsored
attempts
to modify
the weather
be reported
to the
Secretary
of Commerce.
Responsibility
for administering
the
reporting
program was delegated
by the Secretary
to the National
Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Administration
(NOAA).
In 1973 Federal
agencies
agreed to report their weather
modification
activities
to
NOAA. Since then the reporting
program
files have become
a unique
source of infoz-mation
on weather modification
projects
undertaken
in the United
States and its territories.
Timely
reporting
of
activities
supplies
information
that can be used to assess the
possibility
of harm to persons,
property,
or the environment,
or
of interference
with federal
or other research
projects.
The data
are also used to show the trends in weather
modification
activity
over the years and around the country.
The reporting
procedures
include
the submittal
of Initial,
Interim,
and Final reports
covering
weather
modification
activities
for individual
target
areas.
An Initial
Report
is
required
at least i0 days prior to the start of the activity.
Interim
Reports
are required
for those projects.active
on January
1 of each year and must be filed by February
15. Final Reports
must be submitted
within 45 days after completion
of the weather
modification
activity
or project.
A weather
modification
activity
is considered
active until a Final Report is filed with NOAA.
Requests
for copies of the reporting
the reporting
forms, and information
should be directed
to:

law, reporting
procedures,
on the reporting
program

Program Development
and Coordination
Office
Office of Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Research
National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
6010 Executive
Boulevard
Rockville,
Maryland
20852
Telephone:
(301) 443-8108
ANALYSIS
Preliminary
analyses
of the weather modification
data for CY 1985
are provided
in Tables
I and 2. Table 1 gives the number
of
activities
and total target area in CY 1985 and provides
a
breakdown
of the number of different
weather modification
operators
and sponsors.
Table 2 lists the states
with
modification
activities
and the total area targeted
for weather
modification
in each state. CY 1984 figures
are included
in each
table for comparison.
The data presented
show a reversal
in the downward
trend in number
and scope of weather modification
activities
that began in 1977.
The number of activities
increased
from 32 in 1984 to 38 in 1985,
and the total area increased
nearly 13 percent
during the same
period.
One new state (Delaware)
was added to the list.
California
again had the greatest
number of projects,
but Texas
had the greatest
increase
in activity
in 1985 and took over the
lead in total target area.
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The nature of the activities
changed
little during the past year.
Twenty-nine
of the 32 projects
reported
in 1984 were continued
in
1985, and precipitation
augmentation
remained
the principal
objective.
Thirty-two
1985 projects
sought
to increase
precipitation--four
had hail alleviation
as a second objective.
The remaining
six activities
in 1985 included
five cold fog or
stratus
dissipation
projects
and one research
project.

Table

1

Weather

Modification

Data

Activities
Nonfederal
activities
Federally
sponsored
activities
Commercial
modifiers
University
operators
Federal operators
Water district
operators
Utility operators
State operators
Water district
sponsors
Community
sponsors
Utility sponsors
State sponsors
Airline/airport
sponsors
Business
sponsors
States with activities
2)
Total

Table

target

area

(mi

for

1984

and

1985

1984

1985

32
29
3
9
3
1
3
2
1
8
4
4
3
3
1
14

38
35
3
8
1
1
5
2
1
ii
6
4
3
3
4
15

66,120

74,579

2

States

With

Weather

Modification

Activities
2
Area
)
(mi

Activities
1984
Alaska
California
Colorado
Delaware
Idaho
Kansas
Nevada
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

1985
1
12
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
5
3
2
1
40*

2
ii
2
0
1
1
5
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
35*

1984
12
24,610
1,600
0
100
9,798
7,161
13,533
1,574
I0
2,682
4,500
310
50
180
66,120

*Three projects
in 1984 and two projects
in 1985
adjoining
states and crossed state boundaries.
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were

1985
2
11,621
1,600
2,057
I00
12,000
5,060
12,744
2,662
i0
2,682
21,300
2,510
51
180
74,579

conducted

in

